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SmartResilience Project
Modern critical infrastructures are becoming increasingly smarter (e.g. the smart cities). Making the infrastructures
smarter usually means making them smarter in the normal operation and use: more adaptive, more intelligent etc. But
will these smart critical infrastructures (SCIs) behave smartly and be smartly resilient also when exposed to extreme
threats, such as extreme weather disasters or terrorist attacks? If making existing infrastructure smarter is achieved by
making it more complex, would it also make it more vulnerable? Would this affect resilience of an SCI as its ability to
anticipate, prepare for, adapt and withstand, respond to, and recover? What are the resilience indicators (RIs) which one
has to look at?
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These are the main questions tackled by SmartResilience project.
The project envisages answering the above questions in several steps (#1) By identifying existing indicators suitable for
assessing resilience of SCIs (#2) By identifying new smart resilience indicators including those from Big Data (#3) By
developing, a new advanced resilience assessment methodology based on smart RIs and the resilience indicators cube,
including the resilience matrix (#4) By developing the interactive SCI Dashboard tool (#5) By applying the
methodology/tools in 8 case studies, integrated under one virtual, smart‐city‐like, European case study. The SCIs
considered (in 8 European countries!) deal with energy, transportation, health, and water.
This approach will allow benchmarking the best‐practice solutions and identifying the early warnings, improving
resilience of SCIs against new threats and cascading and ripple effects. The benefits/savings to be achieved by the project
will be assessed by the reinsurance company participant. The consortium involves seven leading end‐users/industries in
the area, seven leading research organizations, supported by academia and lead by a dedicated European organization.
External world leading resilience experts will be included in the Advisory Board.
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Executive Summary
This report summarizes the results of the work in Task 1.2 of the SmartResilience project.
Within the Work Package “Establishing the project baseline and the common framework”,
Task 1.2 “Analysis of existing assessment approaches, indicators and data sources” addresses
the first 3 of the five main project objectives, namely:
1.

identifying existing indicators suitable for assessing resilience of SCIs

2.

identifying new “smart” resilience indicators (RIs) – including those from Big Data

3.

developing a new advanced resilience assessment methodology based on smart RIs
(“resilience indicators cube”, including the resilience matrix)

The particular objectives of Task 1.2 have been to:
1.

identify currently used approaches

2.

identify indicators to follow‐up critical infrastructures in cities with respect to safety
and security

3.

assess their usability and

4.

assess their limitations for assessing, predicting and monitoring resilience, both for
single infrastructures and for interdependencies which may lead to cascading
effects (e.g. among infrastructures in a network of single infrastructures).

The context of the work performed in the task is described in the introductory part of the
report. Out of the number of different resilience assessment approaches listed in Task 1.1,
nearly 30 approaches using the indicators have been singled out and about 20 are analyzed
more in detail in the subsequent part of the report. The approaches have been grouped in the
hierarchical way, covering
1.

International approaches (i.e. the approaches of international organizations)

2.

EU approaches (i.e. approaches in selected EU projects)

3.

National approaches (US, Germany, Sweden…)

4.

Approaches from selected literature

Subsequently the report describes the preliminary collection of over 450 resilience indicators
(these will be analyzed in detail in WP4 – the annexes of this report contain mainly an
overview of sources) and a collection of some 40+ case studies relevant for the
SmartResilience project.
The results of the above work have influenced the main concept of the SmartResilience
project and lead to respective amendment of the results of Task 1.1. The amendments
concern primarily:
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1.

New definition of the phases and dimensions of the resilience

2.

Respective change of the resilience matrix (now 55)

3.

Update of the inputs for the Resilience Cube concept

The updated approach has been presented to the end‐users in T1.3 and the feedback
obtained in this action has been considered here. The report includes examples of the use of
conventional and big‐data‐based indicators for resilience assessment. The examples show that
the concept under development in SmartResilience project is (a) innovative, (b) compatible
with many accepted approaches, and (c) pragmatic and practically applicable. The issues,
usability and limitations of the concept as well of the indicators, are discussed in the
concluding part of the report.
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Adaptation to Climate Extremes and Disaster framework

BRIC

Baseline Resilience Index for Communities

BSI

Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik
(German Federal office for Information Security)

CA
CBR

Cellular Automata
Chemical, Biological and Radiological

CBRNE
CCA

Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosives
Climate Change Adaptation

CDRI
CEDR
CEFIC

Community Disaster Resilience Index
Conference of European Road Directors
European Chemical Industry Council

CEM

Crisis and Emergency management

CERT

Computer Emergency Response Teams

CFRAMS

Lee Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management Study

CHAMP
CI

Local Response to Climate Change
Critical Infrastructure

CICS

Critical Infrastructures and Critical Societal functions

CIKR

Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources

CIP
CIP/DSS
CIPS
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Annual Exceedance Probability
Assessments of Impacts and Adaptations of Climate Change

Critical Infrastructure Protection
Critical Infrastructure Protection Decision Support System
The Prevention, Preparedness and Consequence Management of Terrorism and
other Security‐related Risks programme

CIRI

Critical Infrastructure Resilience Index

CLIPDAR
CML

Climate projection Database for Roads
Costumer Minutes Lost

CoBRA

Community‐Based Resilience Analysis Framework

CO‐OPS

Centre for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services

CREAT
CRI

Climate Resilience Evaluation & Awareness Tool
Compound Resilience Indicator

Crisma

Modelling crisis management for improved action and preparedness
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Acronym
D
DDR
DES
DROP

Disaster Risk Reduction
Discrete‐Event Simulation
Disaster Resilience Of Place

DRS

Disaster Risk Security

DSS
EASA

Decision Support System
European Aviation Safety Agency

EC

European Commission

ECIP

Enhanced Critical Infrastructure Protection

EDEN
ER

End‐user driven demo for CBRNE
Emerging risk(s)

ERMF

Enterprise Risk Management Framework

ERMGs

European Resilience Management Guidelines

ERRAs
ESI

Emerging risk representative applications
Environmental Sensitivity Index

EU
EU H2020
EWENT
FAO

European Union
European Union Horizon 2020
European project on Impacts and consequences of extreme weather events on EU
transport system
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FEMA
FEWS

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Operational forecasting platform

FLAG

Flood advisory group

FRAM

Functional Resonance Analysis Method

GAP‐DRG
GDP

General Approach for Patient oriented Decision Resources Group
Good Disinfection Praxis

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GIS

Geographic Information System

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

GSDR

Global Sustainable Development Report

HACCP

Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point

HSE

Health and Safety Executive

HSE

Health, Safety and Environment

HSSE

Health, Safety, Security and Environment

HURREVAC
I&Cs
IAEA
ICT

Hurricane Evacuation
Indices & Characteristics
International Atomic Energy Agency
Information and Communication Technology

IFRC

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies

IISD

International Institute for Sustainable Development’s Climate Resilience and Food
Security

IPIECA
IRGC
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Definition
Deliverable

International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association
International Risk Governance Council

IRVS

Integrated Rapid Visual Screening

ISIS

Flood modeling software

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LÜKEX

Landerübergreifende Krisenmanagementübung / Exercise (Interministerial and
Interstate Crisis Management Exercise)
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Acronym

Definition

MATINE

Maanpuolustuksen tieteellinen neuvottelukunta (Finnish Scientific Advisory Board for
Defence)

MATSim
MCDM

Multi‐Agent Transport Simulation
Multi‐criteria decision making

MRA

Member State

MSB

Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap (Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency)

MTBF

Mean time between failures

MTTR

Mean time to repair

MVA

Multidimensional activity analysis

NAS

National Academy of Science (USA)

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NaTech

Nature‐Technology (events; event involving interaction between nature and
infrastructures)

NDCP

Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection

NIAC
NOAA
NPP

National Infrastructure Advisory Council
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Nuclear Power Plant

NRC

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

OD
ODI

Ordinance Datum
Overseas Development Institute

OECD
OGP

The Organization for Economic Co‐operation and Development
Open Government Declaration

OPW

Office of Public Works

PDCA

Plan, Do, Check and Act

PDM

Probability Distributed Model

PI
PPD
PSI

Performance Indicator
Presidential Policy Directive
Process Safety Incidents

PSPrep

Private Sector Preparedness Program

PU/CO

Public / Confidential

QMRA

Quantitative Microbial Risk Assessment

QMS

Quality Management System

RAG

Resilience Analysis Grid

RCI
ReMMAT

Resilience Capacity Index
Resilience Management Matrix and Audit Toolkit

RESILENS

Realizing European reSILiencE

RESOLUTE

RESilience management guidelines and Operationalization appLied to Urban
Transport Environment

RI
RIMAROCC
RM

Resilience Index
Risk management for roads in a changing climate
Resilience Matrix

RMI
SCADA
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Microbial Risk Assessment

MS

SCI
SLA
SMART
SMR
SOC

Resilience Measurement Index
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Smart Critical Infrastructure
service level agreement
Starting, Moderate, Advanced, Robust, and verTebrate
Smart Mature Resilience
Sense of Coherence
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Acronym
SPI
SPOF
SRI
SVI, SoVI
SWWA
T
TRL
UKCIP
UKMET
UN
UNDP

Single point of failure
Smart Resilience Indicator
Social Vulnerability Index
Swedish Water & Wastewater Association
Task
Technology Readiness Level
UK Climate Impacts Programme
British Weather Forecast office
United Nations
United Nations Development Programme

UNISDR

United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction

USACE
USAID

United States Army Corps of Engineers
United States Agency for International Development

USDHS

United States Department of Homeland Security

VASS

VAttentjänstbranschens Statistik System

VAST
WANO

Vulnerability Assessment Scoring Tool
World Association of Nuclear Operators

WCCD

World Council on City Data

WEMo

Wave Exposure Model

WHO
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Definition
Safety Performance Indicator

World Health Organization

WP

Work Package

WSP

Water Safety Plans
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Introduction
Modern critical infrastructures are becoming increasingly “smarter” (e.g. the “smart cities”). Making the
infrastructures “smarter” usually means making them smarter in the normal operation and use: more
adaptive, more intelligent… However, will these smart critical infrastructures (SCIs) behave “smartly” and be
“smartly resilient” also when exposed to extreme threats, such as extreme weather disasters or terrorist
attacks? If making existing infrastructure “smarter” is achieved by making it more complex, would it also
make more vulnerable? Would this affect resilience of an SCI as its ability to anticipate, prepare for, adapt
and withstand, respond to, and recover? Proving clear and practicable answers to the above questions,
accepted by possibly large group of stakeholders, is the main specific objective of this proposal.
The SmartResilience project [156] envisages answering the above questions in several steps, by addressing
the following specific, practical objectives:
1. identifying existing indicators suitable for assessing resilience of SCIs
2. identifying new “smart” resilience indicators (RIs) – including those from Big Data
3. developing a new advanced resilience assessment methodology (TRL4 ) based on smart RIs
(“resilience indicators cube”, including the resilience matrix)
4. developing the interactive “SCI Dashboard” tool
5. applying the methodology/tools in 8 case studies, integrated under one virtual, smart‐city‐like,
European case study. The SCIs considered (in 8 European countries!) deal with energy,
transportation, health, water
The report provides further development of the project baseline and, in particular, inputs for WP 3 and WP4.
In addition to the items in the initial description of work, the report has further explored the issue of business
continuity (Figure 1) and included it into the overall concept (Figure 2) – which has been further developed
and updated in this step of the project. The concept will be further developed in WP2, WP3 and WP4 (WP3
being focused onto it).

Overall recovery objective:
Back‐to‐normal as quickly as possible,
possibly better prepared for the
“next time”

Adverse
event

Timeline
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Within minutes to hours :
Staff and visitors accounted for,
casualties dealt with,
damage containment / limitation,
damage assessment.

Incident response

Within minutes to days:
Contact staff,
customers, suppliers, etc.
Recovery of critical
business processes.
Rebuild lost work‐in‐progress.

Business Continuity
Recovery / resumption : back‐to‐normal / adaptation
Within weeks to months:
Damage repair / replacement.
Relocation to permanent place of work.
Recovery of costs from insurers.

Figure 1: The classical business continuity model [199] (business continuity not relevant for all CIs)
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In the framework of the WP “Establishing the project baseline and the common framework”, Task 1.2
“Analysis of existing assessment approaches, indicators and data sources” of the project partly addresses the
first 3 of the above project objectives, as specified in the task description saying the objective of this task is:
a.

to identify currently used approaches

b.

to identify indicators to follow‐up critical infrastructures in cities with respect to safety and security

c.

to assess their usability and

d.

to assess their limitations for assessing, predicting and monitoring resilience, both for single
infrastructures and for interdependencies which may lead to cascading effects (e.g. among
infrastructures in a network of single infrastructures).
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Figure 2: The original SmartResilience infographics: Resilience indicators in different phases of the
resilience cycle and resilience dimensions, as well as heir link to the project WPs
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Task 1.2 Analysis of existing assessment approaches, indicators and data sources ‐ Leader: EU‐VRi – Start: M01 /
End: M04
The objective of this task is to identify currently used approaches and indicators to follow‐up critical
infrastructures in cities with respect to safety and security, and to assess their usability and limitations for
assessing, predicting and monitoring resilience. This is both related to single infrastructures and also
interdependencies which may lead to cascading effects. The analysis of usability and limitations with respect
to resilience is dependent on the definition of resilience, i.e. the attributes included in the term, which will be
an output from T1.1. Relevant attributes are: Anticipation, preparation/adaptation, attention, absorb,
respond, recover and adapt. Selected infrastructures, types of hazards/threats, and countries/cities will be
included in the analysis. The results of this task will be transferred to T1.3 and included in the discussions and
interviews with End Users and in particular inform the work on the development of an indicator‐based
assessment methodology in WP3 and the development of indicators in WP4.
Roles of the main participants:
AIA, EU‐VRi, IBM, BZN, HNP, NIS, VTT, MUW, USTUTT and IVL: Collection and analysis of inputs from previous
projects and various other sources on Performance Indicators with respect to the specific use cases in
WP5 (coordinated by EU‐VRi; structuring the analysis and compiling the results).
SINTEF: Developing the characteristics for which usability and limitations are assessed against.
EU‐VRi & VTT: Support the analysis of different approaches with respect to their transferability towards the concept
of resilience.
SwissRe: Review and participation in discussions and contributing with insurance expertise
FhG‐INT: Ensure the close link to T1.1

Figure 3: The specification of Task 1.2 as in the proposal [156]
The analysis of usability and limitations with respect to resilience is dependent on the definition of resilience,
i.e. the attributes included in the term, which were discussed in T1.1, but are developed further in this
task/report, as described in Chapter 4.4. In other words, Task 1.2 is to be seen as one step more in the
direction of the realization of the concept of the “infographics” in Figure 2 provides, in a very condensed
form, the complete overview of the technical part of the work proposed to be done in this project
(dissemination, exploitation and project management activities excluded). Starting from the main
characteristics of a smart (smarter!) critical infrastructure (SCI) as summarized in Table 12 1.
The solution – the case‐study lens: As shown in Table 1, the project is focused onto and “built” around the
case studies. The case studies are not a mere “verification/validation platform”, the, i.e. the partners
involved in them are defining also the requirements for the methodology and indicators development.
The solution – the approach lens: The approach of the project is to look (in the usual way) onto 2 main
phases/dimensions of the resilience analysis (Figure 1), including the Pre‐event phase / exposure dimension,
and the Post‐event phase / response dimension, as well as the 3 types of resilience, namely:




The STRUCTURAL resilience
The INTEGRATIVE resilience and
The TRANSFORMATIVE/ADAPTIVE resilience.

The key element of the proposal is the holistic approach, putting the integrative resilience in the focus of the
work as also covered in D 1.1 report [194]. In order to define and assess the indicators, the project will look
at indicators from the bottom‐up perspective: defining the indicators for the combination of the smart
critical infrastructures and the threat scenarios (Table 1).
The solution – the indicators (RIs) lens: In order to cope with the issue, new methodologies and tools are
needed and the SmartResilience project will develop them, taking the “smart resilience indicators” as the
basic element of the methodology. The new smart resilience indicators will be built upon:
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1

Indicators accepted in the related areas, such as risk, safety, business continuity, sustainability, e.g.
those proposed by OECD, GRI, API, HSE, IAEA and other organizations;
New resilience specific indicators proposed by the experts in this project (the “conventional way” of
creating and using indicators);
New resilience indicators derivable out of the Big Data and the Open Data.

NOTE: “Smart grids” are deliberately excluded from the scope of this project, as they are an issue directly tackled by
other DRS‐calls
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Sample combinations infrastructure‐scenario targeted by the project

Infrastructure (CI) / Scenarios

Terrorist
attack

Cyber
attack

Extreme
weather incl.
NaTech events

IC‐specific events

1.

Smart cities
(Germany, UK, Ireland)





()

Social unrest,
urban floods

2.

Smart health care (hospitals,
Austria)

()



()

Massive breach of
privacy

3.

Smart energy supply systems
(Finland)



()

()

Solar storms
(space weather)

4.

Smart industrial/production
plants (new and refurbished
plants, Industry 4.0 plants)







Interruptions in
the critical supply
chains

Smart transportation (airports;
Hungary)







Border control

5.

Cross‐
cutting
issues
Insurance, law enforcements, legislation,
…

Table 1:

The solution – the methodology lens: New methodologies, such as web semantics and new tools such as
Watson, Cognos and others will be used in order to both identify/define the indicators and determine their
values. Special attention will be devoted to the use of these indicators for the quantification of resilience in
WP 4.
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The above means that Task 1.2 of the SmartResilience project does not start from scratch when developing
tools with the overall goal to increase smart critical infrastructure resilience, but combines exploitation of
established solutions with new developments. It strongly builds on previous work in different fields such as
critical infrastructure protection (overall approaches as well as with regard to specific types of infrastructure
and different types of threats), smart cities, resilience assessments, and agent‐based models to assess
interdependencies and cascading effects. In addition, it makes use of new possibilities arising from recent
technical developments (such as big data, open data) to develop an advanced methodology for assessing
smart critical infrastructure resilience (TRL4), especially focusing on interdependencies and cascading effects.
Thus, recent technical developments are addressed on the challenges’ side (possibly increased vulnerabilities
due to “smartness” of critical infrastructures) as well as on the solutions’ side (inclusion of big and open data
in resilience indicators).
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Indicators‐based approaches to assess resilience
2.1

Introduction

The concept envisaged in the SmartResilience project is an indicator‐based one, meaning that the intention
of the project is to:
1.

2.

3.
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4.

2

Collect, analyze and produce a large set of „classic“ Resilience Indicators (the “supervised
indicators”2); the work including:


Indicator development: Based on risk assessments, incl. vulnerability assessments;



Identification of existing approaches and data sources for selected types of hazards and
cascading effects; Resilience Indicators developed/used in “parallel” DRS projects and other EU‐
projects, insurance industry, other organizations, lagging and leading indicators



Expert workshops for definition, selection and refinement of indicators;



Setting up the SmartResilience indicators database

Define the smart Big/Open Data‐based Resilience Indicators (the “unsupervised identification of
indicators)”, the work including:


Big Data analysis: method for identifying and deriving indicators



Forecasting, recovery and adaptation indicators; ripple and cascading effects indicators



Emerging risks resilience‐related indicators (new technologies)



Building prototype tools



Benchmarking with conventional indicators

Establish the indicator‐based methodology for assessing, monitoring and predicting resilience of the
infrastructures and looking at smart critical infrastructure performance vs. indicators (efficiency)


“From RIs to Resilience Assessment”



Stress testing based on resilience indicators; Insurance and reinsurance issues



Guideline summarizing the Methodology (incl. Dynamic checklists tool operating on the
database!)

Apply the methodology and the indicators, including implementation as a tool at the smart critical
Infrastructure test cases (8 cases): Completion of the indicator definition and data acquisition


SCIs examples in the areas of health care, smart energy supply systems, smart
industrial/production plants and supply chain, smart transportation



Benchmarking and comparison of the case studies; Elaboration of transferability of selected
scenarios and updating the resilience indicators database



Analysis of contextual factors in terms of laws, regulations, organizational or institutional
structures + respective recommendations; link to standardization

The words “supervised” and “unsupervised” refer primarily to the process of defining the indicators: through the
experts or from Big Data , respectively
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With these goals in mind, the approaches considered in the proposal phase (Table 2) have been revisited and
reviewed in order to select those to be used in the further work on the project. In this chapter a broad
review of publications is done. Nevertheless, the analysis of approaches and indicators was not
comprehensive and done for selected approaches. The focus is on five approaches, which are described in
relation to the initial SmartResilience approach:


Argonne approach (ANL/DIS ‐10‐9) "Constructing a Resilience Index for the Enhanced CIP
Program".
This approach is relevant since it is referred to in the proposal, and it has a level structure,
which is somewhat similar to what we propose in SmartResilience (described in chapter 3.2).
Thus, we can make some comparison [53].



Resilience assessment approach described in OECD (2014) "Guidelines for resilience systems
analysis" [118].



The Disaster Resilience of Place (DROP) model [32]



City Resilience Framework and Index [6]



Critical Infrastructure Resilience Index (IMPROVER Project) [82]

The main inputs from these models/approaches for the SmartResilience project are related to:
1.

Inclusion of the short‐ and long‐term considerations

2.

Inclusion of the business and business continuity aspects and, obviously,

3.

Focus on indicators.

In addition, the following running EU projects and organizations have been re‐considered (some of them
partly considered in T1.1, too – in T1.2 the “indicator‐aspects” were primarily looked at):
1.
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2.

3.

International:
 OECD Guidelines for resilience systems analysis – quantification [118]
 City Resilience Framework and Index [6]
 Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) [63]
 World Association of Nuclear Operators [79]
 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) [79]
 Oil and Gas Industry Guidance [4]
 Guidance on Process Safety Performance Indicators [77]
 Guidelines for Process Safety Metrics [21]
 Guidance document on Safety Performance Indicators to assist industry, Public
Authorities and Communities [117]
 ERRAs (iNTeg‐Risk project) [89]
 IRGC Risk Governance Framework [85]
 Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator Guideline (Nuclear Energy Institute,
United States [135]
 World Development Indicators 2016 (World Bank) [202]
 ISO standard 37100 [197]
EU:
 Realizing European ReSILiencE for Critical Infrastructure (RESILENS) [141]
 Smart Mature Resilience (SMR) [153]
 RESilience management guidelines and Operationalization appLied to Urban Transport
Environment (RESOLUTE) [146]
 IMPROVER project [82]
National:
 The Disaster Resilience of Place (DROP) model (US) [32]
 Argonne approach for constructing a Resilience Index for the enhanced CIP program
(US) [53]
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4.

Finnish approach (Building the critical infrastructure resilience index for the Finnish
society)
 Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) [166]
 Swedish Food Agency[109]
 Swedish Water & Wastewater Association [169]
 A comparative review of resilience measurement framework – analyzing indicators and
approaches (ODI) [152]
 Disaster Resilience Framework (US)
 German BBK approach: LÜKEX
 Health care system (Austria)
 Local: The approach applied by the Irish city of Cork
Selected literature overview papers
 “Assets for Health: linking vulnerability, resilience, and adaptation to climate change”
[113]
 “Measuring Resilience ‐ An Analytical Review” [7]
 “Resilience indicators: Opportunities for including distributive justice concerns in
disaster management” [38]
 “Resilience Framework for Measuring Development” [15]
 “Resource Guide on Resilience” [84]
Table 2:

Research and innovation activities related to SmartResilience proposal
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Project Title

Relevant results

EDEN (EU‐FP7) ‐ End‐user
driven DEmo for cbrNE

The expected impact from EDEN is to provide affordable CBRNE resilience and market
sustainability through the better integration of the systems in real operations and in enhancing
the safety of citizens. https://www.eden‐security‐fp7.eu/

The SafeLife‐X ‐ Safe Life
Extension management of
aged infrastructures
networks and industrial
plants)

SafeLife‐X will explore the issue of aging as an opportunity for new technologies, services and
businesses primarily in service and construction sectors, the latter being the largest EU industrial
employer representing 9.9% of the GDP and 14.9 million operatives. http://www.safelife‐x.eu‐
vri.eu/

iNTeg‐Risk ‐ Early
recognition, monitoring and
integrated risk management
of emerging, new
technology related risks

The main goal of iNTeg‐Risk – Project is to establish a holistic approach for facing the challenge of
emerging risks, due to new materials and technologies, within the next 15 years. www.integ‐
risk.eu

SAF€RA ‐ Coordination of
European Research on
Industrial Safety towards
Smart and Sustainable
Growth

SAF€RA is an ERA‐NET and therefore aims at coordinating the research investment among the EU
Member States in the field of industrial safety. http://www.safera.industrialsafety‐tp.org/

Resilien‐tech ‐ "Resilience
by Design" strategy for the
technological future topics

In Germany, the security of our critical infrastructure is key to our way of life and economic
prosperity. Security research aims to identify and analyze vulnerabilities of all types and develop
recommendations and technologies geared towards mitigating or preventing the associated risks.
It also investigates strategies and procedures for rapidly returning the system or infrastructure to
normal functioning in the event of a failure. The overall long‐term goal is to build an
infrastructure that is resilient, fault‐tolerant and robust.
http://www.acatech.de/de/projekte/abgeschlossene‐projekte/resilien‐tech‐resilience‐by‐design‐
strategie‐fuer‐die‐technologischen‐zukunftsthemen.html

DRIVER
(EU‐FP7) – Driving
Innovation in Crisis
Management for European
Resilience

In addition to crisis management skills in Command, Control & Coordination, Civil Resilience and
Training / Learning, the project will develop a networked test bed for the development of
European crisis management skills. The test environment will be composed of physical units (test
sites in various European crisis management organizations), simulation units and an appropriate
methodology. It also analyses existing national and international crisis management organization
and capabilities, as well as the political and legal framework. http://driver‐project.eu/
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Project Title
HARMONISE
(EU FP7) ‐ A Holistic
Approach to Resilience and
SysteMatic ActiOns to Make
Large Scale UrbaN Built
Infrastructure Secure

HARMONISE –seeks to develop comprehensive, holistic resilience enhancement methods
addressing the resilience of a range of infrastructure– from enhancing the resilience of projects
at the planning and design stages right through to ensuring the resilience of established
infrastructure. Ultimately, HARMONISE aims to improve the design and planning of urban
areas, thereby increasing their security and resilience to new threats. http://harmonise.eu/

CRISMA ‐ Modelling crisis
management for improved
action and preparedness

EU CRISMA integration project focuses on large scale crisis scenarios with immediate and
extended human, societal, structural and economic, often irreversible, consequences and
impacts. The CRISMA project shall develop a simulation‐based decision support system, for
modelling crisis management, improved action and preparedness. VTT coordinates the project.
http://www.crismaproject.eu/index.htm

New Strains to society;
Hidden, Dynamic and
Emergent Vulnerabilities,
Norwegian Research Council
(2014‐17)

The project develops new perspectives and methods to assess hidden and emergent
vulnerabilities to societal safety and security by combining knowledge from natural and social
scientists. A main objective is to develop an analytical framework to understand vulnerabilities
that may be ignored, forgotten, never thought of, impossible to identify, misperceived or
underestimated. http://www.sintef.no/home/projects/sintef‐technology‐ and‐society/2014/New‐
Strains‐of‐Society‐Hidden‐ Dynamic‐and‐Emergent‐Vulnerabilities‐/

DARWIN ‐ Expecting the
unexpected and know how
to respond, H2020 DRS‐7‐
2014 (2015‐18)

The main objective is the development of European resilience management guidelines. To
enable dynamic, user‐friendly guidelines the project will adapt innovative tools (e.g. serious
gaming, training packages), test and validate the guidelines, and establish knowledge about
how organizations can implement guidelines to improve resilience
http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/194846_en.html

ReSMaM ‐ Resilience‐based
Safety Management and
Monitoring & BUILDING
SAFETY ‐ Building Safety in
Petroleum Exploration and
Production in the Northern
Region, Norwegian
Research Council (2007‐12)

The projects developed new knowledge, theories, and methods related to the interrelations
between a complex technological system, its human operators, and the organization. This was
achieved by concerted actions between engineering scientists, psychologists, and social
scientists. New approaches to and a method for risk monitoring was developed focusing on the
use of risk indicators. The method was called REWI ‐ Resilience‐based Early Warning Indicators
for early warning (leading indicators) of potential major accidents. The projects established
knowledge to build resilient operational organizations to reduce risk to personnel and
environment. www.sintef.no/Projectweb/Building‐Safety

ENGAGE (EU‐FP7)

2.2

Relevant results

The main goal of ENGAGE project is the development and use of a data infrastructure,
incorporating distributed and diverse public sector information (PSI) resources, capable of
supporting scientific collaboration and research, particularly for the Social Science and
Humanities (SSH) scientific communities, while also empowering the deployment of open
governmental data towards citizens. http://www.engagedata.eu/about/

International: OECD Guidelines for resilience systems analysis – quantification

OECD Development Assistance Committee produced the OECD guidelines for resilience system analysis in
cooperation with the Experts Group [118]. This analysis focuses on six capitals as illustrated in Figure 4. The
guideline suggests that, for each type of capital there are several assets, or what is also termed "system
components". These important/ main/key system components should be at first listed and then, mapping of
one or more system resilience indicators (currently in use) against each of the system components needs to
be conducted. Further, these key system components and the currently used indicators can be collected
during a workshop [118].
Then, the system components and resilience indicators should be reviewed for completeness by answering
the following:
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Are there system components that are critical for the overall resilience, that we are not currently
measuring, i.e. they do not currently have an indicator?
Moreover, it may be necessary to develop and collect a new indicator if the critical system components are
not currently measured by indicators [118].
Having all the key system components and the corresponding indicators in place, the indicators are reviewed
and screened, i.e. some of the proposed (currently used or new) indicators may be rejected.
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Figure 4: OECD "system" comprising six categories of capitals [118]
The indicators are in the form of proportions, rates, percentages, etc., and it is necessary to ensure that the
scale used is comparable across all the indicators. Thus, a description or meaning is stated for each indicators
for each of the five levels. Based on this, a score can be assigned to each indicator, and an average score for
the entire capital can be calculated. The average scores for all the capitals are then graphically illustrated
using a spider diagram as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Example of system resilience (blue line: before event, and red line: after event)
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2.3

International: City Resilience Framework and Index

The City Resilience Framework, developed by ARUP and supported by the Rockefeller Foundation [6] [152]
provides an evidence‐based articulation of city resilience by creating the City Resilience Index. The creators
of this index define city resilience as “the capacity of cities to function, so that the people living and working
in cities – particularly the poor and vulnerable – survive and thrive no matter what stresses or shocks they
encounter” [6]. The emphasis of the approach is on the systemic thinking. Contrary to other approaches, the
City Resilience index does not only examine the resilience of individual sub‐systems but rather considers the
resilience of the city as a system in itself. The authors of the framework underline the importance of adopting
systemic thinking to cities, because “they are complex systems that are constantly adapting to changing
circumstances” [152]. This promotes a sectoral approach and means that interdependencies between
different systems at different scales, and the governing structures that influence the way systems work, are
considered. Urban resilience is framed in relation to seven critical functions or infrastructures of a city. This
was tested through a desk‐based analysis of the ‘factors’ of resilience identified from more than 150 sources.
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2.4

EU: Realizing European ReSILiencE for Critical Infrastructure (RESILENS)

RESILENS project is another EU funded project and it aims to advance the state‐of‐the‐art in CI resilience
management and intends to increase and optimize the uptake of resilience measures by CI stakeholders. The
project endeavors to move resilience from the realm of conceptual understanding to applied, operational
measures that integrate best practice from the related areas of risk management and vulnerability
assessment [138].
In this process, the project will develop a European Resilience Management Guideline (ERMG) to support the
practical application of resilience to all CI sectors by providing a Resilience Management Matrix and Audit
Toolkit (ReMMAT). The tool enable CI systems operators (encompassing assets and organizations) to semi‐
quantitatively index their level of resilience. The approach is divided into 3 phases and consults stakeholders
at each phase [138].
Phase 1‐ System Definition: In this phase of the approach, the identification of Critical infrastructure based on
the EU directive (2008/114/EC) that outlines the step wise procedure for the identification and designation
of the CI is conducted. The cross cutting criteria used for this step are expected severity of the impact of the
disruption of an infrastructure, with the precise thresholds applicable. Also, system critical functions and
interdependencies, and related stakeholders are identified. The CI geo‐data is investigated as well [137].
Lastly, in this process boundaries of the system are identified too [138].

Figure 6: Resilience Management and Matrix toolkit (ReMMAT) [138].
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Phase 2‐Resilience Assessment: During this phase a semi‐quantitative ReMMAT tool is applied which is 4
steps procedure to assess the resilience of the CI system [138].
In the first step, the most relevant I& Cs is carried out to define the system under study and these are further
classified basis the requisites and level described below. The three‐step stages/Requisite entails [137]:


Requisite 1: Before the disruption(“crisis/disaster”),: Prepare, Prevent and Protect (relates to
Organization and coordination, Organizational dynamic, budget and financial capacity, Risk
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management, Safeguarding CI assets with electronic and physical means, Safeguarding mission
critical systems)
Requisite 2: During the disruption: Mitigate, Absorb and Adapt (Building codes and infrastructure
hardening, early waring and information management system, Robustness, redundancy and backup
and immediate project)
Requisite 3: After the disruption: Respond, Recover and Learn (relates to education and training,
responsiveness, resource provision and learning from others)

These requisites primarily cover all the phases of the SmartResilience resilience cycle. Further, these indices
and characteristics are categorized under 3 levels‐ physical, operational and organizational as shown in the
Table 3, the Physical and Organizational level are similar to the also dimensions relevant in SmartResilience
project. This can be considered further in chapter 4.4.
In the second step, numerical evaluation of the I&Cs is done by assigning scores to each basis for example
Table 3below [137].
Graphical Representation of the Operational Framework for the Quantitative Assessment of the
resilience of a Generic system [137]
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The individual scoring (1‐5) of the indices and characteristics under each stage and level is conducted basis
the description assigned to each of the scores. For example, for the requisite/stages 1 i.e. prepare, prevent,
protect under the organizational level, following criteria are considered. The same is carried out for all 3
requisites and organizational, technological and social domains
The approach undertaken under the phase 2 to measure the resilience is similar to the one envisioned for
SmartResilience methodology as well. This only reinforces the path undertaken in SmartResilience project to
measure the resilience of critical infrastructure and hence will be taken into account in Chapter 4.4 and can
be helpful in WP 4, too. Further, this approach includes the phases as requisites and two of the levels as
dimensions that will be again elaborated in chapter 5.
In the third step, weights are defined to the I&Cs identified for every level and stage respectively.
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Then the resilience scores are obtained corresponding to each level and stage followed by computing the
mean scores of resilience for each level and stage. Lastly, GIS based resilience mapping of the overall hot‐
spot of the resilience levels of investigated CI assets in a geographical area is done. This helps in visualization
and recognition of CI system interdependencies.
Phase 3 ‐ Resilience Enhancement: In the phase 3 of the approach as depicted in figure, after the CI operators
are aware about the level of resilience of their CI and assets, the Resilience enhancement process is initiated
through the Resilience Management Audit tool. This tool provides steps and guidance for various actions
linked to the resilience scores to support the CI organizations and further understand and build their
resilience [138].

2.5

EU: Smart Mature Resilience (SMR)

Smart Mature Resilience (SMR) is an EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program funded project
[157]. The main goal of the project is to develop a Resilience Management Guideline to assist in the effective
implementation of a resilience building process for a city. The guideline consists of five tools designed to
improve the resilience of European regions against natural and man‐made hazards. Resilience is understood
to both include the ability to resist, absorb, accommodate and recover from the negative effects in a timely
and effective manner as well as to preserve and restore vital basic structures and functions. The five tools
are: “1) a Resilience Maturity Model, 2) a Risk Systemicity Questionnaire, 3) a Portfolio of Resilience Building
Policies, 4) a System Dynamics Model and 5) a Resilience Engagement and Communication tool” [70].
The project in its deliverable 2.6 – “Preliminary Resilience Maturity Model”, developed a preliminary version
of the Resilience Maturity Model tool, which defines the incremental stages that can guide cities in adopting
the optimal approach for the resilience of buildings [70].
This maturity model suggests five maturity stages i.e. “Starting, Moderate, Advanced, Robust, and
vertebrate” (SMART) [70] (see Figure 7). Each of these stages are described in detail, including the
identification of relevant actors as well as a set of resilience building policies that are required in order to
reach to the next stage [70]. Hence, it serves as an approach to undertake an evolutionary path to achieve
resilience in cities.
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Figure 7: Iterative management process to build and improve the city resilience level throughout all
maturity stages
The focus of each of these stages is to look at the actions undertaken and capacities of five different
dimensions [70]
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leadership & Governance
Preparedness
Infrastructure & Resources
Cooperation
Learning

Under each of these dimensions, the approach defines actions, which further explains the maturity stage of
resilience in a city. Then a process of Plan, Do, Check and Act (PDCA) is applied at each stage to move from
one stage to the next [70].

2.6

EU: RESilience management guidelines and Operationalization appLied to Urban
Transport Environment (RESOLUTE)

The European Horizon 2020 project “Resilience management guidelines and Operationalization applied to
Urban Transport Environment” (RESOLUTE) aims at developing European Resilience Management Guidelines
(ERMGs) in the area of Urban Transport Systems [145]. The RESOLUTE ERMGs are built around the sustained
adaptability concept and Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) [59]. The sustained adaptability
concept is derived from Hollnagel’s four resilience cornerstones. Thus, resilience focuses on sustaining the
capacity for a system to adapt in the presence of continuous change. The functional resonance analysis
method, also developed by Hollnagel, describes system failures as the outcome of a functional resonance
stemming from the variability of normal performance. The emphasis is mostly on dynamic dependencies
between functionality of different sub‐systems rather than on probabilities of adverse events. Each function
is then characterized in terms of six aspects or parameters: Input, output, preconditions, control, time and
resources [59]. Despite the focus on specific system operations, FRAM is used by the RESOLUTE project as
basic concept to develop high level system modelling. Thus, ERMG adopt an operational and dynamic
perspective on the systemic level. The guidelines are structured according to the following elements:





The first level of analysis is composed by the comparison between the desired functions of a system
and the ones in place in a specific infrastructure. This assessment is done according to the following
resilience sections, as the authors call it, derived from Hollnagel’s four cornerstones: Anticipate,
respond, monitor, learn
The second level of analysis is supported by the comparison between how functions implemented in
a Critical Infrastructure are aligned with the ERMG.
The Resilience Analysis Grid provides a tool to synthetize the gaps analysis in terms of adaptive
capacity of the CI to cope with continuously changing operational conditions.

In conclusion, the guidelines developed in RESOLUTE highlight the importance of dependencies between
different functionalities of a system. They propose a resilience assessment based on Hollnagel’s RAG model
and cornerstones. The RESOLUTE project lists in its deliverable D2.1 under section 4.2 the following resilience
assessment tools [145]:
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Athena is a software tool for analysis of interdependent infrastructure networks, including political,
military, economic and social aspects. Athena incorporates several sophisticated reasoning
algorithms that allow us to study the dependence between nodes [40].
In CI3, the key role of software is to estimate times and costs required to restore a part or the whole
set of critical infrastructures in order to return to normality, after an operational interruption [62].
Following CI3, a more advanced system called CIP/DSS came to allow the comparison of the
effectiveness of strategies to reduce the probability of a risk, based upon the study of scenarios that
represent the impacts. This model is taking into account the potentially affected infrastructure, the
measures of impact and likelihood of an incident and it is designed in such a way to help analysts
and policy makers to evaluate and select the most effective strategies in reducing risk [19].
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2.7

EU: IMPROVER project

The IMPROVER project also discussed in D1.1 [194], is European Union funded under the Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme initiative with the overarching goal of improving the resilience of
European critical infrastructure in the advent of crises and disasters. While in D1.1, the focus was to analyze
the definition and concept of resilience perceived by the project, here the aim is to review the approach
being undertaken by the project to assess resilience. The project is similar to the SmartResilience project as
its focus is also on resilience of critical infrastructure in European cities and hence, it is highly relevant to
review the approach undertaken by this project and consider learnings from the project so far to further the
approach for SmartResilience project. The project is focused on the developing the European Resilience
management guideline [82].
This implementation of the project will rely on the development of a methodology based on risk evaluation
techniques and informed by a review of the positive impact of different resilience concepts on critical
infrastructures. The methodical focus is cross‐sectoral and to provide required standardization of security of
infrastructure.
Deliverable 2.2 of IMPROVER describes the operationalization of their critical infrastructure resilience
approach called Critical Infrastructure Resilience Index (CIRI). In short, they argue that resilience consists of
three domains (technological, organizational, societal – the latter being less important for CI in their opinion).
These domains are then assessed via a four level (i.e. four levels of indicators) approach. The first three levels
are developed based on theoretical discussions of resilience, whereas the fourth indicator level is based on
the specific context (e.g. fuel storage capacity at airports) [81]. The first level of indicators is based on an
adaptation of crisis management cycle theory (Figure 9). At the secondary level, these seven indicators are
broken down further into several elements. A preliminary overview is already given by IMPROVER [81].
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Figure 8: The overall scheme of CIRI [81]
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Figure 9: Crisis management circle and resilience [81]
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Table 4;

Levels 1 and 2 partially populated [81]
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Figure 10: The predefined context [81].
The level 2 indicators are then further broken down into a third level. While level one to three can be
deduced a priori and are generic, the fourth level indicators have to be derived from the specific scenario or
and system under observation. In practice, this development is dependent on one additional feature of the
CIRI approach, which is the resilience context. According to IMPROVER, any resilience can only be assessed
against specific predefined crises [81].
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In practice, the approach entails discussing and evaluating a scenario by identifying context dependent
indicators (level 4), which are then translated via level 2 and 3 into the seven indicators at the first level. All
of the indicators are quantified based on a 0‐5 maturity scale. A final assessment of a system could look like
the following (Figure 8).

Figure 8: CIRI radar [81]
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2.8

National: NIST Community Resilience Planning Guide

The Community Resilience Planning Guide [26] was developed in response to the charge from the White
House [51]. It describes a six‐step planning process that helps communities to establish resilience. The Guide
complements other federal programs, such as the National Preparedness Goal (FEMA), or the National
Infrastructure Protection Plan [51]. Here, the understanding of resilience follows the Presidential Policy
Directive (PPD)‐8 and 21, which define resilience as “the ability to adapt to changing conditions and
withstand and rapidly recover from disruption due to emergencies. Resilience includes the ability to
withstand and recover from deliberate attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring threats or incidents” [129].
The approach is to establish community‐level performance goals with special emphasis on buildings and
physical infrastructure systems. The six steps identified by NIST are the following [26]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Form a collaborative team
Understand the situation
Determine goals and objectives
Plan development
Plan preparation, review and approval
Plan implementation and maintenance

Community refers to a place designated by geographical boundaries that functions under the jurisdiction of a
governance structure, such as a town, city, or county. In order to define relevant sectors for the resilience
assessment in such a community, the Guide uses the approach of “Community Capitals”, which are the
following: Natural capital, financial capital, built capital, political capital, social capital, human capital and
cultural capital. As mentioned above, the focus of this guide is on built capital and its relationship to other
capitals, especially social capital. Furthermore, the Guide characterizes resilience using the recovery phases
defined by the FEMA National Disaster Recovery Framework [51], which are: short‐term, intermediate, and
long‐term. As threat scenario, the Guide distinguishes between routine, design and extreme events. Routine
events are hazard events that are more frequent but less consequential. Where defined by building codes,
the design hazard event (e.g. earthquake) is the level used to design structures. Extreme events are less
frequent but are the most likely to cause far‐reaching damage.
NIST has funded University of Colorado to develop modeling platform to support implementation for the
guide [23].

2.9

National: US Army Corps of Engineers

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Resilience Initiative [184] is intended to update the Corps’ standards and
criteria to reflect the most current risk‐informed decision‐making practices for improved project resilience
and to provide greater support to community resilience both locally and through national policies. This
initiative applies to all of the Corps and to resilience at project, system, and community levels.
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In support of this initiative, the US Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) is developing suite of
tools that are appropriate for the USACE implementation in critical infrastructure management and other
needs. Overall, a tiered approach was recommended [99]. Each tier of the approach manages uncertainty
with increasing levels of analytical rigor, but requires more advanced data and knowledge:
Tier I: includes individual metrics or simple indices for screening level assessment,
Tier II: integrates systematic integration of metrics in matrices with objectives of delivering and integral
measure of resilience at system level, and
Tier III: advanced probabilistic or network science methods.
The goal of Tier I is to quickly and inexpensively identify the broad functions that a system provides to human
society or the environment as well as the general pathways of system failure and change in performance
over time following a disruptive event. The goal in Tier II is to describe the system or systems with more
detail using a fundamental—but often still deterministic— model and observational data (e.g., application
case study in [55]. The primary objective of Tier III is to develop a detailed model for the sub‐systems that
support those critical functions that are most sensitive to the threats of concern (e.g., network discussed in
[60]).
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The benefits of the approach are that each tier has a set of actionable items, but users can also move
incrementally between the tiers as more detailed analysis is needed. Users can assess their system at each
level, incorporate available data and stakeholder input, and then determine if the model employed is
sufficiently accurate to describe the system and scenario. The tiered approach enables users to extract a
range of responses from basic but practical, to sophisticated and predictive, in an effort to quantify the
tactical steps needed to enhance resilience.

2.10 National: The Disaster Resilience of Place (DROP) model (US)
The DROP model by Cutter et al. [28] presents an attempt to develop replicable and robust baseline
indicators for measuring and monitoring the disaster resilience of places. In this approach, the relationship
between vulnerability and resilience is emphasized in a manner that is theoretically grounded and amenable
to empirical testing however the model is yet to be fully operationalized. The model draws on and integrates
resilience measurement processes and practices from a range of literature sources in order to establish a
complex resilience pattern. It also identifies key variables that might be used to measure community disaster
resilience.
The model is described (Figure 11) as an ongoing process: inherent levels of vulnerability and resilience are
influenced by the instant effects of an event. The antecedent conditions (product of place specific, multi‐
scale processes that occur within and between natural systems, the built environment, and social systems),
the event itself and the initial coping responses define the degree of the disaster impact The consequences
of the event are mediated by the community’s coping responses (which are also inherent), and degree of
event and its duration define whether coping responses (collectively termed the absorptive capacity) are
adequate. In case of chronic or severe events, or if several events occur in rapid succession, absorptive
capacities may be reduced to a point, where recovery following the event becomes more challenging.
Whether recovery is fast or slow (based on the maintenance or diminishment of the absorptive capacity), the
community is required to develop some adaptive resilience through social and organizational learning
aspects and improvise to improve aspects such as increased wealth, the widespread provision of disaster
insurance, the improvement of social networks, increased community engagement and participation, and the
local understanding of risk If it does not, then resilience remains low also following an event[131].
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Figure 11: Schematic representation of the disaster resilience of place (DROP) model [28]
As a first step, the model employs composite indicators instead of individual indicators in order to represent
different dimensions of a concept that cannot be fully captured by any individual indicator alone. A
composite indicator is the mathematical combination of individual variables or thematic sets of variable and
is used to designate a manipulation of individual variables to produce an aggregate measure of disaster
resilience [32]. Composite indicators are increasingly recognized as instrumental tools for policy making and
public communication because they deliver information that may be utilized as performance measures.
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Approaches for measuring composite indicators at both global and local scales have emerged and for
SmartResilience approach also, we would combine the indicators into broader levels to ensure a good
quantitative basis for calculation of resilience of smart critical infrastructures and also further in WP3 of the
SmartResilience project.
These composite indicators categorized in this model are Social Resilience, Economic Resilience, Institutional
Resilience, Infrastructural Resilience, and Community capital. These indicators are composed of the following
individual indicators [32]:


Social Resilience: includes demographic attributes (level of education, health, special issues),
transport and communication access, health insurance coverage



Economic Resilience: economic vitality, housing capital, equitable incomes, employment, business
size, physician access.



Institutional Resilience: mitigation, planning, prior disaster experience, capacity of reducing risks,
engage local residents in mitigation, create organization linkages, enhance and protect social
systems



Infrastructural Resilience: community response and recovery capacities,(sheltering, vacant rental
housing units, healthcare facilities, actions to increase household res), private propriety vulnerable
to sustaining damage (likely economic loss).



Community Resilience: relationship between people and their larger neighborhood and
communities (political engagement, social capital (membership of religious communities, civic
organizations, advocacy organizations).

Variables within the composite indicators are identified for example economic resilience include percent
employment, percent homeownership, business size, female labor force participation, and a proxy for single
sector employment dependence. This variable provides a measure whether the local economic base is
diversified (more resilient) or largely based on a single sector such as agriculture or fishing, which makes the
community less resilient.
The variables were normalized using a Min‐Max rescaling scheme to create a set of indicators on a similar
measurement scale. This method could be useful for measuring the indicators in SmartResilience project too.
Min‐Max rescaling is a method in which each variable is decomposed into an identical range between zero
and one (a score of 0 being the worst rank for a specific indicator and a score of 1 being the best). After
normalizing the variables for cross county comparisons, method of aggregation was used in which the final
disaster resilience score represented the summation of the equally weighted average sub‐index scores.
These arithmetic mean scores resulted in a sub‐index score for each county, and then these sub‐index scores
were summed to produce a final composite resilience score. Since there are five sub‐indices, scores range
between zero and five (0 being the least and 5 being the most resilient) [32].
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Cutter et al. 2010 developed this analytical tool to measure resilience of community using secondary data
from Census and other statistical data (till to 10 years old) [32]. This is mainly conventional data and would
be useful to include in the analysis of indicators for SmartResilience project. However, it does not have
information from Big Data that this project will include. Furthermore, the main focus of this model is on the
social resilience of place. So, while it provides a good model for social resilience measurement, there is a
need to acknowledge the interconnectedness with natural systems, build environment etc. which the
SmartResilience project stresses upon.

2.11 National: Argonne approach for constructing a Resilience Index for the enhanced
CIP program (US)
Enhancing the resilience of critical infrastructures requires their owners/operators to determine the ability of
the system to withstand specific threats and to return to normal operations after degradation. Thus, a
resilience methodology requires comprehensive consideration of all parts of critical infrastructure systems —
from threats to consequences. The methodology must generate reproducible results that can support
decision making in risk management, disaster response, and business continuity.
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Considering these issues, Argonne National Laboratory, in collaboration with the DHS [U.S. Department of
Homeland Security] Protective Security Coordination Division, has developed a comprehensive methodology
that uses uniform and consistent data to develop a resilience index (RI) on the basis of data collected through
a modified version of the DHS Enhanced Critical Infrastructure Protection (ECIP) program. The RI is derived
from three categories: robustness, resourcefulness, and recovery” [53]. The RI is derived from three
categories: robustness, resourcefulness, and recovery. The RI ranges from 0 (low resilience) to 100 (high
resilience). A high RI does not mean that a specific event will not affect the facility and will not cause severe
consequences. Conversely, a low RI does not mean that a disruptive event will automatically lead to a failure
of the critical infrastructure and to serious consequences. The RI instead compares the level of resilience at
critical infrastructures and guides prioritization of limited resources for improving resilience. The RI also
provides valuable information to owners/operators about their facility’s standing relative to those of similar
sector assets and about ways they can increase resilience" [53].
"To capture resilience, the relevant data collected in the ECIP program are aggregated into levels of
information.
The resilience analysis organizes the information collected into five levels in order of increasing
specificity; raw data are combined into groups at level 5 and are combined further through levels 4
to 1. The RI combines three level 1 components (robustness, recovery, and resourcefulness),
corresponding to the resilience components defined by NIAC; 12 level 2 components; and 47 level 3
components, defined by subject matter experts.
Each question (raw data), and all components and subcomponents of the RI, is assigned a weight
representing its importance relative to other questions/components/subcomponents in its grouping"
[53].
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The level 1 ‐ 4 of the Resilience Index are illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Level 1‐4 in the Argonne approach (based on Figure 6 and 7 in Argonne (2010)
In their definition (of effectiveness), they include anticipation, absorb, adapt and recover [112]. The same
terms are only partly used in the structure, and they are not all on level 1, which may be expected. Recover
(recovery) is the only term from the definition included in level 1, and it may be that absorb is considered as
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"robustness" and that adapt is considered as "resourcefulness"; however, this is only speculation. Similarly,
anticipation may be considered as "awareness", but this is on level 2.
Subsequent, to the initial use of RI, further analysis and advancements in the study of resilience required an
improved index that could better consider elements contributing to business continuity, continuity of service,
cyber risk, and resource dependencies. The first step in this process is the modification of the infrastructure
survey tool question set [126].
The development of this new indicator of resilience, named the Resilience Measurement Index (RMI). It was
guided by the standards used for the voluntary Private Sector Preparedness Program (PSPrep) and National
Security Directive PPD‐8 [126]. The PSPrep program is primarily based on three standards (BSI 25999, NFPA
1600, and ANSI/ASIS SPC.1‐2009), which provide a detailed management systems approach to organizational
resilience, preparedness, and business continuity [126]. It promotes an all‐hazards approach based on the
identification of central capabilities necessary for communities to be better prepared for substantial
destructive incidents. The RMI furthers RI by organizing the components in terms of preparedness, mitigation
measures, response capabilities, and recovery mechanisms. This new organizational structure, while still
capturing the conventional components of resilience (anticipation, absorption, adaptation, and recovery),
organizes resilience measures in a way that is consistent with emergency and risk management processes
[126].
Another feature included in the Argonne document is the dashboard which shows ("predicts") the effect on
the resilience (index) by selecting various possible measures (i.e. changing the yes/no answers to the
"indicator" questions). Further considerations and work on the assessment methodology and the dashboard
tool will be carried out in WP3. This is illustrated in Figure 13

Figure 13: Resilience Index Dashboard [53]
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It could have been included in the SmartResilience proposal, and will be used as an example in developing
the dashboard tool in Task 3.7, is the Resilience Index Dashboard. In the SmartResilience proposal, the upper
part of the dashboard was included as Figure 11.

2.12 National: Finnish approach (Building the critical infrastructure resilience index for
the Finnish society)
In Finland a very broad attempt to create Critical Infrastructure Resilience Index (CIRI) has taken place in the
project founded by of resilience concept to critical infrastructure. After that it has been further developed by
the Finnish Scientific Advisory Board for Defense (MATINE) in 2016. The approach has been firstly developed
in the European Project IMPROVER [82], [81].
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The CIRI method consists of different levels of indicators; from Level 1 to Level 4 as seen in Figure 8. The CIRI
method bases on the idea the temporal dimension of resilience is bounded in the crises management cycle
that is divided in more phases to focus on more practical and measurable indicators for resilience
measurement purposes the cycle [132]. The first step of the CIRI is to establish the context; the domain
(organizational and/or technological), the hazard type (natural, non‐malicious man‐made, malicious man‐
made and multi‐hazards) and the situational factors (location, weather conditions, seasonality etc.) [81].
The CIRI method consists of four levels of indicators. The Level 1 indicators present the phases of crises
management circle (Figure 2). The Level 2 indicators represent generic factors depending on the Level 1
indicator. For example the Level 2 indicators for Recovery (Level 1) might be reduced service level, costs,
insurance etc. and for Prevention (Level 1) safety culture, risk communication, information sharing etc. Some
examples of the Level 1 and Level 2 indicators are seen in the figure 2. The Level 2 indicators might need
some weighing (NA≤1) to receive the reasonable results [132].

Learning

Prevention

Resilience
Recovery

Response

Warning
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Figure 14: Examples of Level 1 and Level 2 resilience indicators [81]
The Level 3 indicators divide the generic indicators into smaller parts to make the system or process
measuring easier. These indicators include factors as Physical robustness, Cyber Robustness, Redundancy,
Modularity or Independency. In some cases also these indicators can be weighted (NA≤1). Finally the Level 4
includes the tailored, measurable indicators for the specific sectors (health care, electricity, transport etc.) or
facilities (hospitals, power plants etc.) or functions (energy production, water distribution etc.). Hence, these
indicators should be domain specific and also their maturity levels should be evaluated. For example, if the
indicator is the existence of evacuation plan, 0 = it is not existing, 3 = fills the regulations and 5 = better than
generally required [132]. CIRI calculations provide a radar figure representing what Level 1 indicators are well
organised and where to focus more effort.
Today, the indicators for CIRI method are under planning in Finland in the project MAT 2500M‐0052 founded
by the Finnish Scientific Advisory Board for Defence (MATINE). The project works in keen co‐operation with
Finnish society including different ministries, energy companies, municipalities, hospitals etc.
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2.13 National: Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB)
The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) is responsible for supporting and overseeing municipal and
regional government activities in respect of crisis and emergency management (CEM). The agency is
responsible for coordinating other agencies’ CEM work such as Seveso regulation. The agency is also leading
international standardization activities in the area [164], [165], [166], [167].
The agency has several activities in respect to these duties:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

It publishes openly comparable data on performance and capacity of municipal emergency
management in relation to different kinds of disturbances, accidents and similar activities.
The agency has an activity relating to information security issues which aims to increase quality and
measurability of indicators such as include confidentiality, appropriateness, access, possibility to
track disturbances and measurements that are well acknowledged among actors.
Every year the agency scrutinize and openly publish indicators on how national and regional
government agencies perform crisis and emergency risk analysis in different respects: terrorist
attacks, radiological accidents, pandemic influenza, severe chemical accidents, severe disturbances
in local government technical systems (e.g. drinking water supply) and in critical transportation,
regional disturbances in electricity supply and telecom.
The agency asserts indicators of crisis and emergency capacity, nationally and regionally on an
annual basis.
The agency support and indicates inter‐organizational collaboration as a national resource in crisis
and emergency management.

Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency 2012[166] states that,
“State agencies must conduct a risk and vulnerability analysis according to the Emergency
Preparedness Ordinance (SFS 2006:942). Municipalities and county councils have the same
obligation according to the Act on Municipal and County Council Measures prior to and in the event
of Extraordinary Incidents and during High Alert (SFS 2006:544)” [166].
In the Guide to Risk and vulnerability analyses MSB has listed the most commonly used methods, both
quantitative and qualitative. MSB also has a Guideline to increased security in industrial information and
control systems, with a check list consisting of 17 specific recommendations [167]. This can be useful
because it lists commonly used methods (quantitative and qualitative). The guidelines are not based upon
specific resilience models to be used. Instead, they are based upon a number of principles for crisis and
emergency management. Important aspects of these guidelines are learning and feedback loops as part of a
continuous improvement cycles (similar to PDCA) which is a necessary part of any systematic improvement
management.
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In sum, MSB is responsible for issues concerning civil protection, public safety, emergency management and
civil defense as long as no other authority has responsibility. Responsibility refers to measures taken before,
during and after an emergency or crisis. MSB supports and oversees how other agencies with responsibilities
for various critical infrastructures address issues of resilience in its different phases and dimensions. In that
role, MSB also deals with various threats such as climate change, IT security etc. MSB is also responsible for
issues of coordination, i.e. addressing interdependence and mutual support between agencies. MSB’s work is
therefore highly relevant to Smart Resilience. The limitations concerns that MSB is not directly involved in the
production of indicators, rather oversees, support and evaluate them in terms of the state of preparedness.
This means that the agency might not be in the position to qualify the indicators, that is, what the
uncertainties are and what they actually tell. Moreover, the lack of a clear resilience model is also a limitation
although the feedback loops provide an important addition to the Smart resilience project.

2.14 National: Swedish National Food Agency and Swedish Water & Wastewater
Association
The National Food Agency in Sweden (Livsmedelsverket) is responsible for the national coordination
regarding drinking water in Sweden. It has comprised regulations and methods for analysis and operational
planning regarding water distribution in a handbook for risk and vulnerability analysis [109]. The methods
include HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points), Water Safety Plans (WSP), Risk and vulnerability
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analysis and Security analysis. Livsmedelsverket is part of VAKA, the national water catastrophe group,
composed of personnel from the areas of drinking water production, environmental protection, laboratories
and rescue services. The group supports cities and regions that are hit by problems in regard to drinking
water supply or will be hit. It is continually trained and supported by a network of experts within agencies
and beyond.
Thus, Livsmedelsverket is the central actor in a system comprised of many other actors dealing with drinking
water, mostly concerned with the quality of the water for drinking purposes. Other actors include
municipalities and the governmental county districts. A potential limitation concerns their focus on drinking
water and not the interdependencies with other critical infrastructures: however, interdependencies are
addressed through coordination with other actors, not at least MSB. Moreover, there is no explicit resilience
model as a base for their work. It’s work in terms of resilience concerns support and oversight over various
phases and dimensions in regard to water distribution, both in normal operations and emergency situations.
This means that their work is highly relevant to the Smart Resilience project. The VAKA group is a potential
source of information for learning from incidents for the Smart resilience project, focusing on resilience and
useful indicators.
The Swedish Water & Wastewater Association (Svenskt Vatten) represents the interests of the municipalities
in the whole field of municipal water and wastewater. It was set up by the municipalities in 1962 to assist
with technical, economic and administrative issues and to represent the interests of the municipalities in
negotiations with authorities and other organizations. The associations work includes:


Compiling recommendations and guidelines



Arrange seminars and courses



Publish a journal, newsletter and reports.



Initiate and sponsor research and development within the field.

Thus, the work that Svenskt Vatten performs is highly relevant for the Smart Resilience project in that it deals
with one of the critical infrastructures and it addresses various resilience dimensions and phases. Limitations
might include that the focus is on drinking water however, interdependencies are addressed when Svenskt
Vatten understand that these exist.
In Sweden, Bondelind et al. [16] used the Swedish Water and Wastewater Association (VASS) database has
developed performance indicators (PI) for water works with focus on safe drinking water and present a
method for evaluating drinking water safety. Also using VASS, a Sustainability Index for the Swedish municipal
water and wastewater services has been developed. This is an expert/research report, aimed at supporting
municipalities with their work to secure safe drinking water.
Especially the key performance indicators presented in [16] that are included in the input to the
Sustainability Index are considered useful indicators in the SmartResilience project. These indicators have
been developed during several years and tested on municipal scale with a large number of participating
municipalities (124 municipalities participated in the survey for Sustainability Index 2015).

2.15 National: Disaster Resilience Framework (US)
This work deals with the properties of resilience metrics: the paper states that resilience metrics of
communities must address two main issues [37]:
1.

For the leader to know how resilient the community is; and

2.

Giving evidence that the efforts to improve resilience are making significant differences.
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It is identified “the need for a tailorable or locally relevant scorecard”, because a single perspective scorecard
is unlikely to be appropriate for communities.
The metrics/ characteristics [31] were stated as open and transparent and align with the community goals.
Their measurement should be: simple, documented, and replicable, addressing multiple hazards,
representing a community’s areal extent, adaptable and scalable [31].
Three categories of metrics should be considered by communities [37]:
‐

Recovery times

‐

Economic vitality metrics
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‐

Social well‐being metrics

Recovery times scenarios should consider: restoration level for each building, condition to build
environment, spatial and logical distributions, resource availability, interdependencies between environment
and social structures [37].
Economic vitality: attracting business, tax base, poverty and income distribution, local services, sustainability.
Social well‐being: survival metrics (warning systems, emergency management, service organisations, disaster
preparation, insurance, distance to family/friends, term accommodations); safety and security metrics;
growth and achievement metrics [37]. The metrics were adopted in the indicator table (Annex 9) under
Disaster Resilience Framework. The indicators are grouped into categories, which can be found in the column
“indicators” and the corresponding sub‐indicators are listed in the column “description” [37].
The chapter 10 “Community Resilience Metrics” of this paper [37] is supposed to be a guide for the
community leaders to find out the degree of resilience of their community and the efficiency of decisions
they made. For this scope characteristics of community resilience and suitable indicators were described. In
addition existing community resilience methodologies were exemplified and compared. The criteria of
comparison matrix were: comprehensiveness, utility, impacts assessed, techniques used and overall merit
with respect to the maturity, innovativeness, objectivity and scientific merit. This evaluation system can be
adopted or extended to the SmartResilience framework. A list of indicators pertaining to community
resilience was performed. This community resilience was the subject of most of the analysed papers, which
reveals its salience.

2.16 National: Health care system (Austria)
The goals of a health care system according to the WHO are to provide good health, responsiveness to the
expectations of the population, and fair financial contribution. A well‐functioning national health care
systems is a key element for sustainable economic development, security, and effective governance [57].
This integral role of a national health system comes at a price. In 2011 Austria spent no less than 10.8% of its
gross domestic product on its health care system [201]. Despite this enormous amount of invested monetary
resources and its important role for the general well‐being of the population, it has been claimed that there
is no clear conception of what a health care system is and little understanding of how to assert its resilience
and performance in a quantitative and objective way [57]. This is mainly due to two reasons. First, to
understand the inner mechanisms of a health care system, it is not sufficient to simply list the pyramid of
publicly owned facilities that deliver personal health services. Health systems cannot be understood in terms
of their components alone, but in terms of their interrelations [57]. However, acknowledging this criticism
leads directly to the second reason for our limited understanding of health care systems. If we include all
actions influencing determinants of health (such as a mother caring for a sick child at home, state‐initiated
behavior change programs, or occupational health and safety legislations) matters quickly become too
complicated. The network perspective on medical claim records data provides a viable way out of this
dilemma. The myriads of possible interactions, such as each visit of a patient to a doctor, hospital, or
pharmacy, and consequently the diagnoses, prescriptions, and therapies become accessible in a standardized
way and allow us to obtain a detailed functional characterization of the inter‐relations of the health system's
components [41], which is a prerequisite to understand its functioning under stress. An example of the “big
data based” analysis in this approach is shown in chapter 6.2.
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2.17 National/Local: The approach applied by the Irish city of Cork
Cork City is Ireland’s second largest city located at the southern coast at the head of a tidal estuary and at the
downstream end of a large river catchment. It is prone to both tidal and fluvial flooding. The city is built on
the banks of the River Lee, which splits into two channels at the western end of the city surrounding the city
center.
The risk of flooding is assessed on the likely probability of varying degrees of severity occurring. This
probability is designated as the % probability of the event in any one year i.e. % annual exceedance
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probability (%AEP). A flooding event with a one percent AEP would be expected to occur only once every 100
years. In the recent past, notable flood events have occurred in Jun, Oct & Dec 2012, Jan, Nov & Dec 2009,
Oct 2004, Nov 2002, Nov 2000 (see floodmaps.ie). In order to deal with this flooding threat, multiple
resilience related approaches have been adopted by the city to prepare, absorb and recover and several
indicators are used in this process.
The Cork City Inter‐Agency Flood Emergency Response Plan was prepared by the flooding working group of
the Major Emergency Management committee of Cork City Council after consultation with all the relevant
agencies. It is to be used as a guidance document in the event of major flooding in Cork City.
Tidal flooding results from tide and storm surges propagating up both North and South Channels of the River
Lee and extends upstream to the Waterworks Weir. Normal monthly high tidal range is 0.8m OD to 2.22m
OD. Tide levels in the City can be increased by a number of factors primarily tidal surges off the coast, lower
atmospheric pressure and southeasterly winds. Minor tidal flooding starts along both channels at a number
of locations for the 50% ‐ 2% AEP events. More extensive tidal flooding occurs for the 1% AEP event with
large areas of Cork City Centre, along Western Road and eastwards at Tivoli affected. For the 0.5% and 0.1%
AEP events, tidal flooding also affects Cork Docklands. Modelling carried out as part of CFRAMS indicates a
tide level of 3.05m AOD having a probability of 1 in 200 yrs. Levels recorded in 1962 and 2004 were 3.01 m
AOD and 2.95 m AOD. Levels of 2.4 m OD and greater will manifest flooding of varying extent. Douglas is
prone to tidal flooding because of tide and storm surges propagating up the Tramore river estuary.
Areas affected at various levels





2.4m AOD ‐ Water evident on roads on Morrisons Island, Union Quay, Trinity Bridge, flow on South
Terrace, Kyrls Quay, Kyrl Street, Lavitts Quay,
2.5m OD to 2.7 m OD Increasing depth and extent with property exposure on above locations and
extension via side streets onto southern side of South Mall, Grand Parade, Sullivan’s Quay, Proby’s
Quay, French’s Quay, Lancaster Quay, Lapps Quay, McSwiney Quay, Kennedy Quay, Victoria Road,
Lower Glanmire Road
m OD plus‐extension of flood waters across South Mall via side streets onto Oliver Plunkett and
thence to St Patrick Street, Grand Parade, junction Washington Street.

Duration: From onset of flooding on street to maximum extent and depth approximately 1 to 1.5 hours and
from onset of flooding to clearance 2.5 to 5 hours. Threats: Depths could be over a meter depending on
topography. Water flow can be rapid and contamination due to foul drainage overflow can occur.
Concealment of depressions or pits and waves created by vehicular traffic can also be an issue.

2.18 Selected literature overview papers
A research on approaches and indicators pertaining to resilience and specifically SmartResilience was divided
into two parts: a desktop research focussed on review papers or work papers developed in the last ten years
and a review on relevant EU H2020 projects already engaged in this subject.
2.18.1

“Assets for Health: linking vulnerability, resilience, and adaptation to climate change”

The literature review is aimed, as the author says, to build “the basis for identifying links and synergies
between the conceptualisation and operationalization of vulnerability, resilience and adaptation” [114].
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The author mentions the following articles and models in which possible assessments of resilience are
provided:


The DROP (Disaster Resilience of Place) assesses the resilience of communities to threat [28]. This
model includes six resilience indicators: ecological, social, economic, institutional, infrastructure and
community competence. No indications were given to: type of data, ways to operationalization, or
how to measure resilience using indicators presented. It is indicated that later on Cutter and
colleagues developed an analytical tool [29] to measure community resilience using data from
Census.



Berkes and Ross 2013 use a variety of resilience features: social networks, knowledge, value of
beliefs, people‐place relationships [14].
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Walker et al. 2004 show the significance of having access to assets, good institutions and
governance as some of the influential factors in resilience. They mention that interdisciplinary
research is crucial to understand how the human resilience is shaped, but there is a lack of
opportunities [195].



In the work of Engle et al. 2013 a qualitative approach of human resilience (at the level of
individuals, family, community) is considered as having added value in the attempt of compiling
resilience indicators and can be advantageous in measuring resilience. Examples of such approaches
in the health literature are given [43].



Almedom 2008 assessed human resilience at the individual level through the “Sense of Coherence”
(SOC) scale [2]. Nunes states “health and salutogenic viewpoint link the individual characteristic to
its ability to respond to threats” and that the SOC scale to assess resilience is currently an accepted
measure of individual resilience [114].

The review brings together many individual studies focused on resilience. It tries to find the links and
synergies between conceptualisation and operationalization. Risks of climate change and extreme events are
considered, which are important when analysing the resilience of smart critical infrastructure. This
investigation is aimed at increasing the understanding of the factors that shape vulnerability, resilience and
adaptation. This links to one of the objectives of the SmartResilience project: “Increasing resilience by
knowing more about it‐ by means of resilience approaches and indicators”.
2.18.2

A comparative review of resilience measurement framework – analyzing indicators and
approaches (ODI)

This review examined 17 sets of indicators of resilience found in international frameworks (see the list
below). The scope was to understand what the indicators say about resilience. The analysis showed that “1)
each framework is strongly influenced by its conceptual entry point, 2) there is a clear gap between the
theory of resilience and the way in which the indicators focus on well‐being and general development
factors, 3) indicators may not always provide a complete picture of resilience”.
The frameworks vary in the number of indicators (from 12 to more than 50), which are grouped into three
categories: capacity of learning, capacity to have options, capacity to be flexible in dealing with changes.
The framework reviewed here include:
1.

Rockefeller Foundation’s Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience (ACCCRN)

2.

Assessments of Impacts and Adaptations of Climate Change (AIACC) Sustainable livelihood approach

3.

Action Research for Community Based Adaptation (ARCAB)

4.

ARUP City Resilience Framework (ARUP)

5.

UK Department for International Development Building Resilience and Adaptation to Climate
Extremes and Disaster framework (BRACED)

6.

UNDP Community‐Based Resilience Analysis (CoBRA) Framework

7.

Constas and Barrett’s Principles of Resilience Measurement for Food Insecurity [12]

8.

Mayunga’s Capital‐Based Approach to Community Disaster Resilience [102]

9.

International Institute for Sustainable Development’s Climate Resilience and Food Security (IISD)

10. UN Food and Agriculture Organisation’s (FAO) self‐evaluation and Holistic Assessment of Climate
Resilience of farmers and pastoralists framework (SHARP)
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11. International Institute for Environment and Development’s Tracking Adaptation and Monitoring
Development (TAMD)
12. Technical Assistance to NGO’s (TANGO) Livelihood Framework
13. Characteristics of a Disaster Resilient Community[177]
14. UN/ISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities [181]
15. USAID Measurement for Community Resilience [186]
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2.18.3

“Measuring Resilience ‐ An Analytical Review”

In this review [7] the author analyzed 43 resilience frameworks “that can be used to measure, evaluate, test,
and analyze resilience in diverse areas of development practice”.
The author states that in order to make resilience operational, initiatives must reflect normative questions:
“resilience of what to what and for whom” [20]. The 43 papers analyzed in the review relate to 7 areas of
practice. The result of the review is an analytical approach aimed to examine each framework. This approach
includes four dimensions: system thinking, issues of scales, trade‐off, and resources (adaptive, absorptive,
transformative). The areas considered in the papers are Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR), Climate Change
Adaptation (CCA), food security, livelihoods, poverty, ecosystems, and conflict. There were differences in
resilience definition and metrics between areas.
Frameworks vary also in the level of prescription and the kind of metrics needed.
Some frameworks present outputs (ARUP City Resilience Framework), others present outcomes. Some
frameworks focus on assets (capital like: human, social, natural, physical and financial), while others focus on
the importance of various processes of resilience (policies, protocols, institutional structure, organizational
change and social/ political/governance conditions). Most underline the importance of both.
The frameworks studied differ in definition, assets and quality related to empirical evidence. The author
outlined the most thoroughly developed ones.


The Action Aid 2014 Resilience Framework [177] is a framework taking into account the trade‐off
aspect of resilience. Building resilience involves negotiating, trade‐offs at the times, one individual,
household or community resilience. Another aspect of this framework is the absorptive, adaptive,
transformative capacity. The scope of the action was correcting structural inequities of power and
agency that drive vulnerability at the community level by building awareness, critical reflection, and
local leadership. Twigg and colleagues mean that resilient communities absorb potential stresses
(risk management, risk assessment, disaster preparedness) [177].



Another example for trade‐off is the work of the Inter Agency Resilience Working Group on
Resilience 2012. Their work focused on: issues of trade‐offs, multi‐stakeholder, different actors and
people from varying social and economic background. According to the Working Group the
characteristics of Resilience Building Process are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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5.

Capacity to monitor, anticipate, respond to and manage known risks as well as uncertainties to
inform effective decision‐making
Good Governance based on rights and decentralised and participatory decision‐making with
sound links between levels of governance
Build trust through partnerships and collective action
Bring together local traditional knowledge with science and technology to enable learning and
innovation
Working holistically across scales with a particular focus on socio‐ecological systems



The Community Resilience Framework (United States Agency for International Development –
USAID 2013) explains that one of the contextual factors considering resilience is the examination of
political conditions. USAID 2013 is a framework operating at community level. The authors provide a
list of attributes for community resilience: set of assets that communities must possess, kind of
institutions that must exist at this level, social dimensions needed for community resilience and a
set of collective action capacities that communities must retain. The USAID Framework on
community resilience contains the following elements: Context, Community Capacity for Collective
Actions, Resilience and Vulnerability Pathways, and Livelihood outcomes.



Barrett and Constas 2013 stated that stability is not equivalent with resilience, but rather productive
disruption. They focus on individuals, households, communities and provide the need of specific
hypotheses regarding functional connections between different scales that affect resilience, and
dependencies that need to be evaluated [12].
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The HAITI Humanitarian Assistance Evaluation (Tulane University 2012) program presents a list of
attributes/dimensions for humanitarian resilience: wealth, debt and credit, coping behaviors,
human capital, community networks, protection and security and psychosocial status.



At the household level, approaches such as from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAOs) (Alinovi et al. 2009) measure household resilience to food insecurity: highly
disaggregated data is captured, such as average per person daily income, average number of years
of schooling of household members, and household perception of food insecurity.



At subnational administrative and geographic levels, frameworks are focused on cities, counties and
ecosystems (UNISDR 2014, Carpenter 2001, Cutter 2008, Silva and Morera 2014). Here, the
indicators are very different to those for households (aggregated data): e.g. ratio of population with
college education compared to those without high school diploma, GINI coefficient and female labor
participation. The ARUP 2014 City Resilience Framework focusses on a set of parameters: reliable
communication, mobility infrastructure, integrated development planning and continuity of critical
services.



At national level: UNISDR 2008 addresses issues of DRR mainstreaming in national policies,
establishment of national‐level institutions, national risk assessments and early warning systems.
Some indicators from the “Tracking Adaptation and Measuring Development” approach (Brooks
2011) focus on high level changes: institutional, regulatory and legal support for climate research,
macroeconomic management, and screening for climate change‐related risks.

Examples of Quantitative Metrics


Australian government: tool to measure community disaster resilience: a score card with 4 key
questions and a number of sub‐questions to measure the degree of which the communities reflect
these 4 issues (Arbon 2012). The indicators are included in the indicator table (excel file) under
Torrens Resilience Institute ‐ Australian Government Initiative. The indicators are grouped into
categories, which are described in the column “Indicators” while the corresponding sub‐indicators
are listed in the column “Description”.



UNISDR Disaster Resilience Scorecard for cities 2014: a list of 85 parameters each with a 5‐point
scoring system. These indicators of the scorecard can to be found in reference UNISDR 2014
(http://www.unisdr.org/2014/campaign‐cities/Resilience%20Scorecard%20V1.5.pdf).



Examples of Qualitative Metrics (Bahadur 2013) defines the following key characteristics of
resilience:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

high diversity;
effective governance and institutions;
the ability to work with uncertainty and change;
community involvement and the inclusion of local knowledge;
preparedness and planning for disturbances;
high social and economic equity;
robust social values and structures;
acknowledging non‐equilibrium dynamics;
continual and effective learning and the adoption of a cross‐scalar perspective



Friend and Maclune 2012 in their Climate Resilience Framework describe resilience as a system and
a function of the following: systems, agents and institutions which need to demonstrate certain
characteristics in order to contribute to resilience. Systems need to be flexible, diverse, redundant,
and modular. Agents need to demonstrate responsiveness, resourcefulness and capacity to learn.



The ARUP City Resilience with his client IFRC (International Federation of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies) presents “characteristics of a safe and resilient community” [152]. A set of 6
qualitative characteristics each of which has a set of attached numerical indicators: Health
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outcomes, infrastructural development, economic assets but also processes like community
cohesion and capacity for risk identification. These indicators are included in the indicator table
(excel file) under ARUP City Resilience. The indicators are grouped into categories, which can be
found in the column “indicators” and the corresponding sub‐indicators are listed in the column
“description”.


Speranza et al. 2014 identified attributes and indicators for three dimensions of resilience: buffer
capacity, self‐organization, and capacity of learning. These indicators were included in the indicator
table (excel file) under Speranza et al. 2014. The indicators are grouped into categories, which can
be found in the column “indicators” and the corresponding sub‐indicators are listed in the column
“description”.



The USAID Framework on community resilience (USAID 2013) proposes 4 sets of benchmarks with
rating systems. These indicators were included in Annex 9 under USAID 2013 Framework.

2.18.4

National: US Resilience Indices

Bakknesen et al. [8] analyzed the performance of five prominent disaster resilience and vulnerability indices
in the United States that meet the following criteria: (1) an index based in the United States at the county
level (or similar size such as a metropolitan statistical area or census track) that includes observations in the
southeastern United States, (2) analyzing resilience or vulnerability to natural disasters, (3) with data publicly
available on the final index score. The five indices selected were: Cutter, Burton, and Emrich’s Baseline
Resilience Index for Communities (BRIC); Peacock et al.’s Community Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI);
Foster’s Resilience Capacity Index (RCI); Cutter, Boruff, and Shirley’s Social Vulnerability Index (SoVI); and
Flanagan et al.’s Social Vulnerability Index (SVI). These indices have been assessed by others, used as a basis
to build upon, applied in case studies, and added to toolkits for federal and international agencies (BRIC,(36–
38) CDRI,(39–41) RCI,(27,42,43) SOVI,(44–46) SVI(46–48)).
Detailed description of these indices are provided in the references above. The five indices selected for this
study include two social vulnerability indices and three disaster resilience indices. All have the goal of
describing the general ability of a community to persevere through a disruptive event and most try to
capture the robustness of the physical infrastructure, business community, and residents. Table I identifies
specific metrics that are common across two or more the indices. The number of metrics that are integrated
in each index vary from low of 11 for SOVI and high of 75 for CDRI.
Bakknessen et al. [8] showed that despite the similarities, the index results are not as consistent (see Table
5). Empirical validation remains a fundamental, but rarely attempted, final step for disaster index creation. By
validating index performance using outcomes related to the stated objectives of the indices, policymakers
could have confidence that improvements in resilience or reduction in vulnerability, as recorded by changes
in a disaster index, will translate to specific desired improvements.
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Table 5: Comparison of resilience indices (US): Baseline Resilience Index for Communities (BRIC);
Community Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI); Resilience Capacity Index (RCI); Social Vulnerability
Index (SoVI); and Social Vulnerability Index (SVI)
Metric

BRIC

CDRI

RCI

SOVI

SVI

Total number of metrics in index

36

75

12

11

15

Gini coefficient of inequality











Education level (ratio of college degrees to no
high school diploma)











Population with/without disability
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Metric

2.18.5

BRIC

CDRI

RCI

SOVI

SVI

Poverty rate











Rate of health insurance











Density of civic organizations











Rates of homeownership/owner‐occupied units











Per capita income











Unemployment rate











Median home value











Occupied versus vacant housing units











Physical infrastructure density (schools, hospitals,
etc.)











Access to vehicle











Access to home phone











Population covered by a hazard mitigation plan











Participation in the Community Rating System
(CRS)











English proficiency











Mobile homes as percentage of total housing
stock











Female workforce participation











“Resilience indicators: Opportunities for including distributive justice concerns in disaster
management”

This research is a systematic review of the concept of resilience in the field of disaster management with
focus on community resilience [38]. A broad set of publications on resilience (between 1990‐2014) was
covered. Conceptualisation was taken from Carpenter et al. for socio‐ecological resilience of a system:
changing, self/reorganisation, learning and adaptation [20]. The levels of analysis addressed in the papers
are: physical, social, ecological, social, city, communities, and individual. The adaptive capacities indicated in
the papers were: economic development, social capital, information, communication, communication
competence. Approaches to developing indicators could be classified as bottom up and top down. The most
discussed were those in [28] [29] and [31].
Authors developed an approach for the operationalisation of resilience measurement. Attributes categorised
in 5 dimensions of resilience are recommended to be considered [31]: Social Resilience, Economic Resilience,
Institutional Resilience, Infrastructural Resilience, and Community Resilience (see Table 11).
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This literature review addresses the dilemma when developing resilience indicators while focusing on social‐
economic aspects. The review resumes that none of the papers showed what social justice and economic
equality mean in the context of disaster management. The author notices that it is not clear how the
resilience system relates to justice at the individual level. “If the resilience has to replace vulnerability……the
resilience of subgroups should be strengthened up to some threshold level“.
2.18.6

“Resilience Framework for Measuring Development”

This study is a brief for GSDR (Global Sustainable Development Report) and presents the opinions of the
author [15]. The levels of the framework for measuring resilience of this approach are: social, economic,
environmental and governmental.
Resilience of a social ecological system can be understood as a fundamental measure of sustainable
development. Resilience solutions should have the following characteristics:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

foster flexibility
build local and regional self‐reliance
empower individuals and communities to control the variables vital to their well‐being
create diverse access forms of livelihoods and local wealth ownership
foster valued trusted partnership among flexible networks
facilitate continuous learning

Furthermore, the concepts of “resilience engineering” and “Resilience Analysis Grid”, coined by Hollnagel et
al. (2006) [73] and Hollnagel (2011) [72], are relevant for the SmartResilience project.
There are two perspectives on resilience: reactive and proactive. Traditionally resilience has been considered
a reactive concept. In this perspective, the effect on a system following an encounter with a disturbance was
studied (for example [67]). A second approach is the proactive perspective, that is, it considers events prior
to the encounter with the threat. One major contributor to this perspective is work by Hollnagel et al. (2006)
[73] about resilience engineering. Resilience engineering is about supporting the organization’s ability to be
able to respond to both expected and unexpected conditions, which means that the system should be
capable of restructuring itself. More recently, Hollnagel proposes four main capabilities (“four cornerstones
of resilience”) of such a system [72]:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Knowing what to do corresponds to the ability to address the “actual” and respond to regular or
irregular disruptions by adjusting function to existing conditions.
Knowing what to look for corresponds to the ability to address the “critical” by monitoring both the
system and the environment for what could become a threat in the immediate period.
Knowing what to expect corresponds to the ability to address the “potential” longer‐term threats,
anticipate opportunities for changes in the system and identify sources of disruption and pressure
and their consequences for system operations.
Knowing what has happened corresponds to the ability to address the “factual” by learning from
experiences of both successes and failures.

Based on these four capabilities, Hollnagel proposes a Resilience Analysis Grid (RAG) as a way to manage
resilience in system [72]. According to him, the management of resilience should be based on a balance
between the four capabilities. This does not imply that all four capabilities should exist in the same
proportion. As mentioned by Hollnagel, while for systems like a fire brigade, the ability to respond to the
actual may be more important than to consider the potential, for others such as sales organization, the
ability to anticipate may be just as important as responding.
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2.19 Conclusions: Summary of relevance for SmartResilience project
Table 6 provides an overview of the findings for the SmartResilience project. The approaches not mentioned
in the table, but analyzed above (such as the Finnish approach, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency
approach, the Swedish National Food Agency, the Swedish Water & Wastewater Association approach, the
Disaster Resilience Framework and others not mentioned in the text) are considered to be less or not at
relevant for the project. Table 6 summarized findings on different approaches according to the relevance for
RIs (resilience indicators), S (smartness), M (methodology) and A (application). As a complementary analysis,
resilience approaches were analyzed also according to their relevance for the 5x5‐resilience matrix
developed in chapter 5.2. In order to do so, each approach was analyzed according to its relevance for 1)
SmartResilience phases and 2) SmartResilience dimensions. As one can see in Figure 15, the score ranges
from ‐2 (1 phase/dimension covered) to 2 (5 phases/dimensions covered). The result is only a preliminary
analysis of approaches, and aims at preparing further in‐depth analysis in the next work packages.
Nevertheless, the results are a first indication about the applicability of other approaches to the
SmartResilience approach. In addition, they partially confirm results of Table 6. Approaches situated within
the blue field could be of particularly high relevance for SmartResilience, since they are concerned with many
phases and dimensions as defined in this deliverable. To be sure, this analysis is not a complete evaluation of
the fitness of approaches for SmartResilience. For instance, a concept like the City Resilience Index, for
instance, has a high relevance for the SmartResilience project due to its focus on cities.
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Table 6:

Summary of findings related to the relevance of different approaches to SmartResilience project; relevance looked at the levels of RIs ‐ Resilience indicators, S‐
Smartness, M – methodology and A ‐ application
Relevance

The approach

Comments

Summary
RIs

S

M

Relevance for SmartResilience project

A

Focus on country‐scale, relevance to CI is limited

OECD Guidelines for
resilience systems
analysis

Scorecard tool for high‐level
system functions, including
Human, Social, Political, Natural,
Physical and Financial
dimensions with scoring on 1‐4
scale

yes

no

limite
d

no

The assets in the OECD approach is somewhat comparable to the issues in
SmartResilience, for which we will need one or more indicators to measure. As in the OECD
process, we foresee in SmartResilience input to the issues and indicators from key
stakeholders, to ensure that all important issues are identified and measured by relevant
indicators (existing or new). For measuring the resilience of SmartResilience indicators, the
aspect from the OECD approach of explicitly stating the values and corresponding scores
for each indicator may help in creating a comparable scale across all indicators. In addition,
one of the types of indicators used in this guideline could be of interest for SmartResilience
was system resilience indicators (outcome indicators) [118]. Furthermore, the capitals in
this approach are similar to the resilience dimensions of SmartResilience project. This
reinforces the approach discussed in the proposal for SmartResilience project.
Subsequently, these capitals can be integrated into the SmartResilience matrix (see
chapter Box 2).
Focus on city‐scale, significant social component and limited relevance to CI. The City
Resilience Index is interesting for the SmartResilience project due to several factors

City Resilience
Framework and Index

Scorecard utilizing 12 goals
assessed in four categories: the
health and wellbeing of
individuals (people); urban
systems and services (place);
economy and society
(organization); and leadership
and strategy (knowledge).

yes

no

limite
d

1.

It measures resilience of cities which is also a major focus of SmartResilience

2.

Similar to SmartResilience project focus, the underlying focus of City resilience
framework approach is on complex systems and interdependencies between
different systems which could lead to cascading effects(also the objective of this
task‐see chapter 1 and subsequently, affect the resilience of the critical
infrastructure too.

3.

It uses an aggregation method of measurement which allows for disaggregation
of dimensions into several factors, thus being transparent about the
operationalization of the framework.

4.

It attempts to integrate measurement of resilience over time with proxy‐
measurements

Sever
al
cities
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Relevance
The approach

Comments

Summary
RIs

S

M

Relevance for SmartResilience project

A
5.

It was developed in close collaboration with relevant stakeholders (cities) and
implemented in several case studies (100 Resilient Cities project)

6.

It combines qualitative and quantitative variables, partly based on other relevant
frameworks such as ISO 31720, UNISDR Scorecard and the OECD‐Better Life
Index

Applications very relevant, metrics selection may be useful.
RESILENS project recognizes the difficulties encountered while following this method for
resilience assessment [137] and should be considered while applying some of the ideas
from this project into SmartResilience project such as

Realizing European
ReSILiencE for Critical
Infrastructure

Modified scorecard approach of
IBM/AECOM with GIS
visualization.

Yes

No

Yes



The identification of the most relevant I&Cs elaborating about the system,
considering a complete scrutiny of all the I&Cs is impossible. The larger the
number of I&Cs included, the more difficult and time consuming the tool will be
and this is one of the main challenges SmartResilience project also has to deal
with [137].



The selected I&Cs should not overlap information, in order to avoid the
consideration of the same aspects several times, overweighting their importance
[137].



Assigning the numerical evaluation of the characteristics objectively [137].

yes


The allocation of the most suitable weights to combine the selected I&Cs [137].



The available standards fit only partially to the needs of operationalization of
resilience. The need of adequate standards is relieved



Tools and methods have to be tested and proved for robustness and efficiency
considering minimal resources available. These are all goals of SmartResilience.
Knowing the needs of stakeholder helps in directing the action in this regard.

Moreover, the approach emphasizes on consideration of interdependencies amongst CIs
too. In addition, the engagement of stakeholders throughout the process of identification
of CI and Indices and Characteristics, assessing and enhancing the resilience makes this
approach highly applicable.
Smart Mature Resilience

Resilience maturity model
(largely qualitative) and systems

Yes/li
mited

no

no

limite
d
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Community resilience may be of limited use for SmartResilience.
The actions undertaken in each of the dimensions can be correlated to the indicators for
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Relevance
The approach

Comments

Summary
RIs

S

M

A

dynamics model (not yet
developed). Focus on
community resilience/social
factors

Relevance for SmartResilience project
SmartResilience project. For example,‐ Under Leadership& governance dimension, the
actions undertaken for integrating resilience into new visions, policies and strategies for
city development plans can define the state of preparedness of the city to meet the policy
requirements contributing to the resilience of critical infrastructure [70]. And this is could
be a way to assess the resilience indicators in cities in SmartResilience project. This is
further explained in chapter 5. Also, some of the indicators were assessed as relevant for
SmartResilience and are also included in Annex 9. In addition the project has identified
different indicators, grouped for measuring resilience aspects of a city‐community (s.
Annex 6). From these indicators, many resilience frameworks for climate adaptation have
concerned about the temperature changes that may lead into drought and overheating
threats and higher rainfalls or increased sea level that can cause floods to the cities. These
quantitative climate indicators have frequently cited in different city adaptation strategies
[153] and hence, could be of relevance in WP4.
Transportation systems, potential indicators.
This project addresses directly the vulnerabilities and resilience for critical infrastructure
und relies on the concept of system‐of‐systems: Software systems, methods and tools,
operationalization and matrix of metrics. For each of these there exist solutions, which are
presented. A big challenge is thereby the integration of separate systems and the
evaluation. The presented methods and models are often related to a specific type of
vulnerability or hazard, and can be used in specific contexts. This can be applied in
SmartResilience, when it comes to the application part of the framework.

RESilience management
guidelines and
Operationalization
appLied to Urban
Transport Environment

FRAM modeling approach
tailored to transportation
infrastructure with several
application case studies

Yes/li
mited

no

yes

yes

IMPROVER project

Integrated indicators visualized
through scorecards

yes

no

limite
d

yes
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As for the approach developed by RESOLUTE, it can be useful for SmartResilience in two
ways. First, the approach uses similar resilience phases than those implemented in
SmartResilience, namely anticipate, respond, monitor and learn. Furthermore, the
RESOLUTE project identifies indicators for each phase and attempts to develop an
application oriented approach, which is of interest for the case‐studies in the
SmartResilience project. Second, the RESOLUTE approach takes into account dynamics
between different so called functionalities, which is interesting for the SmartResilience
project, since it covers also cascading effects and interdependencies between different
critical infrastructures.
Indicators are combined in a convoluted way.
There is a fair bit of overlap with the five layer approach of Smart Resilience. The level 1
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Relevance
The approach

Comments

Summary
RIs

S

M

A

Relevance for SmartResilience project
indicators of IMPROVER appear thematically congruent to the layer 3 of Smart Resilience.
Consequently, layer 4 overlaps with both level 2 and 3 and layer 5 could be similar to the
fourth indicator level. This apparent alignment warrants a closer look and discussion of
how IMPROVER could provide a rather practical base for the development of the Smart
Resilience method. The concept of layers will be further developed in chapter 4.4.
The six composite indicators for Social Resilience, Economic Resilience, Institutional
Resilience, Infrastructural Resilience, and Community capital will be useful to create the
broad categories of the indicators identified during the SmartResilience project. However,
as there is no clarity of how the model can be operationalized, the project will develop its
own the method to assess resilience further considering the issues of each critical
infrastructure.

The Disaster Resilience
of Place (DROP) model

Demographic metrics integrated
in an index

yes

no

no

no

Furthermore, the ongoing nature of the model and the fact it incorporates antecedent
measures of vulnerability and resilience also allows it to account for the influence of
exogenous factors like policy regulation. This aspect provides a useful consideration as the
SmartResilience project also focuses on developing a method based on resilience cycle and
hence includes the short‐ and long‐term considerations. This could ensure a well‐executed
preparedness or mitigation policy that could have a significant influence on antecedent
vulnerability that may lead to the unknown risks or resilience, coping responses and
processes that support adaptive resilience post‐event, and capturing this change is of great
importance from a policy dimension. Lastly, the model is baseline indicators for measuring
and monitoring the disaster resilience of places which could be cities in case of
SmartResilience project and hence is a useful approach for consideration.
An important study, there are many new reports from ANL with refined methodology.

Argonne approach for
constructing a Resilience
Index for the enhanced
CIP program

Index integrating multiple
indicators visualized through
dashboard

Yes

No

Yes

yes

It is stated in the Argonne document "NIAC [National Infrastructure Advisory Council]
defined resilience, in the context of CIKR [critical infrastructure and key resources], as the
ability to reduce the magnitude and/or duration of disruptive events. The effectiveness of a
resilient infrastructure or enterprise depends on its ability to anticipate, absorb, adapt to,
and rapidly recover from a potentially disruptive event, whether naturally occurring or
human caused” [112].
In SmartResilience, the logic is that all abilities/dimensions included in the definition are at
level 1, and they follow a timeline. This makes it relatively easy to consider whether the
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Relevance
The approach

Comments

Summary
RIs

S

M

A

Relevance for SmartResilience project
dimensions included are complete, or whether something is missing.
In the Argonne approach, the reason to include the criteria of robustness, resourcefulness
and recovery at level 1 has to be explained.(It cannot just be referred to the definition.)
In addition, response is included in level 2, which in SmartResilience is a "clear" level 1
candidate, since response is a very important dimension of resilience.
Although the various components in the Argonne approach and their location in the
structure can be discussed, the structure itself have similarities with the foreseen structure
in SmartResilience, as presented in Chapter 5. In both cases, the indicators themselves are
at level 5.
One difference is that the indicators in the Argonne approach are just a set of yes or no
questions, whereas the indicators in SmartResilience are foreseen to be measures on a
scale (0‐10). "No" corresponds to a numerical value of 0 and "yes" corresponds to a
numerical value of 100. The questions are weighted, multiplied with the numerical value (0
or 100) and added to provide an index value on level 4 (Details about the quantification of
the resilience index can be found in the [53].
Another difference is that the two last levels in SmartResilience are foreseen to be
adaptable, i.e. it is a participatory approach, where important issues and indicators may be
proposed and added by relevant stakeholders involved.
Also, the Argonne structure was included as Figure 12 in the SmartResilience proposal
[155], as an illustration for structuring of the so‐called supervised resilience indicators in
Task 4.1. The final structure to be used in task 4.1 will be defined in WP3, but it will be
based on the resilience definition in D1.1 and the description in chapter 5 in this
document. i.e. we will use the "SmartResilience structure" in Task 4.1, not the "Argonne
structure", although it was used for illustration purposes in the proposal.
Also, as mentioned in Chapter 2.11, adapting the dashboard tool would be useful in Task
3.7.

NIST Community
Resilience Planning
Guide

Process for resilience
assessment at community level,
specific tools are being
developed by NIST Center

Applications are developed by DHS.
no

no

yes

yes
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NIST Planning guide establishes process for community resilience assessment that can be
applicable to cities and at other scales that may be considered in SmartResilience. Tools
developed by NIST Center may be of direct relevance for the project. DHS is currently
applying NIST process and will likely to apply tools within its Regional Resilience
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Relevance
The approach

Comments

Summary
RIs

S

M

Relevance for SmartResilience project

A
Assessment Program [75].

US Army Corps of
Engineers

Tiered approach for resilience
assessment and management
that includes resilience matrix
tools (Tier 2) and Network
Science tools (Tier 3)

US Resilience Indices
(collected by Bakknesen
et al., 2016)

Multiple resilience indices
collected and validated for wide
range spatial applications

Yes

No

Yes

yes

SmartResilience can utilize Resilience Matrix and Network Science tools developed by the
USACE [184]. Even though USACE does not currently include smartness, it can be easily
added as additional metric indicators or network layers in the USACE conceptual framing.
Example of validation of resilience tools

Yes

No

No

yes
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SmartResilience can utilize individual metrics that constitute the indices evaluated in this
study. Methodology for index validation developed in the paper can be utilized in the
project as well [8]
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Low applicability
for phases, high
applicability for
dimensions

RESOLUTE

CRI

DROP

1

Applicability phases

High
applicability for
both phases and
dimensions

2

Argonne

UNISDR

NIST

USACE

0

‐2

‐1

0

SMR

RESILENS

1

2
IMPROVER

OCED
‐1
RAG
Low
applicability for
both phases
and dimensions

‐2

Applicability dimensions

Low applicability
for dimensions,
high applicability
for phases
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Figure 15 Analysis of approaches according to SmartResilience phases and dimensions
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Review and collection of resilience indicators
3.1

Initial considerations on indicators

The definition of indicator is as in Box 1 is considered for
SmartResilience project. Indicators are important for
measurement of resilience.

Box 1.

INDICATOR DEFINITION IN
SMARTRESILIENCE PROJECT [120]:

"An indicator is a measurable/operational
variable that can be used to describe the
condition of a broader phenomenon or
aspect of reality".

The aspect of reality – also termed the theoretical variable – may
be risk factors, resilience issues, etc. We cannot measure these
directly; instead, we need an operational definition of the
factor/issue that represents the theoretical variable. This operational variable is what we denote an
indicator; (s. Figure 16). It also illustrates that several indicators may be needed to represent one factor or
issue. The indicator will typically be described as a number, ratio, score on some scale, or similar. Without
this type of specification/operationalization, we are left with just a theoretical factor or issue.

In SmartResilience, focusing on resilience, the dimensions/phases included in our definition of resilience are
the "aspects" we want to measure; however, we do not measure the dimensions directly. We first define
issues that are important for the success during phases of resilience, e.g. the success of response. These
issues are in turn measured by indicators. The issues (corresponding indicators) may also be grouped in a set
of dimension (e.g. System/physical, Information/data, Organizational/business, Social/Political, and
Cognitive/decision‐making). Various categorizations of such domains exists, and the initial set of dimensions
chosen in SmartResilience may be reconsidered in WP3.

Theoretical
definition
of a factor/ issue

Measurable
definition
of a factor/ issue

Theoretical
variable

Operational
variable

Factor/ issue

Indicator

Figure 16: General measurement model [120]
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When we try to measure and assess resilience, it is crucial that we capture the most important resilience
abilities (through phases, dimensions and issue). The indicators can never be better than the
suitability/relevance/ representativeness of the phases, dimensions and issues we try to measure.
In SmartResilience, we use two different approaches for obtaining indicators. The first is the use of
conventional indicators in a top‐down manner, and the second is bottom‐up use of indicators from big data
or open data sources (s. Figure 17.)
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Figure 17: Approach to measure top‐down and bottom‐up indicators
Starting with the top‐down approach, the questions to be answered are: What tells you that the status of the
issue is such that it contributes to ensure high‐level performance of the corresponding resilience dimension?
How well (or bad) are we doing with issue k? The answers provide the clues to identifying indicators.
The bottom‐up approach starts by harvesting existing indicators and identifying potentially relevant
indicators through data mining, e.g. using big data or open data sources.
In the top‐down approach, we will make sure that most/all relevant issues are covered with relevant
conventional indicators. This means that indicators from big data or open data sources will be additional and
especially useful for capturing smart technology issues that supplements the conventional indicators. In this
way, we are not dependent on the big data or open data sources for every dimension and every issue.
Moreover, some cities or critical infrastructures may not be especially advanced with respect to use of smart
technologies, but still need to be assigned a resilience level. The resilience assessment will then be based
mainly on conventional indicators.
Table 7 provides an exemplary overview on indicators collected, distributed according to the resilience
matrix defined in Figure 39.
Table 7:

Examples of selected indicators identified in Annex 9 for the resilience matrix (5 × 5)

Understand

System (Physical,
technological, network,
economic)
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Plan/Prepare

Absorb

Risk indicators for  Resilience due to N+M
redundancy, availability,
European network
single point of failure [92]
of transport and
 Indicators within the city
weather
resilience framework
indicators for
(infrastructure) [6]
extreme weather
 Swedish Emergency
[187]
Management Agency
Vulnerability
(water supply system etc.)
indicators [187]
[16] [165]

 Impact indicators
(for instance
economic) [42]

 Health and Safety
(HSE) indicators
(Number of
deaths,
environmental
damage) [192]
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Recover
 Mean time to
repair [92]

Adapt

 Copenhagen
climate
adaption plan
[24]
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Understand
Hazard indicators
(forecasts of
extreme weather
and
environmental
monitoring data)
[128]
 Vulnerability
indicators [187]

Absorb

 Graceful degradation

 Process‐oriented

Organizatio
nal

Social

Resilience features such as
social networks,
knowledge, value of
beliefs, people‐place
relationships [14]
 Significance of having
access to assets, good
institutions and
governance as some of the
influential factors in
resilience [20]

Adaptation
Wizard:
monitor and
evaluate
through
AdaptME
toolkit [130]

 Impact indicators
(for instance
economic) [42]

 HSE indicators: Number of
training of employees
[192]

Adapt

 UK CIP

Discrete‐Event
Simulation (DES)
model [175]

technique, intentional
failure and chaos
engineering [54]



3.2

Recover

 Mean time
 CI3 software /
between failure
CIP/DSS
(MTBF) [92]
software:
 Resilience
measures
measurement
restoration time
through statistics
and effort [52]
and census data
[114]
 Methods of
measurement of
crowd behavior
 Methods for
modelling and
measuring if crowd
behavior[17]

Cognitive (Decision
Making)

Information (Data)



Plan/Prepare
 Inductive parameters and
data collection based on
statistics [7]
 UNISDR Disaster Resilience
Scorecard for cities 2014:
several parameters [181]

 Climate
Resilience
Evaluation &
Awareness
Tool (CREAT)
[183]

 HSE indicators:
Event
investigation,
reporting [192]

Overview of indicators preliminarily collected

An initial review of the exiting conventional and big and open data indicators was conducted and over 450
indicators were collected (See Annex 9 from the following sources
1.
2.
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3.

4.

Literature and literature reviews [92], [31], [16], [54], [101], [99], [188], [162]
Research projects
a. Smart Mature Resilience (SMR) project [10]
b. EU INTACT project [191]
c. INTeg‐Risk Emerging Risks Indicators [89]
d. EU Crisma project [42]
e. EU Ewent project [187]
International organizations
a. World Bank Development Indicators [201]
b. ARUP city Resilience Index [6])
c. World Council on City data ISO 37120 [203]
d. OECD guidance on Safety Performance Indicators [117]
e. EU 300/2008/EC Regulation on aviation security [47]
National organizations
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Swedish Water & Wastewater Association [169], [170]
US AID 2013 Framework [186]
Cork City Council [9]
U.S. Department for health and human Services Centre for Disease control and prevention
[22]
Center for Risk and Economic Analysis of Terrorism Events [150]
Torrens Resilience Institute ‐ Australian Government Initiative [5]

Subsequently, these indicators were analyzed based on their relevance to the SmartResilience 55 Resilience
matrix (Figure 39), i.e. the phases (Understand Risk, Anticipate /prepare, absorb / withstand, respond/
recover and adapt/ learn) and dimensions (System/ physical, Information / data, Organizational/ business,
Cognitive/ decision‐making) and the comments provided in Table 9 for resilience phases with and Table 10
for resilience dimensions for SmartResilience project. These indicators encompass sectors such as health,
communications and IT, water, power, transport, housing infrastructure, retail, etc. The collected indicators
were analyzed according to their relevance and applicability to the SmartResilience project.

Big/Open
6%

Conventional
94%
Figure 18 Distribution of conventional and big/open data indicators
Figure 18 shows the total amount of indicators collected, as well as their distribution between big/open and
conventional indicators. Large proportion of indicators collected i.e. 425 indicators were conventional and
the remaining 28 were from Big/open data. This is coherent with fact the conventional indicators are also the
ones that are ‘supervised’ and more studied, while the Big/open indicators are less studied and documented.
The little amount of big/open data indicators hints at the potential these indicators have in creating new
measurements for resilience in the future. In WP4, more emphasis will be given on documenting these
Big/open data and ‘Smarter’ indicators to tap this potential.
Figure 19 shows the distribution of indicators according to the SmartResilience dimensions identified in
Figure 39. In order to come to this result, each indicator was analyzed individually according to its relevance
for the SmartResilience dimensions. When suitable for two or more dimensions, the dimension most relevant
for the indicator was chosen. As one can see, the most indicators were found for the dimensions
societal/political, system/physical and organizational/business. The information/data dimension was found
relevant for 62 indicators. The cognitive/decision‐making dimension could be allocated only to 8 indicators.
Thus, one can see that indicators are distributed very unevenly between dimensions which could potentially
be a challenge in the work package 3 (method and tool) and work package 4 (indicators).
In addition, the preliminary conclusion can be drawn that this is coherent with the case studies analyzed in
chapter 4.1 for two dimensions i.e. System / physical, and Organizational/business which are considered
more in case studies too while focusing on improving the resilience of the critical infrastructure.
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As Figure 19, also Figure 20 shows a very uneven distribution, this time concerning the number of indicators
for each phase of the resilience cycles identified in Figure 39.
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Figure 19: Distribution of analyzed indicators according to SmartResilience dimensions
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Figure 20: Number of indicators for each phase of the resilience cycle
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The same method than for Figure 19 was used. As one can see, 177 indicators were found to be mostly
relevant for the phase anticipate/prepare, 155 for the phase understand risk and 63 for the phase
absorb/withstand. 45 indicators were found for respond/recover and only 13 indicators for the phase
adapt/learn. It could be implied, that the approaches, projects, literature undertaken for resilience building
primarily focus on the initial phases of the resilience cycle, i.e. understand risk and anticipate/prepare for an
emerging risk and lesser on creating the elements needed for improving the resilience by
absorbing/withstand and respond/recover from the event or shock. Further, the focusing on adapt/learn
phase from the previous event is even meagre.
Figure 21 summarizes the findings in Figure 19 and Figure 20. Different dimensions are relatively evenly
distributed across the SmartResilience phases. Every dimension is included in every phase, except from the
cognitive/decision‐making dimension, which is probably due to the small number of indicators in this
dimension.
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Number of indicators split by SmartResilience dimensions
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Figure 21: Number of indicators in each phase and dimension of the SmartResilience matrix

3.3

Clustering/semantic analysis of indicators collected
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In order to further analyze and structure indicators, a semantic analysis was performed using a tool for
network analysis (SDRI tool). To do so, detailed description of indicators, based on Table 34, were inserted in
the program, which then structured the indicators according to their semantic similarities. Figure 22 shows
the indicators network structured according to the semantic analysis taking into account five resilience
dimensions. On the figure, one can identify several big clusters according to resilience phases as defined in
this report. This preliminary analysis hints at the feasibility of clustering indicators basis the 5x5‐resilience
matrix. Further work on indicator networks will be performed in Work package 4. Figure 23 depicts an
indicator in more detail. The location of this detailed visualization in the overall indicator network can be
seen in the red circle in Figure 22 (“Selected area for detailed visualization”).
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Figure 22: Overview of indicator network according to semantic analysis taking into account resilience
dimensions
In Figure 23 indicators for each resilience dimension can be identified. The majority stems from
societal/political and system/physical dimensions, with only a few organizational/business,
cognitive/decision‐making and information/data indicators. It illustrates that centrality of some indicators is
more than other indicators. For instance, sanitation access seems to be semantically linked to many other
indicators in the societal/political dimension. Such a detailed analysis of indicators and their networks can be
very useful and will be conducted in work package 4.
Figure 24 shows the complete indicator network structured according to the semantic analysis taking into
account five resilience phases. In this figure, indicators clustered according to resilience phases as defined in
this report. As for the analysis of dimensions, this preliminary analysis hints at the feasibility to cluster
indicators according to phases.
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For reasons of visualization, Figure 25 shows a part of this indicator network based on resilience phases in
more detail, similarly to Figure 23. It depicts strength (the thickness of the edges representing the strength of
the link) and direction of links between indicators.
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Figure 23: Detailed visualization of indicators structured according to semantic analysis taking into account
resilience dimensions

Figure 24: Overview of indicator network according to semantic analysis taking into account resilience
phases
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Figure 25: Detailed visualization of indicators structured according to semantic analysis taking into account
resilience phases
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In conclusion, the semantic analysis of indicators partially confirms findings of 3.2, which showed that
indicators are not available evenly across resilience dimensions and phases. Especially the phases
respond/recover, absorb/withstand and adapt/learn are less well represented. The same is true for the
dimensions information/data and cognitive/decision‐making. This difficulty to find indicators for every field of
the 5x5 matrix (defined in 5.2) has to be taken into account when working further on indicators in work
package 4. To be sure, these findings are only part of a preliminary analysis, and more in‐depth analysis of
indicators and their relation to the SmartResilience matrix has to be implemented in work package 4.
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Case studies selected for SmartResilience project
4.1

Overview of the resilience case studies analyzed

In this task, some 40 case studies have been analyzed basis their relevance and applicability to the
SmartResilience project. The case studies were taken from three main sources:
1.

2.

3.

Atlas of Vulnerability and Resilience
The Atlas of Vulnerability and Resilience is a collection of different articles and case studies about
vulnerability and resilience. It aims at enhancing cross‐sectoral exchange of ideas. The collection of
case studies systematically covers different facets of the topic, focusing mainly on case studies in
Germany, Austria, but also include international cases [50].
“Turbulence – A corporate Perspective on Collaborating for Resilience”
“Turbulence – A corporate Perspective on Collaborating for Resilience” is a collection of texts and
case studies, mostly written by senior managers or business advisors, regarding the relevance of
resilience in the business sector. Accordingly, case studies focus on business activity in the
enhancement of resilience in their daily business and strategic planning [93].
The U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit
Led by federal government agencies, such as the Office of Science and Technology Policy and the
Council on Environmental Quality, the U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit provides scientific tools,
information, and expertise to help people manage their climate‐related risks and opportunities, and
improve their resilience to extreme events. On their homepage, US Climate Resilience Toolkit
collected an important amount of case studies relevant to resilience in various fields [178].

These sources were identified through the literature review for Task 1.1 [194] and 1.2 and chosen for their
richness and diversity of case studies. The goal of this analysis is to prepare the work in work package 5 (case
studies), but also work package 3 (method and tool) and work package 4 (indicators). Relevant information
about resilience assessment and the implementation of case studies can be deduced of already existing
literature. The analysis of relevance and applicability was structured according the following criteria:
1.
2.

The resilience phases identified in Figure 39: Understand risks, plan/prepare, absorb/withstand,
respond/recover, adapt/learn.
The resilience dimensions identified in Figure 39: System / physical, information/data,
organizational/business, societal/political, cognitive/decision making
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The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 27, Figure 28, Figure 29 and Figure 30. The case studies have
diverse topics and focus points. By far, climate change and flood and storm related topics are treated the
most (see Figure 26). Overall, there are 10 topics treated, which range from climate change over epidemic
disease to cascading effects. Thus, the case studies cover a very diverse field. Remarkably, no case study
explicitly includes Smart Technology, Big Data or emerging risks, which hints at the strong relevance of the
SmartResilience case studies in WP4.
Also, the geographical coverage of the case studies is diverse, ranging from local to national level: 23 cases
on local level, 9 cases on regional level and 8 cases on national level. The dominance of locally implemented
case studies fits well into the focus of the SmartResilience project on cities and urban areas.
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Figure 27: Geographic coverage of case studies
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After describing the case studies, their relevance for the SmartResilience is analyzed in more detail. In order
to do so, every case study was coded according to their relevance for each SmartResilience dimension (0=no
relevance; 1=relevance). The result is shown in Figure 28, which shows the accumulated relevance of every
phase for all the case studies combined. As one can see, the systemic dimension (physical, technological,
network and economic) is covered by the majority of case studies (37 out of 40), followed by the
organizational dimension (28/40). The information, societal and cognitive dimension were less well
represented in the case studies. Thus, a preliminary conclusion is that most case studies focus on dimensions
such as physical or economic, rather than on dimensions such as cognitive, information and societal. One
reason could be the difficulty to measure cognitive and societal dimensions, as well as the relative recent
developments in the field of big data.
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Figure 28: Relevance of case studies for SmartResilience dimensions
Figure 29 shows the relevance of the case studies for the SmartResilience phases, as defined in Figure 39:
Understand risks, anticipate/prepare, absorb/withstand, respond/recover and adapt/learn. The same
method than for Figure 28 was used, namely coding of single case studies according to SmartResilience
phases (0 = no relevance, 1 = relevance). As one can see, the phase plan/prepare was identified in 33/40 case
studies, followed by absorb/withstand (20/40). Moreover, the phases understand risk, respond/recover and
adapt/learn are represented in less than half of the case studies. As a conclusion, one can say that most case
studies focus on the dimensions plan/prepare and absorb/withstand, while the other dimensions were not
taken into account by most studies. Thus, a major contribution of the SmartResilience case studies could be
to focus on phases respond/recover and adapt/learn, as well as understand risk.
In a last step, the case studies were analyzed according to their relevance to single case studies of the
SmartResilience project. In order to do so, each case study was ranked according to its relevance for each
SmartResilience case study, using a scale from 0 (no relevance) to 0.33 (little relevance), 0.67 (some
relevance) to 1 (much relevance). The sum of estimated relevance of the case studies for each
SmartResilience case study is shown in Figure 30. As one can see, the SmartResilience case studies Bravo
(SmartCity), Golf (Flood), Hotel (Energy), India (Cascading effects) and Foxtrot (Water) are the case studies
highly linked to the case studies analyzed. This finding corresponds to the dominance of topics related to
flood, water, energy and cascading effects found in Figure 26. On average, the relevance of the case studies
analyzed for the SmartResilience case studies is 14.37 (maximum value = 40). Remarkably, the case study
Alpha was not linked at all to most case studies.
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Although the analysis of case studies was not exhaustive, nor completely representative, some preliminary,
tentative conclusions can be made regarding the relevance for the SmartResilience project. Most case
studies focus on a disaster threats, only a few included elements of emerging risks. As for the dimensions,
one can conclude that the societal/political, cognitive/decision‐making and information/data dimension are
less covered than organizational/business and system/physical dimension. Regarding phases, one can see
that most case studies focus primarily onto the anticipation/preparation phase and absorb/withstand phase.
Cork is a city in Ireland, located in the South‐west Region. The city is built on the banks of River Lee which
splits into two channels in the western end of the city and the city center is divided by these channels. Due to
its location at the head of a tidal estuary and at the downstream end of a large river catchment, the city is
prone to both tidal and fluvial flooding. In the recent past, notable flood events have occurred in August
1986, November 2000, and November 2002, October 2004 and December 2006 and most recently
November 2009. These types of flooding and the levels of water logging in future can potentially cause
considerable damage to the critical infrastructure such as water logging in the streets as explained in the
In order to deal with this flood threat, multiple resilience related approaches have been adopted by the city
to prepare, absorb and recover and several indicators are used in this process.
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Figure 29: Relevance of case studies for SmartResilience phases
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Figure 30: Relevance of case studies for SmartResilience case studies

4.2

Example of a resilience case study using indicators

AIA provide an analysis of indicators and data sources looking at publications relating to flooding and its
domino effects in urban areas. We have reviewed documents regarding urban flooding published in research
literature and by authorities in relation to Cork City.
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The following section categorizes the approaches undertaken in Cork City based on the resilience definition
from chapter D1.1.
Prepare and understanding risk


Alert system (Minor Flooding, serious flooding, major flooding)



Incorporating the River Lee (Cork City) Drainage Scheme and the River Bride
(Blackpool) Certified Drainage Scheme
o

Preparation measures in order to avoid negative event (flooding):

o

Flood forecasting, warning system
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o

Public awareness, education campaign

o

Individual property protection

o

Relocation of properties

o

Flow diversion or reduction

o

Flood containment (flood defense, rehabilitation, pumps)

Lee Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management Study (CFRAMS)
o

Indicators for flood causes: Rainfall, rivers exceeding capacity, high sea and
tide, groundwater rising up above ground level …

o

Indicators related to human factors: Covering green areas, no river channels…

o

Climate change

Lower Lee (Cork City) Flood Relief Scheme for future floods

Absorb
•

•

Cork City Datasets
o

River Lee Water levels (two sensors)

o

European and British Weather models

o

Irish weather forecasting

o

Surge Modelling forecast

o

ESB dam levels

o

Predicted astronomical levels

o

Water level

o

Pedestrian foot flow

o

Traffic flow

Forecasting model for the Lee
o

Twelve PDM rainfall runoff models and two ISIS river models are configured
into FEWS with forecasts at all gauged locations and four points along the
tidal reach. Water level predictions in the tidal reach are calculated using
lookup tables populated using pre‐computed design model runs.

Recover


4.3

Lower Lee (Cork City) Flood Relief Scheme

Example of resilience case studies using scenarios (LÜKEX)
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The German LÜKEX (Interministerial and Interstate Crisis Management Exercise) is the only nation‐wide
disaster response exercise that brings together actors from federal and national level, as well as private
actors. Case studies are pre‐designed scenarios of various nature: Flooding, terrorist attack, biochemical
accidents etc. The review is based mainly on official documents issued by the Federal Office of Civil
Protection and Disaster Assistance (BBK) and the Federal Ministry of the Interior (BMI).
LÜKEX is mainly organized by the Federal Office of Civil Protection and Disaster Assistance (Bundesamt für
Bevölkerungsschutz und Katastrophenhilfe: BBK), which was established on 1 May 2004 within the remit of
the Federal Ministry of the Interior. BBK is supported by the Federal Ministry of the Interior (BMI) and the
Federal Office for Information Security (BSI), as well as the Bundesländer, giving a high level of competencies
to the local and regional level (the Länder/federal states) [48]. LÜKEX is important, because competencies are
split between regional and federal level, which increases the need for exercising cooperation between the
two levels. As general framework for LÜKEX, BBK published a National Strategy for Critical Infrastructure
Protection (CIP Strategy) in 2009. In this strategy, Critical Infrastructures (Cis) are defined as “organizational
and physical structures and facilities of such vital importance to a nation's society and economy that their
failure or degradation would result in sustained supply shortages, significant disruption of public safety and
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security, or other dramatic consequences” [48]. In the National Strategy for Critical Infrastructure Protection,
nine sectors have been identified critical on the national level. These are: Energy/power supply, Information
and communications technology, Transport and logistics, (Drinking‐) water supply and sewage disposal,
Public health/medical services, Food, Public administration, including emergency and rescue services,
Economic services/finance, insurance business, and Media and cultural objects (cultural heritage items).
A highly relevant statement in the CI strategy is the commitment to a cooperative approach that includes
government authorities, relief and emergency response organizations, private operators and their
associations, the science and research community, the security industry, international and supranational
institutions as well as the public. This set of documents is further supplemented by the Cyber Security
Strategy for Germany from 2011, which has a focus on IT infrastructures
Public authorities and the BBK in particular, play an active role in Critical Infrastructure Protection, e.g. by
presenting threat scenarios that infrastructures are to be protected against. To prepare the decision takers
on the national and regional level, the LÜKEX cross‐Länder exercise in national crisis management is carried
out every two years, jointly conducted by the Federation and the Länder. LÜKEX (Interministerial and
Interstate Crisis Management Exercise) is the acronym for a national campaign of national cross‐border
strategic exercises in the field of crisis management [49]. Since 2004, national crisis management strategies
in Germany have been evaluated and optimized on a regular basis. LÜKEX aids both the Federal Government
and the Federal States to prepare for (exceptional) crises and threats and provides them with an opportunity
to test existing crisis management plans and mechanisms. Within the German civil protection system, LÜKEX
thus makes an important contribution to national crisis prevention. The objective is to improve the
interaction between the stakeholders involved and thus their ability to respond to exceptional crises. The
main aim of LÜKEX is to review the overarching response capacity during unusual crises using a sample
practical test. The exercises also help develop clear and effective coordination and decision‐making
processes between federal and state authorities, commercial enterprises, research institutes and other
cooperation partners [49].
The LÜKEX cycle is organized according to the following phases:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Planning process (6 – 8 months): Focal points: Exercise framework, rough scenario setting
Preparation (9 –11 months): Focal points: Master script, creating further documentation for the
exercise
Conduction (2– 3 months) : Focal points: Key week for the exercise
Evaluation (4–5 months): Focal points: Reports, recommendations for action

From 2004 to 2013, LÜKEX has been implemented 6 times, with the following topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

LÜKEX 2004: Extreme winter weather conditions with power outages across large areas
LÜKEX 2005: Terrorist attacks in connection with the 2006 FIFA World Cup
LÜKEX 2007: Worldwide flu pandemic
LÜKEX 2009/2010: Terrorist threat with conventional explosives, chemical and radioactive devices
(“dirty bomb”)
LÜKEX 2011: Threat to IT security through massive cyber attacks
LÜKEX 2013: Extraordinary biological threat situations
LÜKEX 2015: Extreme storm surge (cancelled due to the refugee crisis)

The relevance for Smart Resilience can be summarized in two points.
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1.

2.

Scenario building:
First, the methodology of LÜKEX can be applied for the case studies that are going to be
implemented in WP4. As for LÜKEX, it is envisaged for the case studies to be organized as scenarios.
Thereby, one could use the LÜKEX cycle, composed by a planning process, preparation phase,
conduction and evaluation. In addition, the diversity of LÜKEX exercises is similar to the diversity of
topics treaded in the Smart Resilience case studies.
Inclusive and multilevel concept:
Furthermore, the inclusion of various private and public partners in the LÜKEX cycle is applicable as
well to SmartResilience case studies, where different stakeholders are included in the smart
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resilience concept. Also relevant is the multilevel concept of LÜKEX, acting on both national and
regional level and coordinating combined efforts.

4.4
4.4.1

Example of a resilience case study: Community Resilience Assessment Matrix:
Demonstration at Rockaway Peninsula
Introduction

SmartResilience will develop methodology and tools for integrating multiple metrics to calculate value for
resilience with specific goals of assessing Smart Cities. One of just a few example of integrating metrics in the
overall resilience evaluation is provided in Fox‐Lent et al. [55]. The Resilience Matrix (RM) provides a
structured framework for assessing system resilience that can be applied to successfully to communities. The
matrix approach was selected as an initial resilience screening and stakeholder engagement tool, to be
utilized at Tier 1 and 2 in a three‐tier assessment framework developed by the USACE to assess overall
coastal resilience. The Jamaica Bay area of Queens, New York (see Figure 31) was identified as demonstration
location of the proposed methodology.

Figure 31: Jamaica Bay bounded by the Rockaway Peninsula to the south (Google Maps Base)
4.4.2

Methods
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The Resilience Matrix is a framework for the assessment of complex systems. Collectively, these sixteen cells
provide a general description of the functionality of the system through an adverse event. Resilience is
assessed by assigning a score to each cell that reports the capacity of the system to perform. For example,
the Information‐Recover cell is assigned a rating of the ability to collect (monitor) and share (analyze and
disseminate) data on the performance of the system to aid in recover. The Social‐Adapt cell is a assigned a
rating of the capacity of the system users to modify behavior and sustain changes beyond the immediate
incident response. The matrix of scores reveals gaps in system capacity or the scores can be averaged to
produce an overall resilience score to monitor changes over time or for comparison with similar systems.
To perform a resilience assessment using the matrix approach: 1) define the system boundary and range of
threat scenarios under consideration; 2) identify the critical functions of the system to be maintained; 3) for
each critical function, select indicators and generate scores for system performance in each cell; 4) aggregate
the matrices to create an overall resilience rating.
4.4.3

Results: Case Study for Community Resilience at Rockaway Peninsula

The Rockaway Peninsula is a spit of land in Queens, NY that lies between the Atlantic Ocean and Jamaica Bay
(see Figure 31). The land area is approximately 50% open and vacant space, only 5% industrial and
commercial property, with the remaining area home to approximately 115,00 people from the across the
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economic spectrum. The peninsula includes a gated community with private beaches, single family bungalow
communities of renovated early 1900s summer houses, a close‐knit working class neighborhood that has
existed for generations on an island in Jamaica Bay itself, and neighborhoods dominated by multi‐story brick
and concrete public housing developments built in the 1950s to 1970s. This population border Jamaica Bay, a
large salt‐water marsh, part of which is a national wildlife refuge managed by the National Park Service.
Rockaway Peninsula is geomorphological a low‐lying barrier island with shorelines subject to astronomical
tidal fluctuations and interior sections vulnerable to overtopping in severe storm events. Storms of the 1950s
and 1960s inundated sections of the Peninsula with one to two feet of floodwaters. More recently, the
Rockaway Peninsula withstood flooding from Hurricane Irene in 2011 and took a direct hit from the storm
surge generated by Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Both of these events created serious disruption to the
community, requiring long‐term and costly evacuation and rebuilding activities for many residents and
businesses.
4.4.4

System Boundary and Threats

The selected system includes the Rockaway Peninsula as a geographically isolated section of Queens, along
with Broad Channel, the only inhabited island within Jamaica Bay (Figure 31). The resilience assessment
focuses on coastal storm threats, including hurricanes and nor’easters.
4.4.5

Critical Functions

The Rockaway Peninsula of Queens, New York City is a largely residential area. For the demonstration of the
matrix assessment in this case study, the housing/shelter function is selected as the most critical function.
4.4.6

Metrics and Scores

This assessment relies on extensive data from community workshops as well as federal and city task forces
previously collected and reported following Hurricane Sandy. Informational interviews with several residents
of the Peninsula and staff of the US Army Corps of Engineers and newspaper articles were used to provide
historical insights and nuanced context for the reports.
Figure 32 shows the identified indicators and values for each matrix cell along with the selected upper and
lower bounds of utility to provide the context for the values. The indicator for Adapt‐Social shows the Single
Metric approach, the Physical‐Prepare indicator demonstrates the Combined Metric process, and Prepare‐
Social utilizes Expert Judgment scoring. The final column gives the calculated score for each cell on a scale of
0 (low) to 1 (high).

Figure 32: Heat map of matrix results for housing function at Rockaway Peninsula
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4.4.7

Aggregate Matrices

Since this study was motivated by the needs of the US Army Corps of Engineers’ Coastal Engineering
Resilience Board and the USACE has civil works and environmental missions related to the protection of life
property, as well as navigation and estuary restoration the critical functions were weighted as: housing
(40%), water transportation (20%), wildlife habitat (30%), and recreation (10%). The equivalent cells of each
critical function matrix could be aggregated using these weights to develop an overall community RM that is
appropriate to inform the management decisions for the USACE and would aid in identifying gaps and
prioritizing projects the align with the agency missions.
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4.4.8

Relevance to SmartResilience

The utility of the matrix approach is to identify gaps in the capacities of the system that support the
successful management of adverse events (i.e. resilience). Such information can guide the prioritization of
ongoing community activities to ensure that the lowest performing components of the system are addressed
in a timely manner.
Figure 33 illustrates the use of Resilience Matrix for project selection. There may be multiple projects and
courses of action designed to enhance resilience of the system, some of these projects may include varying
degrees of Smartness. For example, Project 1 is may be an infrastructure development project focused on
improvements in Physical domain, while project 2 may be adding smart tools for enhancing information and
social domains. Overall, Project 1 is more beneficial since it increases resilience from 43 to 51 while Project 2
adds only 4 points.

Figure 33: Use of Resilience Matrix for Project Selection (Hypothetical Example)

4.5

Case study using universal resilience patterns in complex networks of critical
infrastructures

Many of today’s analytical frameworks for resilience aim to describe low‐dimensional models with only few
interacting components. The appeal of the network approach, on the other hand, lies in the fact that often it
is possible to identify universal properties of such high‐dimensional systems that are largely independent of
concrete details of the realization of a particular network. In a recent paper published in Nature, Gao and
colleagues have identified such universal network properties that pertain to the resilience of the underlying
system [60]. We will now review their approach and discuss how these principles apply to the derivation of
smart resilience indicators as envisaged in this project.
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The traditional analytical framework to describe the resilience of a one‐dimensional system given by non‐
linear dynamic equation

dx
 f ( , x) .
dt

(1)

is to study how small perturbations of the system’s state grow over time. Here, β is a parameter that
captures the external change of environmental conditions. In a one‐dimensional system, these perturbations
basically grow exponentially over time and therefore drive the system into an uncontrollable state. Resilience
is then simply a function of β. The non‐linear dynamics for a system that consists of a large number N of
different, interacting components can be formally defined as
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N
dxi
 F ( xi )   Aij G( xi , x j ) ,
dt
j 1

(2)

with x denoting the activity of a given component and the non‐linear functions F and G representing the
dynamical laws that govern the activity of the system’s components. The matrix A encodes the interaction
strengths between each pairs of components. Specific choices of F and G allow to model various systems and
their resilience, ranging from cellular over ecological to social systems. As in the one‐dimensional case, the
resilience of this system can be identified with its response to external perturbations in the activity of the
system’s components.
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The remarkable finding of Gao et al. [60] is that it is possible to reduce the resilience of such complex
systems as given in equation (2) to an effective one‐dimensional system as it is given by equation (1). That is,
it is possible to define an effective β that encapsulates the resilience properties also for such networked
systems and collapses high‐dimensional resilience functions for system described by equation (2) onto a one‐
dimensional resilience function, that is, a single resilience indicator, see Figure 34

Figure 34: Figure taken from Gao, 2016 [60]: The resilience of a single component system is displayed in (a‐c)
(a) shows a bifurcating resilience function, where for specific values of the perturbations β the
system jumps from a desired state (blue) to an undesired one (red) (b) shows a different type of
resilience transition that takes place if the perturbations β exceed a specific threshold βc (c) shows
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the example of a stable system. For high‐dimensional systems (d‐f) the interaction matrix A plays
the role of β. The resilience function of such systems is now a multi‐dimensional manifold.
However, by applying the formalism of Gao et al. it is possible to collapse such manifolds onto a
one‐dimensional resilience function (g), i.e. a single resilience indicator
This is a formal result that mathematically proves that it is indeed possible to define low‐dimensional
resilience indicators for complex networks of critical infrastructures. In other words, the work by Gao et al.
shows mathematically that the third axis of the resilience cube, namely indicators from big and open data,
can indeed be defined in a meaningful way. Therefore, it is necessary to extract the underlying networks
from the data and identify their low‐dimensional resilience function, i.e. indicators. In the following we give
some examples for the successful application of these principles to different types of infrastructures.

4.6

A case study using indicators for Public Transportation: Navigability

An additional challenge in the study of resilience of transportation systems is that they typically provide more
than one mode of transportation. Think of a public transport system where you can choose to travel by bus,
metro, tram, or maybe by foot. Consequently such systems are not described by a single network, but by a
“network‐of‐networks” or multiplex network where two nodes (locations) are connected by links of multiple
types (each type corresponding to a mode of transportation), The study of such networks offers a
quantitative and data‐driven way to assess the efficiency of a transportation system by measuring basically
how fast it is possible to explore the corresponding networks. Resilience can then be measured by examining
how this property changes under network failures such as node or link removals.
Mathematically, multiplex networks can be described by a tensor Mijα that encapsulates the strength of an
interaction of type α between the components (nodes) i and j. The public transport system of London has
been studied by means of a multiplex analysis by De Domenico and colleagues [36]. We show their
visualization of London’s public transportation system as multiplex network in Figure 35.
In order to assess the efficiency of such a public transport system, De Domenico and colleagues propose to
study random walk dynamics on the corresponding multiplex network. That is, assume that you place a large
number of “ants” on the networks shown in Figure 35 that at each time may randomly choose one of the
layers of the network and travel along a link to a neighboring station. Clearly, the faster the ants are on
average able to explore the entire network, the more efficient is the transportation system. This property is
measured by their indicator Navigability. This indicator provides a possible generalization of the
mathematical theory of random walks on networks to multiplex networks. The corresponding dynamical
system can be written as


dx 
 xL
dt



(3)

,

where entries in the vector x denote the probability to find an “ant” or random walker on a particular node
and L is a suitable supra‐Laplacian operator. De Domenico et al. show then which time it typically takes to
reach a given fraction of the city, the coverage ρ(t). Formally, for an N‐component system this can be written
as
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with parameters C and λ that can be obtained from the eigendecomposition of the supra‐Laplacian operator
L.
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Figure 35: London’s public transport system as multiplex network taken from [36]. Each node on each layer
corresponds to a station. If two stations are connected by a given mode of transportation, the
nodes are connected on the corresponding layer.
This framework allows one to investigate the navigability resilience of transportation networks in the case of
random failures. Failures here are defined as a loss of operability of a station in a given layer of the
transportation system of London. These perturbations might then affect other stations as well. To measure
the operability of the full transportation network in response to failures of a fraction of φ randomly chosen
stations, the resilience r(φ) can be defined as the mean change in coverage time under those failures with
respect to the coverage time of the fully operational network. The authors considered the empirical
distribution of check‐ins and check‐outs in the public transport system of London and simulated passengers
as travelling the shortest paths between those points. This allows to perform Monte‐Carlo computer
simulation for the resilience of the public transportation system with respect to failures of specific stations.
These findings are summarized by the authors in Table 8.
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Table 8:

Real disruptions in London transportation network shows resilience of the public transportation
system under failures of stations in percentage of the efficiency at which the disrupted system
operates

Line

From

To

Freq., %

Affected, %

Theory, %

RW, %

SP, %

DLR

Beckton

Canningtown

2.56

2.44

94.41

93.10

94.85

Piccadilly

Actontown

Arnosgrove

0.04

6.77

88.49

86.51

90.85

Northern

Highbarnet

Stockwell

0.08

5.96

86.11

82.55

84.49

Northern

Charingcross

Highbarnet

0.25

4.61

90.67

87.99

91.32

NOTE: Representative partial line disruptions “From”‐“To” stations are considered. The rate of
occurrence “Freq.” is reported together with the fraction of stations indirectly “Affected”. The resilience
obtained from Monte Carlo simulations (random walk, RW, and shortest‐path, SP) are reported together
with our theoretical expectation.
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4.7

A case study using indicators for power supply

Electrical blackouts are a prime example for disruptions that result from failures in interconnected networks.
Consider the blackout that happened in Italy on September 28th, 2003. In this case, two related infrastructure
networks were involved in the blackout, namely the power network and an Internet network, i.e. a
supervisory control and data acquisition system [149]. These two networks mutually depended on each
other. In the case of the Italian blackout, it was recently successfully modelled how this mutual
interdependency contributed to the blackout [18]. Buldyrev and colleagues considered two networks, say A
and B, where each node in a network depends on other nodes in the other network. If a node in, say, A is
attacked or removed, there is a chance that not only other nodes in A, but also some of the nodes in B will be
removed. These additional interdependencies might act together to reduce the resilience of the system, as it
was indeed shown by Buldyrev and colleagues.
The case of the Italian blackout is shown by Buldyrev et al. in Figure 36. The power network is shown on the
map of Italy, the Internet is shifted above the map. In (a) one power station is removed from the map (red
node). As a result, some of the Internet nodes that depend on it are removed from the Internet network (red
circles above the map). This disconnects some of the other nodes in the Internet network (green circles). Say
are then disconnected from the network too and become red in (b), which affects again other nodes in the
power network (green squares). Now there will be some additionally disconnected nodes in the power
network (red squares) and are removed from the network (c), which again affects Internet nodes, and so on.

Figure 36: Interconnections between the power and Internet network caused a massive blackout in Italy in
2003, figure from [18]. Buldyrev et al. showed that this can be modeled as percolation on inter‐
connected network
Buldyrev et al. were able to show under which conditions random failures might percolate through the entire
networks and thereby cause a massive blackout [18]. They proved the existence of a novel percolation phase
transition that distinguishes resilient infrastructure networks from those that are prone to massive failures.
These findings highlight that it is necessary to consider interdependent network properties in order to design
robust networks.
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4.8

A case study using indicators for financial systems: DebtRank

In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis it has become increasingly clear that the resilience of financial systems
is something that needs to be addressed on a systemic level. Therefore, financial systems can be regarded as
complex networks whose nodes represent financial institutions that are connected by links that represent
financial dependencies. The question of resilience of such system takes then the form of inquiring under
which condition such a system can default as a whole in response to initially localized disruptions. That is,
given financial networks, how can the “systemically important” institutions be identified? Employing the
network perspective this question again leads to random walk centralities. These are recursive measures that
identify those nodes as central or important from which large parts of the network can be reached in a small
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number of steps by walking along its links [110]. As more and more data on financial interdependencies
between institutions becomes available, it has now become possible to define data‐driven indicators for the
resilience of such types of financial systems.
Battiston et al. devised a novel method to quantify the systemic risk in financial systems from such financial
datasets using adapted random walk centralities [13]. Their indicator is adapted to the case of financial
networks by assuming that distressed nodes can only transmit an impact of the same financial shock once on
a network (i.e. you can only default once). In particular, the DebtRank R is given by the equation
N

N

j 1

j 1

R  h j (T ) x j h j (1) x j ,

(4)

where h(t) is a recursively defined function that specifies whether a financial institution is distressed at a
current time and x can be identified with the economic value of the given institution. DebtRank has the unit
of a currency and can be interpreted as the expected financial loss incurred if a given financial institution
ceases to operate or defaults. Institutions have a high DebtRank if in case of its default the economic value of
many other financial institution declines, which in turn might lead to a decline in the value of yet another set
of institutions. This measure therefore replaces “too‐big‐to‐fail” by being “too‐central‐to‐fail” as a definition
for systemically important institutions.

Figure 37: DebtRank versus asset size for (a) before the 2008 financial crisis and (b) at the peak of the crisis.
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Results from Battiston et al. for the DebtRank as a function of asset size of individual institution at the
beginning and the peak of the 2008 financial crisis are shown in Figure 37. Many institutions had
considerably larger DebtRank values at the peak of the crisis. Interestingly, many institutions that had similar
levels of DebtRank there have hugely varying asset sizes. This is another indication that it is indeed the
network structure that matters in order to assess how initially localized disruptions will affect the system as a
whole.
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Further developing the project baseline: The SmartResilience project
indicator‐based approach to assess resilience of smart critical
infrastructures

5.1

Definition of resilience and its main phases and dimensions

In the SmartResilience proposal, the definition of resilience
is supposed to evolve with the work done in the project (Box
2). In T1.1 the definition was amended and in T1.2, it was
developed a step further. The main reason for this
amendment was the need to bring the definition more in
line with the other elements of the approach (i.e. of the
overall framework), namely:


Indicators



Resilience matrix



Risk (especially emerging risk) analysis



Results of the work in T1.1 [194].

Box 2.

Evolvement of the resilience definition
in SmartResilience project
INITIAL RESILIENCE DEFINITION (PROPOSAL)[156]
“The ability to anticipate, prepare for, and adapt
to changing conditions and withstand, respond to,
and recover rapidly from disruption” (adapted
from [98]).
RESILIENCE DEFINITION AS PER T 1.1
“Resilience is the ability to understand risks,
anticipate, prepare for, and adapt to changing
conditions and withstand, respond to, and recover
rapidly from disruption.”

The latter has namely left the possibility open to have the
definition “…adapted in the further course of the project…”
and include “… further framing questions such as resilience
“of what” is in focus, what is the relation to vulnerability or
risk management” and, in particular,, “… the understanding
of resilience building on risk management (rather than
including it)…”.

RESILIENCE DEFINITION BASED ON T 1.2
“Resilience of an infrastructure is the ability to
anticipate possible adverse scenarios/events
(including the new/emerging ones) representing
threats and leading to possible disruptions in
operation/functionality of the infrastructure,
prepare for them, withstand/absorb their impacts,
recover from disruptions caused by them and
adapt to the changing conditions.”

From the practical point of view, it was necessary to have framework in which:


over 450 resilience indicators collected in this Task could be structured,



over 40 case studies and over 20 approaches analyzed in this Task could be compared and analyzed,
and



the basis for the further work in WP3 and WP4 has been created.
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The update/amendment of the definition of the phases of the resilience cycle and the “dimensions” of
resilience. In the project proposal phase, two aggregation of phases have been used (see Table 9): one
containing 8 phases and one using 4 phases (leaning to the one in [97] and presented in Figure 38). For the
further work in the project it was necessary to continue with one single scale, and in this Task the scale based
on 5 phases has been proposed (Table 9), these being:
1. Understand risks
2. Anticipate / prepare
3. Absorb / withstand
4. Respond / recover
5. Adapt / learn
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A similar updating of the concepts drafted in the proposal has been made on the scale of the resilience
“dimensions” (Table 10). The initial “dimensions” (Figure 38) has been re‐arranged as:
1. System / physical
2. Information / data
3. Organizational / business
4. Societal / political
5. Cognitive / decision‐making
Table 9:

Comparison of resilience phases in different approaches

Phases of the Resilience cycle
SmartResilience Proposal
[156]: 8 phases
1.

Understand risk

2.

Anticipate

3.

Prepare/adapt

4.

Be aware/attentive

5.

Absorb

6.

Respond

Comments

1.

Understand
risks

Includes and emphasizes the ERs (emerging risks),
and includes their early identification and
monitoring; What could “the EVENT” be?

2.

Anticipate /
prepare

Includes planning and proactive adaptation;
possibly also “smartness in preparation”

3.

Absorb /
withstand

Shall include the vulnerability analysis and the
possible cascading/ripple effects; “How steep?”,
“How deep down”?

4.

Respond /
recover

Includes also the response of the infrastructure and
the surrounding / environment; “How long”? “How
steep up”?

5.

Adapt / learn

Includes all kinds of improvements made in/on the
infrastructure and its environment; “How well”?
“Sustainable”?

1. Plan /
Prepare

2. Absorb

3. Recover
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T1.2:
5 phases

Linkov [97]
4 phases

7.

Recover

8.

Adapt/learn

4. Adapt

Figure 38: Resilience matrix (after [98]) as in the project proposal
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Table 10: Comparison of resilience dimensions in different approaches
Dimensions” of the Resilience
Linkov [97]
4 dimensions

T1.2:
5 dimensions

Comments

1.

System / physical

Includes technological aspects of the given infrastructure, as well as the
physical/technical networks being part of a given infrastructure,
interconnectedness with other infrastructures and systems

2.

Information / data

Includes also the technical systems dealing with information/data

3.

Organizational /
business

Includes business‐related aspects, financial and HR aspects as well as
different types of respective organizational networks

4.

Societal / political

Includes the broader societal and social context, also stakeholders not
directly involved in the operation and/or use of the infrastructure (e.g.
social networks)

5.

Cognitive /
decision‐making

Includes the perception aspects (e.g. perceptions of threats and
vulnerabilities)

1. Physical

2. Information
(Data)
3. Cognitive
(Decision
Making)
4. Social

5.2

The “5  5 Resilience Matrix” of SmartResilience project

The above considerations result in the SmartResilience “Resilience Matrix” represented in Figure 39. The
matrix reflects the analysis of approaches, indicators and data sources done in this task of the
SmartResilience project (T1.2). The work has provided also the basis to for the updating of the basic project
infographics (Figure 2), resulting in the new one to be used in the further work on the project.
As for the modified resilience matrix, the 55 format is proposed primarily because:

it depicts the process of analyzing the dimensions of the infrastructure intuitively (from its
physical state to the resilience related decision).
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Phases 
vs.
Dimensions


1.

System / physical

2.

Information / data

3.

Organizational / business

4.

Societal / political

5.

Cognitive / decision‐making

5. Adapt / learn

3.

4. Respond / recover

it follows the logical phases of resilience cycle intuitively and

3. Absorb / withstand

2.

2. Anticipate / prepare

it provides enough details (e.g., 3 phases/dimension is often not enough, 8 often too much):
The assumption that the indicators can be considered as independent in the sense of belonging
to just one category is not reasonable

1. Understand risks

1.

55

Figure 39: Updating the basic SmartResilience infographics: Resilience indicators in different phases of the
resilience cycle and resilience dimensions, as well as here link to the project WPs
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indicators

BIG
& OPEN
DATA
From
conventional
towards BIG &
OPEN DATA
based
indicators

LEVEL

Increasing LEVEL of
resilience indicators
(Level 1, Level 2, …)

Figure 40: The updated SmartResilience infographics: the updated based on the results of the work in this
task of the project

Figure 41: Example of “calculating” resilience [60] (as integral)

5.3

Types of resilience
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The review made in this task has identified different types of resilience considered in different sources and by
different authors (Table 11). These types of resilience would be considered further in WP3 for the
development of the SmartResilience cube.
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Table 11: Overview of different types of Resilience
No.

Types of
Resilience

1.

Social Resilience

2

Economic
Resilience

3

Institutional
Resilience

4

Infrastructural
Resilience

5

Community
Resilience

6

7

8

5.4

Description
It includes demographic attributes (level of education, health, special issues),
transport and communication access, health insurance coverage [32]
It comprises of economic vitality, housing capital, equitable incomes, employment,
business size, physician access [32]
This type includes mitigation, planning, prior disaster experience, capacity of
reducing risks, engage local residents in mitigation, create organization linkages,
enhance and protect social systems [32]
It consists of community response and recovery capacities,(sheltering, vacant
rental housing units, healthcare facilities, actions to increase household res),
private propriety vulnerable to sustaining damage (likely economic loss) [32]
It entails relationship between people and their larger neighborhood and
communities (political engagement, social capital (membership of religious
communities, civic organizations, advocacy organizations) [32]

Structural
Resilience

It aims at the structural elements in developing resilience of the smart critical
infrastructure system itself, to advance its performance continuity. It focuses on
strategy and structure of the system and ensures the fundamental step to increase
the resistance against any disruption. Since the focus is on resilience aspects that
are internal to a system, it is easier to implement and control the structural
resilience in a system. It comprises of three different lenses i.e. redundancy,
modularity and requisite diversity [93].

Transformative
Resilience

It stresses on the complex interconnections of an infrastructure system with its
environment, for example, transportation with energy supply or disaster
management infrastructure. Its premise is that a system is embedded in large
complex natural‐social‐economic system, and that the system is the product of and
influenced by various factors and stakeholders. Alternatively, it also constitutes the
overall system. Thus, this approach requires an opening of focus from system or
entity to a larger system it is connected with. The main concerns of integrative
resilience are multi‐scaler interaction, thresholds and social capital [93].

Integrative
Resilience

It is the ability to “reorganize, restructure, and even reinvent when appropriate,
both in response to and in anticipation of system changes”. It allows for improving
the adaptability of the critical infrastructure to both abrupt and slow yet critical
changes and hence, leads to ultimate level of resilience. It adds a longer time scale
and thus opens up the spectrum to allow and foster system’s transformability. This
proactive approach relies on distributed governance models, foresight capacity,
and innovation and experimentation as its enablers [93].

The Resilience Cube
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As mentioned above, new smart resilience indicators can potentially be built upon:
1.

Indicators not specifically envisaged as resilience indicators, possibly already accepted and applied
in related areas, such as risk, safety, business continuity, sustainability, e.g. those proposed by
OECD, GRI, API, HSE, IAEA and other organizations;

2.

New resilience specific indicators proposed by experts (the “conventional way” of creating and using
indicators), including those proposed in standards;

3.

New resilience indicators derivable out of Big Data and Open Data.

The methodology being proposed in the SmartResilience project [90], [155], shown in Figure 43, tries to
combine the advantages of “one resilience indicator” (convenient for use, but not transparent) with the
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advantages of many indicators (transparent, but cumbersome). The methodology looks first at the threats
and the characteristics of a given infrastructure (primarily its vulnerabilities and risks [98]). Based on this, it
defines the scenario(s) leading to the exposure of the infrastructure to the adverse event(s). The indicators
are then grouped along three main axes: conventional indicators, big data based ones and the resilience
matrix based ones. The result might be then visualized as the “resilience cube” (see Figure 38 and Figure 45).
The point in the cube is the “Compound Resilience Indicator” which can conveniently be compared or
benchmarked among different infrastructure/scenarios, but can be equally well decomposed (aggregated) to
the single indicators or groups of indicators included.
For collecting the indicators and applying the approach, the theoretical framework for variable selection,
weighting, and aggregation must be defined [32].Once when the set of indicators is considered/accepted as
representative, the dynamic/”smart” resilience assessment “check‐list” can be created and used for the
assessment of the respective SCI (e.g. water, energy, smart city). One of the most pressing challenges in this
context is to find trends and patterns in the large and high‐dimensional datasets that can be captured in
intuitive indicators of high practical use. Many infrastructures lend themselves exceptionally well to be
analyzed from a complex network perspective [1]. Many real‐world networks (such as communication
networks, metabolic networks, or social networks) have a surprising high degree of robustness with respect
to random errors or perturbation. However, this robustness comes at the high price of extreme vulnerability
to targeted attacks. Network science methods have resulted in actionable information on network
vulnerabilities in response to disruptive events in the context of transportation [65], power [158], and
communications [39]. An additional challenge in the design of resilient infrastructures is that multiple
interdependencies between mutually dependent networks induce an additional component of fragility [39].
The challenges for applying the approach are, obviously, greater when dealing with more complex
infrastructures, and, generally, the “smart infrastructures” (Table 12) are more complex than the
conventional (“gray”) infrastructures. Conveniently, on the other side, smart infrastructures tend to have
more cyber‐support and, consequently, generally offer more options for deriving the “smart indicators”
based on big and open data.
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Table 12: Smart Critical Infrastructures in Comparison with Conventional (“Gray”) Critical Infrastructures
Infrastructure
characteristics

Gray/Conventional CI

Smart CI (SCIs)

Stakeholder
involvement

Stakeholders are often engaged with the aim to
create local support for the project, but without
active involvement in the project design and
operation traditional engineering

Extended stakeholders are often required to
support the project and may have an active and
ongoing role in the project design and operation

Engineering
approach

Solutions enable standardization and replication
which can significantly reduce project costs and
delivery times

Smart Critical infrastructure solutions require a
custom‐ made, location‐specific design and do not
lend themselves to standardization and replication

Environmental
footprint

Often increased environmental footprint due to
material and energy intensive processes
(manufacturing, distribution, operation)

Often reduced environmental footprint due to the
solutions being nature‐based and self‐regenerating

Susceptibility
to external
factors

Susceptible to power loss, mechanical failure of
industrial equipment and price volatility

Smart Critical Infrastructure solutions are
susceptible to extreme weather conditions,
seasonal changes in temperature or rainfall and
disease and similar

Conventional

Smart Critical Infrastructure are living and complex
systems that can be monitored and effectively man‐
aged by a deep understanding of the key control
variables

Monitoring and
control
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SCIs

Figure 42: Interaction between the SCIs: Cascading and ripple effects
Energy
Water
Transport
Supply
Finances
Health
Government
Smart city

RESILIENCE MATRIX

Threats
Terror
Cyber
Technology
Social
Extreme
Weather

Accidents,
Adverse events

RESILIENCE CUBE
Increasing the number of
RESILIENCE MATRIX based
indicators
1

RATING & BENCHMARKING

BIG
& OPEN
DATA
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From
conventional
towards BIG &
OPEN DATA
based
indicators

RESILIENCE – CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF THE SCI

2

LEVEL

Increasing LEVEL of
resilience indicators
(Level 1, Level 2, …)

Figure 43: The SmartResilience Methodology: From indicators (SCIs and threats) to benchmarking and
identification of the “hot spots” (deficits, issues, problems)
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Figure 44: Resilience Cube – the confidence in the resilience of an SCI increases with the assessment of more
elements of (a) resilience matrix (after Linkov et al, Nature Climate Change 2014), (b) more
resilience indicators (obviously, increasing the number of “unsupervised” indicators possibly
derivable from Big Data increases the confidence) and (c) increasing level of details of
“supervised” indicators

5.5

Issues to be considered in further work

The issues to be considered in the further Tasks and WPs of Smart Resilience, primarily in WP3 and WP4 are
listed below.
5.5.1

Resilience of infrastructures and emerging risks

Modern smart critical infrastructures do not have a unique definition: Table 12 provides an overview of
characteristics, which make an infrastructure smart. The approach proposed here assumes that an event
challenging the resilience of modern infrastructure will potentially be an emerging risk [90]. Emerging risk is
understood as a risk not necessarily well known and spreading increasingly in its infrastructural context over
time, leading to cascading and ripple effects. Policy priorities in such a situation can, and often will, evolve
over time. Thus, emerging risks, especially if combined with Smart Critical Infrastructures (SCIs), represent a
challenge for both infrastructure owners and the policy‐makers.
5.5.2

“V” vs. “U”‐model

The "V" and "U"‐models are discussed in the SmartResilience report D1.1 in chapter 2.2.
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The term resilience appeared as early as 1858 within mechanics. The "V"‐model or –curve is a suitable
graphical representation in mechanics, when stressing materials. If the stress does not go beyond the yield
point, then it will return to ("recover") its original state. The time it potentially stays in the stressed state is
not important as long as it does not exceed the yield point. Therefore, there is no response phase; it recovers
immediately. In ecology, which also introduced the concept of resilience early, the focus is actually on the
"yield point", or "tipping point" (as it is called in ecology), because if the tipping point is passed, the system
enters into a new irreversible state. When it comes to resilience of critical infrastructures, the "U"‐model or –
curve is more suitable, because "tipping points" are not of main interest, whereas the response phase is
highly relevant. Since the response necessarily takes some time, a flat bottom curve is more representative,
than a "V"‐curve.
As stated in the D1.1 report, some disciplines pay particular attention to the curve itself, e.g. the steepness of
the absorption curve or the slope of the recovery curve. In SmartResilience, the curve itself is not of main
interest for the overall assessment of resilience. Resilience is measured indirectly through the status of the
resilience dimensions/phases using resilience indicators. However, even if the curve itself is not of main
interest, we will make efforts in modelling the "absorb" capacity and "recover" capacity (in Task 3.3 in WP3).
For this purpose, it may not be necessary to model the exact shape of the curves; it may suffice to focus on
the time (i.e. only the x‐coordinate, and not the y‐coordinate) for these phases. E.g., what is the estimated
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time for recovery (or response) given the current resources available? What is the estimated time for
recovery (or response) given that the resources are increased with a certain amount? Alternatively, what is
the required increase in resources, if the time for recovery (or response) should not exceed a certain time
limit? These questions will be dealt with in WP3, but in such a way that the "U"‐model or –curve is more of a
conceptual model. In reality, it will hardly be a smooth curve. It is more likely to fluctuate, making it difficult
to model. Moreover, if there are interdependencies and cascading effects, several curves are needed to
represent resilience graphically.
5.5.3

“Rating system” for assessing resilience

The rating system consists of several layers, starting from the overall infrastructure resilience for a
geographical area (community, city, region, country, etc.)3, down to the single resilience indicators.
Overall resilience (Layer 1)
The overall resilience is rated for a geographical area, such as a city. It can also be smaller communities, or
larger regions or an entire country. A city will be assumed as the "default" area.
The overall resilience rating is calculated based on the ratings of the (smart) critical infrastructures relevant
for the city in question.
Critical infrastructures (Layer 2)
The critical infrastructures to be rated for a given city are those critical infrastructures that are relevant for
this city. They can include, e.g., chemical production plants, commercial facilities, communications, dams,
emergency services, energy supply, financial services, government facilities, healthcare and public health, IT,
nuclear reactors, materials, and waste, transportation systems and/or water and wastewater systems. IN
SmartResilience, 8 of them are taken as case studies.
Resilience dimensions (Layer 3)
The resilience dimensions are based on the definition of resilience, and they corresponds to the phases in
prevention and mitigation of interrupting or disastrous events.
Functions/factors/issues (Layer 4)
What are the functions, factors, issues, etc. that are important for the ability to ensure each of the resilience
dimensions for each specific critical infrastructure (and possibly each threat)?
The list of relevant issues are potentially large and comprehensive. It need to be comprehensive enough to
be representative, i.e. to reflect reality in a representative way, but it also need to be relevant across Europe.
The list is a consensus list to be used for benchmarking purposes, as well as individual trending of a specific
city, critical infrastructure or resilience dimension.
It is likely that some issues are common across critical infrastructures, but it is also assumed that some issues
are specific for a specific critical infrastructure.
Defining all the most relevant issues for all the resilience dimensions, including critical infrastructure specific
issues, is perhaps the most challenging part in establishing the rating methodology.
The issues need to be established by risk and resilience analysts, domain experts and other relevant
stakeholders within each of the critical infrastructures, since it requires e.g. thorough domain knowledge of
the critical infrastructures, overview of the risk picture, and insight in emergency response practices. It
requires a systematic and creative approach to identify all the relevant issues.
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Jumping too quickly from the indicators (Layer 5) to the phases (Layer 3) will easily lead to "garbage in –
garbage out". We need to know what we actually try to measure with the indicators.
Although the scope of establishing Layer 4 (the issues) is not as comprehensive as the scope of establishing
Layer 5 (the resilience indicators), it is equally important and challenging, and it is crucial in order to obtain
representative resilience indicators. It has to be tailor‐made to the needs and context of the SmartResilience

3

Although the focus for SmartResilience is cities – Smart Cities – the rating system is adaptable to different other
geographical areas.
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project. Similar establishment of issues has been performed in other projects; however, it is not directly
transferable.
Resilience indicators (Layer 5)
The final level is the measures themselves, i.e. the resilience indicators. The resilience indicators measure the
status of the issues, using one or more indicator for each issue. The resilience cube, illustrated in Figure 44, is
a conceptual model, providing three main "messages" – corresponding to the cube's three dimensions.
5.5.4

Extent of smart indicators

The confidence in the resilience assessment will increase if necessary considerations are made concerning
smart technologies used and the potential vulnerabilities as they constitute for the critical infrastructures in
question. It is a presumption that this will require new types of (smart) indicators, mainly obtained through
open or big data sources. However, it may be possible to deduce (top‐down) relevant "smart" indicators from
the vulnerabilities (identified in WP2), along with induced (bottom‐up) indicators from open and big data
sources.
5.5.5

Specificity of conventional indicators

The ruling principle here is "the more the better" in the sense that with an increased number of conventional
indicators for each resilience dimension (or cell in the resilience matrix), the better is the chance for
indicators addressing specific important issues. This may be true, at least to a certain degree. The number of
indicators can be increased to increase the specificity of the indicators, but only to a certain level, above
which the method will be too comprehensive (costly) and it may also reduce its transparency. There is a
balance between having a sufficiently representative set of indicators and a sufficiently transparent and
manageable set of indicators.
5.5.6

Issues within resilience dimensions

Identifying the most representative issues that affect each resilience dimension is a prerequisite for obtaining
representative indicators. This is a specific feature of the SmartResilience assessment methodology, which
was presented and discussed in chapter 4.2.2. Here we stated that jumping too quickly from the indicators
(Layer 5) to the phases (Layer 3) would easily lead to "garbage in – garbage out". We need to know what we
actually try to measure with the indicators. This is further discussed in chapter 5.1, where we state that the
indicators can never be better than the suitability/relevance/representativeness of the dimensions and issues
we try to measure (Most other methods "jump" directly from phases/dimensions to indicators. This includes
the methodology developed in the IMPROVER project4.)
5.5.7

Interdependencies and cascading effects

Capturing potential interdependencies and cascading effects with indicators are also important in order to
obtain confidence in the resilience assessment. This will need to be addressed specifically in the
methodology, since it will not be automatically addressed through assessment of each single resilience
dimension.
5.5.8

Types of threats covered

Confidence in the resilience assessment also depends on the inclusion of all relevant threats for the critical
infrastructures in question. In most cases, the assessment (and thus the indicators) will need to cover e.g.
cyber threats and terrorist threats, as well as natural disasters. It is not sufficient to cover only certain types
of threats.
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5.5.9

Use of Indicators from Big and Open Data

As today’s infrastructures become increasingly “smart” they also become increasingly dependent on one
another. That is, various layers of infrastructures are closely coupled to each other, from public
transportation over water and power supply to the access to medical services. Resilience of critical
4

http://improverproject.eu/
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infrastructure is therefore to large extents also a property that is determined by how different infrastructures
depend on one another. This challenge is addressed in the so‐called network or complex systems approach
to resilience that focuses explicitly on the structure of the interactions between the components of socio‐
ecological or technological systems [86]. What makes the network approach so attractive is that it provides a
formal and quantitative language to assess the performance and resilience of strongly interconnected
systems. While such investigations have been carried out on abstract mathematical graphs, the situation is
now changing dramatically with the concurrent rise of big and open data sets in all business areas. It has now
become possible to study resilience and related concepts on real‐world networks to derive indicators that
are quantitative, data‐driven, and predictive. There are not yet standardized indicators for resilience of
systems of critical infrastructures, but a number of interesting and relevant methodological approaches that
will serve as the starting point for the indicator development in the SmartResilience project, in particular in
WP4. In the following we provide an overview of such interesting approaches.
5.5.10

Defining Resilience as Network Property of Complex Systems

Ganin et al. [60] were first to define resilience as a network property of the system and proposed a
comprehensive analytical approach that can be implemented in many different applications. They propose to
model a network as a graph G (N, L) with a set of nodes N connected by links L. The specification of N and L
includes characteristics relevant to resilience, such as capacity, location, and weight of each node and link.
Ganin et al. define C be as the set of temporal decision rules and strategies to be developed in order to
improve the resilience of the system during its operation. The system must maintain its critical functionality Κ
at each time step t, where Κ maps its states or parameters to a real value between 0 and 1. This mapping
may, for instance, be linear
K ( t ; N , L, C ) 

 w (t; C ) (t; C )
 w (t; C )

i{ N , L}

i

i

(1)

i

i{ N , L}

where {N, L} is the set of all nodes and links, wi (t; C) ∈ [0, 1] is a measure of the relative importance of node
or link i at time t, and πi (t; C) ∈ [0, 1] is the degree to which a node is still active in the presence of an attack.
An alternate interpretation defines πi (t; C) as the probability that node or link i is fully functional. More
complex, nonlinear and detailed definitions of critical functionality mappings are also possible. Finally, they
introduced the class of adverse events (or potential attacks on targeted nodes) E. For instance, in the case of
a random attack on two nodes, E is the set of all attacks on all possible node pairs.
Resilience, denoted by R, is a composite function of the network topological properties and their
temporal evolution parameters defined for a certain critical functionality and a class of adverse events E:
R  f ( N , L, C , E )

(2)
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The authors presented a detailed approach for implementing this definition of resilience as a function of
design tradeoff parameters in the study with multi‐level directed acyclic graphs and interdependent
networks. The approach allowed evaluation of resilience across time, and not just as a single quantity.
Designers can thus analyze the effect of parameter choice and design emendations on overall network
resilience and robustness. Focusing on multi‐level directed acyclic graphs and interdependent networks, the
paper demonstrated how network parameters could be traded off to obtain a desired resilience and other
performance measures’ level.
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Preliminary examples of use of resilience indicators
6.1

Example: Process plant

In order to visualize the envisaged approach to be developed in WP3, a short example is presented here. As
for the threat scenario, in this case let us assume that there is a chemical accident happening in a chemical
plant. The Compound Resilience Indicator (CRI) measures the combined resilience based on the indicators
coming from different sources (as shown in Table 13 Table 14 Table 15).The Compound Resilience Indicator
can be represented, e.g., as the normalized sum of weighted sub‐indicators (in the example, variables were
normalized on a scale from 0 (no resilience) to 1 (perfect resilience)). The result of the calculation of these
indicator sets is the resilience cube for a specific critical infrastructure, as shown in Figure 45. The overall
value for the resilience indicator for the infrastructure Echo is composed by the values of the resilience
matrix (level of indicators), conventional indicators and Big Data Indicators. Of course, in real life, the
Compound Resilience Indicator would be a result of the combination of different functions for different
critical infrastructures, which theoretically differ in slope of the resilience reduction over time and starting
value (Figure 46).
The proposed assessment method for resilience of Smart Critical Infrastructure will be practically
implemented in the SmartResilience project. If successful, it will allow to measure resilience performance of
different infrastructures and compare their performance over time, before, during and after an adverse
event. This would allow policy‐makers to take decisions based on a coherent and reliable assessment tool
over time. As a consequence, comparability of resilience performance could be enhanced. To sum up, while
other resilience measurement approaches (such as the Infrastructure Report Card 2013 [3]) compare
different scales of resilience at a point in time the proposed method would allow to (see also Figure 46,
based on [198]) better understand the result of a resilience assessment(since index building is transparent
and enables analysis of single indicators), better trace results of resilience assessments in real time and
better exploit indicators which can be derived from big and open data.
Table 13: Conventional indicators (exemplary values!) possibly usable in the SmartResilience cases study
ECHO, in the example here the indicators are those from CCPS [21]

Total
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100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1000

85
75
85
76
75
45
87
75
66
55
724

0.85
0.75
0.85
0.76
0.75
0.45
0.87
0.75
0.66
0.55
0.724

Weight

Normaliz
ed

Section
Title
Leadership and Administration
Process Safety Information
Process Hazard Analysis
Management of Change
Operating Procedures
Safe Work Practices
Training
Mechanical Integrity
Pre‐Startup Safety Review
Emergency Response

Actual
Score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Maximal
Points
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Id

Conventional Indicators

0.33
0.67
1
1
0.67
0.67
0.67
1
0.67
1
0.719
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Table 14: The Big Data based indicators (exemplary values!) possibly usable in the SmartResilience cases
study ECHO, in the example here only some data from the

9
10

Number of over‐speeding vehicles (GPS
on company vehicles)
Health records of employees
Cash flows
Production rates
Water level (flood)
Temperature Measurement (weather)
Power Supply (availability, reliability)
Energy consumption
Communication Activities of employees
(phone)
Communication Activities of employees
(mail)
Total

Actual Score

Weight

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Normalized

1

100

30

0.3

0.33

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

45
0
76
61
70
91
100

0.45
0
0.76
0.61
0.7
0.91
1

1
0.67
1
1
0.67
0.67
0.33

100

72

0.72

0.33

100

54

0.54

0.33

1000

591

0.591

Maximal
Points

Id

Indicator

Big Data Indicators

Table 15: Sample source of single indicators yielding the Compound Resilience Indicator
in the scenario of a chemical accident
Resilience phase
Under‐
stand
risks

Plan /
Prepare

Absorb/
withstand

Respond/
recover

Adapt /
Learn

Average

System / physical

0.4

0.3

0.45

0.6

0.5

0.45

Information / data

0.8

0.4

0.7

0.25

0.6

0.55

Organizational / business

0.15

0.35

0.2

0.3

0.25

0.25

Societal / political

0.6

0.7

0.35

0.4

0.3

0.47

Cognitive / decision‐making

0.7

0.75

0.25

0.4

0.2

0.46

Average

0.53

0.5

0.39

0.39

0.37

Dimension
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The Compound Resilience
Indicator

0.436
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Figure 45: Resilience Indicator Cube for the Critical Infrastructure ECHO (a petrochemical plant)
1

Compund Resilience Indicator

Measure/policy of
resilience
improvement

Optimistic scenario
Decision
threshold
Pessimistic
scenario

Best estimate

0
Infrastructure operating time

Figure 46: Compound Resilience Indicator in the scenario of a chemical accident

6.2

Example of the Big data based analysis

There is evidence that physicians informally share patients and information, forming so‐called patient sharing
networks [94]. It was shown that these networks exhibit substantial geographical variations across a country
[94]. There are also first steps in the direction to understand to which extent the structure of these informal
networks influence the quality of primary care [11]. In this project, we focus on the institutional networks
defining the health care system and how we can quantify the resilience of this network. This is a multi‐
layered network containing health care providers as nodes (doctors, hospitals, pharmacies, labs, etc.) which
are associated by patient‐sharing relations, geographical proximity, medical specialty and most frequent
therapies, and so on. Health care providers need to coordinate and exchange information on their shared
patients in order to ensure an efficiently functioning health system. Poor coordination might increase the
susceptibility of the system to disruptive events, as well as higher‐as‐necessary costs. The aim will therefore
be to understand the complex topology of institutional inter‐relations in the health system and derive a set
of network‐based systemic resilience indicators.
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An idealized example of a patient‐sharing network might look as follows:
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Figure 47: Idealized example of a local patient‐sharing network: A patient first encounters his/her primary
physician, is then transferred to a specialist, and finally retrieves medication at a pharmacy
In the example in Figure 47 a patient first encounters his/her primary physician, is then sent to a specialist
and finally retrieves a prescription at a pharmacy. Each health care provider in this treatment is represented
as a node and two consecutive visits of the same patient give a link between two health care providers. In
reality, however, such patient‐sharing networks are far more complex. Figure 48 gives an example of a real
patient‐sharing network for a region of Austria. It becomes apparent that such networks have a particular
structure where primary physicians are at the periphery of local clusters and specialists at the center. The
structure of these networks is closely related to geography, as each cluster typically corresponds to a specific
region in Austria.

Figure 48: Example of a real patient‐sharing network for regions of Austria. The network has a particular
structure where health care provider form clusters with primary physicians acting as gatekeeper
at the periphery to allow access to the specialists in the center of the clusters.
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To assess the resilience of the health care system can then be regarded as evaluating how these networks
cope with disruptive events. Such events can be translated into the network picture by assuming that certain
nodes (health care provider) cease to function, at least temporarily. Consequently, certain patient flows will
be disrupted or re‐routed to neighboring nodes. This is shown in Figure 49, where the initial health care
network is subjected to a regional disruptive event where the health care provider in this region cease to
operate, i.e. the corresponding nodes are removed from the network.

Figure 49: A disruptive event in the health care network. In the left picture we show again the health care
network of a region of Austria with nodes colored according to the district of the corresponding
health care provider. Right: A disruptive event causes the nodes in a specific region that is
affected by the event to cease functioning.
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Each node has a particular capacity, i.e. a given load of patients that can be effectively treated. As the
disruption in some part of the network now leads to an increased load of patients at other nodes, it has to be
assessed how vulnerable the network is with respect to the removal of some of its nodes.

Figure 50: As a consequence of the localized disruption, certain patient flows will be rerouted to neighboring
areas in the health care network (shown in the right panel). To assess the resilience of a health
care system is then to assess how well the system is able to absorb such kind of events.
There are a number of network‐based indicator that are informative about how such health care networks
are able to cope with disruptive events. These indicators can be divided into network‐based indicators that
express properties of entire systems and node‐based indicators that are informative about individual health
care provider. The following indicator are compiled from [95]:
Network‐based indicator:





Geodesic distance: smallest number of ties (edges) that connect one health care provider to
another.
Diameter: largest geodesic distance in the network, that is, the greatest distance between any pair
of health care provider (greater diameter=network less tightly connected).
Density: number of actual existing ties divided by the total number of possible ties in a network
(lower density=greater heterogeneity).

Health care provider based indicator
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Degree: a health care provider‘s total number of connections.
In‐degree: total number of different health care providers that send patients to the given provider
(high in‐degree=a hospital highly influenced by others=high prominence)
Out‐degree: total number of different providers that receive patients from a given provider (high
out‐degree=a hospital that highly influences others=high influence).
Betweenness: number of times a given health care provider is part of the shortest path between 2
others (i.e., serves as a necessary intermediary).

We will use the GAP‐DRG database of the Main Association of Austrian Social Security Institutions which
contains pseudonymised claims data of all persons receiving outpatient as well as inpatient care in Austria
between January 1st, 2006 and December 31st, 2007. Apart from those 3% of Austrians who are covered by
alternative insurance carriers (such as municipalities, unemployment service, religious orders, and notaries),
data of all Austrians who received outpatient care from a general practitioner or a specialist, and/or received
inpatient care at a hospital, and/or received pharmaceuticals at a pharmacy, during the 2 year period are
covered by the database. Therefore, most of the approximately 8.3 million Austrians, of all age groups, are
represented in the database [41]. The database is safeguarded and maintained by the Main Association of
Austrian Social Security Institutions and was accessible only for selected research partners under a strict data
protection policy.
In order to assess the accessibility of medical services we will use transportation datasets, such as those that
are available from OpenStreetMap [122]. Such data is also available from the Austrian open data initiative,
which includes APIs from the largest public transport authorities [34].
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Conclusions
Resilience concepts were developed by the Federal Agency of Emergency Management (FEMA), as a part of
the United States Department of Homeland Security (USDHS) [51], by the OECD [118] and the United Nations
Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) [179]. New research, initiated by the EU Horizon 2020 projects
like Resilens [138], RESOLUTE [144], DARWIN or SmartResilience also addresses the issue of developing
resilience [155]. The need for guidelines and frameworks for resilience is particularly important in the areas
of IT security and related critical infrastructures, e.g. “smart infrastructures”. While the information
technology provides more and more possibilities to make critical infrastructures “smarter”, it also creates
more risks and vulnerabilities [185]. The EU research project SmartResilience makes an attempt in combining
a common framework for resilience with the need to adapt this framework to new technology related risks
and opportunities. The basic idea is that modern critical infrastructures are becoming increasingly “smarter”
(e.g. “smart cities”), providing an increasing amount of data and thereby the possibility to measure resilience
by using big and open data indicators. As a working definition, resilience of an infrastructure is defined as
“the ability to anticipate, prepare for, and adapt to changing conditions and withstand, respond to, and
recover rapidly from disruptions [98]. Making an infrastructure “smarter” usually means making it smarter in
normal operations and use, but it has to be checked if such a smart critical infrastructure (SCI) will behave
equally “smartly” and be “smartly resilient” also when exposed to extreme threats, such as extreme weather
disasters or, e.g., terrorist attacks. Similarly, the question is, if making existing infrastructure “smarter” is
achieved by making it more complex, would it also make it more vulnerable? Would this affect resilience of
an SCI as its ability to anticipate, prepare for, adapt and withstand, respond to, and recover? These questions
are increasingly of interest for the research community For instance, the “SmartResilience” project aims at
developing a new, advanced, resilience assessment methodology based on the identification of existing and
new, smart indicators of resilience.
In the SmartResilience project, WP1 “Establishing the project baseline and the common framework”, Task 1.2
“Analysis of existing assessment approaches, indicators and data sources” has addressed the following main
project objectives:
1.

identifying existing indicators suitable for assessing resilience of SCIs

2.

identifying new “smart” resilience indicators (RIs) – including those from Big Data

3.

developing a new advanced resilience assessment methodology based on smart RIs (“resilience
indicators cube”, including the resilience matrix)
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The particular objectives of Task 1.2 have been to:
1.

identify currently used approaches

2.

identify indicators to follow‐up critical infrastructures in cities with respect to safety and security

3.

assess their usability and

4.

assess their limitations for assessing, predicting and monitoring resilience, both for single
infrastructures and for interdependencies which may lead to cascading effects (e.g. among
infrastructures in a network of single infrastructures).

The context of the work performed in the task is described in the introductory part of the report. Out of the
number of different resilience assessment approaches listed in Task 1.1, nearly 30 approaches using the
indicators have been singled out and about 20 are analyzed more in detail in the subsequent part of the
report. The approaches have been grouped in the hierarchical way, covering
1.

International approaches (i.e. the approaches of international organizations)
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2.

EU approaches (i.e. approaches in selected EU projects)

3.

National approaches (US, Germany, Sweden…)

4.

Approaches from selected literature

Subsequently the report describes the preliminary collection of over 450 resilience indicators (these will be
analyzed in detail in WP4 – the annexes of this report contain mainly an overview of sources) and a collection
of some 40+ case studies relevant for the SmartResilience project. The results of the above work have
influenced the main concept of the SmartResilience project and lead to respective amendment of the results
of Task 1.1. The amendments concern primarily:
1.

New definition of the phases and dimensions of the resilience

2.

Respective change of the resilience matrix (now 55)

3.

Update of the inputs for the Resilience Cube concept

The updated approach has been presented to the end‐users in T1.3 and the feedback obtained in this action
has been considered here. The report includes examples of the use of conventional and big‐data‐based
indicators for resilience assessment. The examples show that the concept under development in
SmartResilience project is (a) innovative, (b) compatible with many accepted approaches, and (c) pragmatic
and practically applicable.
Generally, the work performed in this Task has revealed complexity of the issue of resilience and the fact that
different approaches very often remain at the level of a proposal never applied. The same applies to
indicators identified and, generally, only collected, not analyzed in detail. Their applicability to different
phase or dimensions or resilience is yet be considered in WP3 and WP4. Even if certain indicators "belong to"
a specific dimension, one will need to go one step further down, and that is to the issues important for each
dimension (for each critical infrastructure relevant for the city/area in question). One will also need to ensure
that the indicators are useful at a city level, i.e. verify that indicators made for other levels (e.g. community or
country level) are suitable at city level, or possibly adapt the indicators and make them suitable on city level
(at least; hopefully, they may be useful at other levels as well). Further, there is the need to capture, by
relevant indicators:



Challenges of smart technologies, i.e. specific vulnerabilities due to "smartness" built into the critical
infrastructures



Challenges of specific critical infrastructures related to different types of threats



Interdependencies and cascading effects

The more detailed evaluation of usability and limitations of existing indicators (e.g. with respect to each
relevant issue in the refined set of dimensions and with respect to specific vulnerabilities to "smartness" in
critical infrastructures) is not feasible at this stage.
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Finally, for the final success of the SmartResilience project, the project will have to propose the way how to
bridge the gap between



The methodological approaches based on “weighted sums of indicators” (often inconsistent, often
based on uncertain interdependent indicators and generally non‐intuitive). And



The methodological approaches based on “integral assessment” (often without real understanding
how to measure the critical functionality and give the right meaning to the “surfaces”, Figure 41 –
resilience is a multi‐dimensional tensor, not a scalar!).
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Annex 1

Examples of resilience indicators: Flooding (Ireland, City of Cork)

The Annex provides list of indicators in relation to the Cork flooding use case study. Further it gives a
description on currently available datasets and background information including additional web links.

A.1.1

Lower Lee (Cork City) Flood Relief Scheme, Incorporating the River Lee (Cork
City) Drainage Scheme and the River Bride (Blackpool) Certified Drainage
Scheme

The purpose of the Lower Lee (Cork City) Flood Relief Scheme is to assess and develop a viable, cost‐
effective and sustainable Flood Relief Scheme to alleviate flooding in Cork City, based on preferred options
already identified in the Lee CFRAM Study. The Blackpool and Ballyvolane areas on the River Bride (north) will
also be assessed for flood relief measures as part of the Flood Relief Scheme (http://www.lowerleefrs.ie).
Potential Flood Alleviation measures (non‐exhaustive list)
1.

Do Nothing (i.e., implement no new flood alleviation measures)

2.

Do Minimum (Reduce existing activities; proactive maintenance)

3.

Non‐structural measures / minor & localized modifications ( a) Installation of a flood forecasting &
warning system b) Targeted public awareness and education campaign c) Individual property
protection / flood proofing)

4.

Relocation of Properties and/or infrastructure

5.

Reconstruction of Properties and/or infrastructure at a higher level

6.

Flow Diversion ( a) Diversion of entire river b) Flood flow bypass chance c) Flood relief channel)

7.

Flow Reduction ( a) Catchment management (i.e. reduce runoff) b) Flood storage reservoirs (single
site or multiple sites) c) Use of overland floodways (e.g. allowing flooding of roads in a controlled
manner))

8.

Flood containment through rehabilitation, improvement of existing flood defenses

9.

Flood containment through construction of new flood defenses ( a) Walls or embankment b)
Demountable defenses)

10. Managed realignment
11. Increase Conveyance ( a) Change the channel section and / or grade b) Change the floodplain
section and / or grade c) Remove or reduce local key constraints, e.g. bridges, bends, throttles, infill
material on a floodplain, etc. d) Reduce the roughness of the channel / floodplain (removal of
vegetation, lining, etc.) e) Specify ongoing channel / floodplain maintenance)
12. Sediment Management ‐ Sediment Deposition and Possible Sediment Traps
13. Tidal barrier
D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

14. Pump storm waters from behind flood defenses
15. Measures Specific to the Study Location
16. Works to facilitate an improved operating regime for Carrigadrohid and Inniscarra dams for the
purposes of flood risk management
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A.1.2

Lee Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management Study (CFRAMS)

A catchment‐based flood risk assessment and management study of the entire Lee Catchment, including the
River Lee, its tributaries and Cork Harbour (Web: http://www.opw.ie/en/leecframs ). What is flood risk?
Flood risk is the damage that may be expected to occur at a given location arising from flooding. It is a
combination of the likelihood, or probability, of flood occurrence, the degree of flooding and the impacts or
damage that the flooding would cause. It is typically expressed in terms of a quantity of damage expected to
occur over a certain time period, for example, euros per year. Flood risk is not the same as flood hazard.
Flood hazard only describes the degree or severity of flooding, often referring to the extent and depth of
flooding or the velocity of flood flow, but does not include an element of the damage.
Flooding causes / indicators (natural phenomenon)



Heavy rainfall that is unable to drain away and ponds



Rivers exceeding their capacity and overtopping their banks



High sea and tide levels inundating adjacent land



Waves over the sea, estuaries and large lakes overtopping beaches, banks and coastal defences



Groundwater rising up above ground level



Turloughs swelling and flooding surrounding land



Water from melting snow running off into swollen rivers

Flooding causes / indicators (human made)



By covering green areas with impermeable surfaces (e.g. car parks), the amount of water that seeps
into the ground is reduced. This increases the speed and volume of water run‐off.



Encroachment into, and blockage of, river channels reduce their capacity to carry water away,
increasing water levels at times of high flow.

Climate change
Climate change is expected to increase the frequency and severity of flood events, as current predictions for
Ireland indicate increased rainfall in the winter and more frequent storm events. There is very strong
evidence that sea level is already rising and will continue to do so, increasing the frequency and depth of
flooding of coastal and estuarine areas.The public can reduce the impact of floods by being aware of the
flood risks and potential impacts and being prepared to take action if and when a flood occurs.
www.flooding.ie gives further information. Historical floodmaps at www.floodmaps.ie

A.1.3

Cork City Datasets

Web: http://data.corkcity.ie/index.html
Datasets currently available:



River Lee Water Levels at Anglers Rest and Lee Road, based on two sensors (Waterworks weir &
Shournagh)



Real Time Parking Spaces for Cork City ‐ information on car park usage within Cork City



Planning Applications
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A.1.4

Other indicators

1.

Visual Tidal Level Gauge
Fixed graduated level board on Lapps Quay across from City Hall.

2.

European and British Weather Models
Cork City Council login to this service and factor in its predications when facing potential flooding
events.

3.

Irish Weather Forecasting Met Eireann
http://www.metweb.ie ; Cork City Council login to this service and factor in its predications when
facing potential flooding events.
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4.

Surge Modelling Forecasts

5.

Cork City Council login to this service managed by RPS, which predicts tidal surges.
http://www.rpsgroup.com/Ireland/Services/C/Coastal‐Engineering/Irish‐Storm‐Surge‐Forecasting‐
Service.aspx

6.

ESB Dam Levels
Provides information on the volume of data held by the dam and the planned release flow rates for
the coming hours. Web/etc: Phone/email conversations with relevant people in the ESB. Data
potentially available in 2017

7.

Predicted Astronomical Levels (PAL)
If the PAL is above 2.4 then flooding will occur. If above 2.7 then City Centre Flooding will occur. Sea
level elevation = predicted tide level + storm surge height;
http://www.met.ie/publications/irelandinawarmerworld.pdf

8.

Water Level
Web: http://waterlevel.ie/; The waterlevel.ie website provides you with real‐time access to data
that has been recorded by the Office of Public Works (OPW) hydrometric network. The primary
focus of the site is the transfer of water level data, however, additional parameters such as water
temperature are presented as a by‐product of water level data collection. The OPW hydrometric
network extends to approximately 380 surface water monitoring stations located on rivers, lakes
and tidal locations throughout the Republic of Ireland. Many of these stations are presented on the
website.

9.

Pedestrian Foot flow
The council records foot flow at junctions in the City, which can be used to estimate the number of
people in the City Centre at a point in time.

10. Traffic flow
The council records traffic flow in the City, which can be used to estimate the number of cars in the
City Centre at a point in time.
11. Alert System
The Alert System developed by the Met Éireann is based on a 4‐Stage system approach (see below
table). Cork City Council will primarily deal with minor flooding events (Level 2). However, contact
may take place at local level between Cork City Council and An Garda Síochána in managing a Level
2 flooding event.
The all‐clear level will apply to the period when there is no imminent likelihood of flooding.
(Level 2 – Warning: Code Yellow) – Minor Flooding
Fluvial : Dam Discharge 150 – 240 m3/s Tidal: 2.4.to 2.7 mO.D.
This is the level at which minor flooding is expected or occurring. Some roads and a small number of
properties may be affected. Routine preparations will be undertaken by the Local Authority. Local
contact may take place between Cork City Council and An Garda Síochána. The Response will be
limited to the following agencies:



Cork City Council



An Garda Síochána (if necessary)
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(Level 3 – Warning: Code Orange) – Serious Flooding
Fluvial : Dam Discharge 240 ‐300 m3/s Tidal: 2.7‐2.8 mO.D.
This is the level at which serious flooding is expected or is occurring. There will be flooding to roads,
properties and businesses. There will be increased disruption to traffic. Possible evacuation may be
required. The following agencies are notified:



Cork City Council
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An Garda Síochána



Civil Defence



Fire Service



H.S.E.



Voluntary Emergency Services & local organisations (if necessary)

(Level 4 – Warning: Code Red) – Major Flooding
Fluvial : Dam Discharge >300 m3/s Tidal: >2.8 mO.D.
This is the level at which Major Flooding is expected. There will be extensive flooding of properties
and businesses and a major threat to life. There will be widespread flooding of road/rail networks.
There will be major disruption to traffic. Evacuation is likely to be required. The following agencies
are notified:

A.1.5



Cork City Council



An Garda Síochána



Civil Defence



Fire Service



H.S.E.



Voluntary Emergency Services & local organisations (if necessary)



Defence Forces (Army)



Irish Coastguard

Data sources

The following data sources can be considered for evaluating flooding events in Cork.
1) Tidal Guages
a)

NMCI Ringaskiddy

b) Port of Cork (Tivoli)
c)

Port of Cork (Roches Point)

d) North Channel (OPW decision re purchase)
e) Anglers Rest
f)

Waterworks

2) OPW Surge Model
a)

OPW Surge Model (operated by RPS) (www.irish‐surge‐forecast.ie)

3) Weather Stations
a)

Davis weather network

b) Fire Station City Hall
c)

Fire Station Ballyvolane

d) CIT Blackrock Castle
4) Weather forecasts
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a)

UKMET office

e) Met Eireann
5) Tidal Tables
a)

UKMET office, Hydrographic Office
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Any available data from the following organizations could be considered for evaluating the domino effect of
flooding events:
a)

Irish Central Statistics Office

f)

Irish Property Price Register

g)

Transport for Ireland data
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h) Open Street Map Data
i)

Cork Realtime Parking

j)

Planning applications Cork

k)

Business Directories
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Annex 2
A.2.1

Examples of resilience indicators: Energy (Finland)
Energy sector indicators in Finland

In the energy sector the Finnish Energy collects for example statistics dealing with



the amount and duration of interruptions counted per customers, producers, municipalities etc. in
electricity delivery



the amount of cabling rates



the amount of interruptions caused by different extreme weathers as snow load, blizzard, wind etc.

A.2.2

Transport sector indicators

EU_EWENT Project, http://ewent.vtt.fi/
Risk indicators for European network of transport
Approach: Risk is a function of natural hazard and vulnerability: R=f (H,V), H = hazard and V = vulnerability.
H_I=f (P_p;P_i;P_c) , where Pp is the probability of the phenomenon, Pi is the probability of the impacts and
Pc is the probability of final consequences.
Vulnerability is defined as a function of exposure, E, susceptibility and coping capacity, CC,
V=f (((exposure x susceptility))/(coping capacity))=ExS/CC
Where E is traffic and population density (Eurostat), S= infrastructure quality indicator (Eurostat), and CC =
purchasing power parity adjusted per capita.
Risk indicators are available for all main European transport networks (38 areas) as roads, railways, inland
water ways, shipping and aviation (5 transport modes)and they are counted separately for accidents, delays
and maintenance (3 area) . There are totally 570 indicators that present all European countries.
Weather indicators for Extreme weather events
In the project the adverse / extreme weather indicators for European transport network were defined. There
are three different thresholds indicators for five weather phenomena and in addition to it one indicator for
blizzard. There are all together 16 different weather indicators for extreme weather.
These indicators are assessed for weather from the period 1971‐2000 to 2011‐2040 and to 2041‐2070. They
are counted for 125 main cities of Europe and for each of them there are three values: upper, mean and
lower ones. Hence, there are 96 weather indicators for each of the 125 European cities.

A.2.3

Finnish transport and mobility safety indicators

Railway transport: 8 indicators
Road transport: 15 first or second class indicators and many sub indicators
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Sea transport: 8 indicators
Aviation: 6 indicators
Environmental indicators: 10 indicators

A.2.4

Major accident indicators

EU_CRISMA http://www.crismaproject.eu/
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In the EU Crisma project several indicators were assessed for major accidents in Europe. The indicators were
categorized as follows:
hazard indicators (deal with forecasts of extreme weather, water levels, seismological data, and
environmental monitoring data),
vulnerability indicators (deal with vulnerable people as elderly, children, tourists, or vulnerable
structures as dams, buildings etc. and indicators for living as GDP.), and
Impact indicators (deal with human damages, damaged property, environment or infrastructure).
In CRISMA there were six case studies of major accidents and for each of them the indicators were assessed.
On the grounds of indicator categorizing the final indicators (key performance indicators, KPI) were defined
for different stages of crises management: preparedness, response and restore.
The case studies and the amount of indicators are shown in Table 16:
Table 16: Case studies and indicators in pilot scenarios
Case study

Preparadness indicators

Response indicators

Pilot A: Northern winter
storm with cross‐boarder
effects

2

4

Pilot B: Coastal Submersion
– Charente‐Maritime
(France)

16

Pilot C: Accidental Pollution
– Ashdod (Israel)
Pilot D: Geophysical
Hazards – L’Aquila (Italy)

1

10
7

4

Pilot E – Mass casualty
incident (Germany)

8

Pilot F: Sample Scenario –
Forest Fire (Portugal)

4

A.2.5

Restore indicators

5

Water sector indicators in Finland

The quality of drinking water is implemented from EU directive 98/83/EY.
The quality of water bodies is implemented from EU directive 2000/60/EY.

A.2.6

Indicators for rescue services
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The Finnish study about the rescue service indicators classifies indicators into 12 categories including
altogether over a hundred different indicators used in Sweden, Danmark, UK, Germany, Estonia, Canada,
Australia, USA and Finland. These indicators discuss both response activities as well as the societal role of
rescue services. The publication is in Finnish.
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Annex 3

Examples of resilience indicators: IT sector

Analysis of existing assessment approaches, indicators and data sources for resilience in IT

A.3.1

Approaches used in the IT domain to assess, predict and monitor resilience

A.3.2

Resiliency due to N+M redundancy:

A way of resilience that ensures that there is a backup unit (or units if M>1) ready to take place and operate
instead of another unit that has failed or is malfunctioning.
N specifies the number of units that a system requires to operate whereas M is the number of redundant
units.
For example, if a power supply is 1+1 redundant it means that in order for a system to operate, it needs 1
power supply (N=1) and that for every power supply there is a single (M=1) additional power supply that is a
backup.
If a website, for example, requires 3 web‐servers in order to provide a specific quality of service then N=3. If
the system has 1 backup web‐server (M=1) then the system will sustain a failure of one webserver. If due to a
scheduled maintenance a single server needs to be taken down (e.g., to update security patches) then at this
time frame, if a misfortune has occurred and a web‐server has suddenly malfunctioned, the system will seize
providing the service at the same quality and the availability will be degraded.
As a real life example, in IBM’s Softlayer datacenter that provides cloud bases IAAS services, components
have backups at various levels such as a backup power generator, a backup cooling infrastructure and so on.
‐ See more at: http://www.softlayer.com/data‐centers

A.3.3

Mean time between failure [MTBF]

The common approach is that all systems fail. Even the most expensive piece of hardware will eventually fail,
it is only question of when the system will fail and this can be assessed by the MBTF (mean time between
failure). Each component in a system such as a hardware piece of equipment has an MTBF value that is
calculated by the manufacturer. In a complex system, composed of many components, the system’s MTBF is
determined by the component with the lowest MBTF.
Example: A hard drive may have a MTBF of 500000 hours. As a system becomes larger, and has hundreds of
hardware components the probability for a failure increases and hardware failures can occur daily.
A mapping of the MTBF of components is used in order to predict the resiliency of a system.
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A.3.4

Mean time to repair [MTBR]

MTTR, is the average time required or to replace a failed component or a device such as a network switch, a
virtual machine that is running a database or a web server, or a cooling instrument in a data center that is
required to maintain a fixed temperature. This parameter affects the downtime of a system and needs to be
taken into consideration along with the MTBF and the M+N characteristics of a system.
Example: If the MTTR (mean time to repair) is 72 hours and the MTBF (mean time before failure) is 500,000
hours then there is a 1.5% chance (or a 1 in a 6600 chance) that a second failure will occur during the time
frame in which the first failure is being resolved. This needs to be taken into account when deciding on the
N+M redundancy settings. If M=1 and there was a failure, there is a 1.5% for another failure that will result in
a non‐functional system.
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Part of a system resiliency is to overcome situations where failure has occurred and needs to be repaired,
and the time until the system will return to its steady state is dependent and assessed using MTBR.

A.3.5

Graceful Degradation technique

Graceful degradation means that a software has several modes of operation based on the status of the
underlying services and hardware (e.g., is the underlying service operational or not). For example, a web site
might have two modes of user interface, one that enables all the features including updating documents in a
database and another one that is read only which is used when there is no access to the database service.
Without graceful degradation, in case the database service is unavailable, the user will not be able to access
the system and could not retrieve any data but when using this technique some information (that may be
cached in memory) could be shown to a user. In terms of resiliency, this technique can be used to monitor
the resiliency and create a less steep slope of the resiliency curve when a system is faced with failure.

A.3.6

Availability (“number of nines”)

After examining a system for a period of time it is sometimes required to assess the system’s availability and
this is frequently expressed as the number of nines or as the availability percentage. This indicator can be
calculated for a sub component of a system or to a full service as a whole and is common to include in a
company’s SLA (service level agreement).
Examples: 99.9% availability (“three nines”) means 8.76 downtime per year. 99.999% (“five nines”) means a
system is down 5.26 minutes each year. In order for a system to be “Highly Available” (meaning, having many
“nines”) it must be resilient as well. A system which is not resilient cannot be highly available.

A.3.7

Single point of failure

If a system has a single component which is crucial to the system’s operability and in case of failure the
system will not be able to operate then the system is said to have a single point of failure. Example: If a
system has one physical machine that is running a database service and without the database service the
system cannot operate then the database is a “single point of failure”. There are many techniques that use
distributed computing and non‐monomythic architecture in order to overcome and refrain from having a
single point of failure.
A system with a SPOF (single point of failure) will most likely demonstrate poor resiliency.

A.3.8

Intentional failure and chaos engineering

A relatively new approach for monitoring resiliency of a system is to use dedicated software whose essence is
to cause failures in a production system. The logic behind this approach that was introduces at 2012 is that
the best defense against major unexpected failures is to fail often. By causing intentional failures frequently,
the system (composed of multiple services) is forced to deal with failure and this helps making the system
more robust.
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Legacy approaches use design and architecture in order to make a resilient system and this includes
analyzing, in theory, how resilient the system will be based on the assumptions and design that was agreed
upon at the time when the application was built. Using the new approach, the system’s resiliency is not
verified once during the initial setup and acceptance tests, instead, the system is introduced with failures and
is tested in real time.
An example for a software that causes intentional failures is the “Chaos Monkey” that was introduced by
Netflix. The Chaos monkey seeks and terminates virtual machines that are used to operate Netflix in the AWS
cloud (Amazon’s cloud). Netflix published the code for SimianArmy that includes the Chaos Monkey, which is
defined as a “resilience tool that helps applications tolerate random instance failures”
‐ See more at: http://techblog.netflix.com/2014/09/introducing‐chaos‐engineering.html
1.

To specifically address the uncertainty of distributed systems at scale, Chaos Engineering can be
thought of as the facilitation of experiments to uncover systemic weaknesses. These experiments
follow four steps:
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2.

Start by defining ‘steady state’ as some measurable output of a system that indicates normal
behavior. Hypothesize that this steady state will continue in both the control group and the
experimental group.

3.

Introduce variables that reflect real world events like servers that crash, hard drives that
malfunction, network connections that are severed, etc.

4.

Try to disprove the hypothesis by looking for a difference in steady state between the control group
and the experimental group.

The harder it is to disrupt the steady state, the more confidence we have in the behavior of the system. If a
weakness is uncovered, we now have a target for improvement before that behavior manifests in the system
at large. See more at: http://principlesofchaos.org/#sthash.XIVa17C9.dpuf

A.3.9

List of indicators used in the IT domain that can be used to assess resilience



Is manual intervention required when failure happens



MTBF



MTTR



Is there a single point of failure?



M/N (when referring to M+N redundancy)



N (when referring to M+N redundancy)



Are intentional failures being introduced to the system



Number of intentional failures (Per year, per month, per week)



Number of nines for each component and the system’s availability history, expressed as the number
of nines.



Is graceful degradation included in the design?

Comments:
1.

MTBF and MTBR are a type of indicator and can be assigned to a specific component
(mainly hardware) in system (e.g., a hard drive, a network card) and so a plurality of
indicators can be created.

2.

Similarly, other indicators (such as intentional failures rate and “number of nines”) can be
assigned to different software modules in the smart infrastructure software modules such
as a database, a backup system and so forth.
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A.3.10

Relevance of the approaches to SmartResilience

The approaches mentioned above are core methodologies for assessing, predicting and monitoring resilience
in the IT domain and since SmartResilience is focused on resilience of smart infrastructures, the
infrastructures are based on IT, hence, the resilience of the IT is mandatory in order for the smart
infrastructure to be resilient. The combination of [N+M redundancy], MTBR, MTBF provides an approach to
both assess and predict the resiliency of a complex system. When designing a system or assessing a system’s
architecture and its expected resilience, one will look for single points of failures, will try to assess the
availability and will be required to understand and analyze the software’s business logic in order to find weak
points (e.g., does the system support graceful degradation or will a failure to a non‐crucial component will
result in denial of service). This part is composed of theoretical analysis which may be flawed. Modern
approaches such as chaos engineering complement the former approach by introducing a practical (non‐
theoretical) test and analysis for the system’s resiliency by putting the system into a real failure scenario in
the production system. Today’s trend is to combine both methods in order to sustain and guarantee that a
system will become more rugged ‐ See more at: https://buildsecurityin.us‐cert.gov/swa/topics/resilient‐
software.
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Annex 4
A.4.1

Examples of resilience indicators: Water supply Sweden
Indicators

The inputs presented in Table 17 are a gross collection of topics and references that came out of a brief
review of the current work regarding indicators and assessment approaches within the water sector. The
ones considered of most interest to this project were reviewed further and are presented separately below.
Main focus has been on the Swedish drinking water sector as this is one of the case studies in this project.
Table 17: Summary of inputs in the review of indicators and assessment approaches used in the water
sector
What

Type
Database

VASS
Drinking
water[16]




Performance
Indicators (PI)



Model for
assessment of
safe drinking
water.









VASS
Sustainability
Index [16]
[169] [170]

Assessment
Tool
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Comment
Benchmarking.
PIs measuring microbial safety of the
produced drinking water.
The target group for the database is
drinking water producers
Can be used to facilitate the
management, governance and decision‐
making regarding drinking water
production.
Municipal or waterworks level
Safety of the entire drinking water sup‐
ply chain is evaluated.
Tool to understand and communicate
the water utility sector's ability to
deliver short‐and long‐term sustainable
water services.
14 parameters are evaluated by a
number of questions for each
parameter.
Results are presented as
Green (good)
Yellow (should be improved)
Red (must be addressed)
for each parameter.
Overlap with VASS Drinking water
Also includes wastewater
Municipal level
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Very useful as the drinking
water sector is one of the case
studies in the project.
Some indicators may also be
adapted to fit other fields.

The same indicators as
presented in VASS Drinking
water are useful as well as
some additional ones, for
example regarding the
wastewater.
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What

Type


Assessment of
the
performance
of water and
wastewater
networks
[162]



Model for
performance
assessment





Customer
Minutes Lost
(CML) [96]



Indicator




Comment
Three dimensions; “Quality, service and
environment”, “Relative cost efficiency”
and “Sustainable management”
First dimension merging different “well
established” performance indicators.
Third dimension was divided into three
areas: (1) the rate of renewal of pipe
systems (2) the financing of pipe
renewal and (3) measures to achieve a
sustainable management of the pipe
system. Using checklists for internal use
in the evaluation of each individual
organization.
Integrates the full drinking water system
(raw water, treatment and distribution)
Uses CML as an indicator of risk for the
drinking water systems.
Used for: Gothenburg Sweden
Fault tree analysis was used as a risk
estimation tool.

Usability in SmartResilience




Relevant for
SmartResilience – using
data from VASS
Relevant for the issues
related to long term
sustainability/resilience

This could be of interest to the
project as it is also mentioned
in the Drinking Water Inquiry
(SOU 2016:32) as commonly
used by suppliers when giving a
service guarantee (i.e. a upper
threshold for supply
interruption in terms of minutes
per customer and year.
Some of the indicators might be
useful.

The City
Blueprint
[188] [189]
[190]

24 indicators
(8 categories)
combined to
BCI (Blue City
Index®)
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Check list

NCS3 –
Swedish
Regulations
within the
area of
Industrial
Control
Systems [104]

Investigation
connecting
regulations
and security
work with
regard to
industrial
control
systems

MVA –
multidimensio
nal activity
analysis [165]

Scenario‐
based method
for analyzing
the
vulnerabilities
and
capabilities
of
organizations
and activities.

(e.g. Maintenance and action
plans on a governance level,
Climate change adaption
measures (to protect against
flooding and water scarcity)
and Maintenance (% of
infrastructure younger than 40
years)



”Blåa listan”
(Blue list)
[169]

Focus on sustainability (not only
risks/resilience)
Wide spread of aspects (full Urban
water management)
Used for many cities (>45)



The Swedish Water and Wastewater
Associations’ check list for SCADA
(Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition) security
When the organization has conducted
the check‐list control, a weighted KPI is
produced

Primarily using two questions:

Is the question explicitly directed in
regulations/criterias?

Is attention given to the question?
(the question being security work regarding
industrial control systems)

Useful in terms of



Showing that the drinking water
sector is among the most
advanced in this respect



Starting with actors own values and
perspectives – using a risk analysis matrix
(probability vs consequence) – later
developing into scenarios
Finally, the scenarios are evaluated
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An example of how to
indicate security resilience
An example of what
indicators are being used



Useful as a means to
discover what stakeholders
find worth preserving
Useful to outline and
evaluate possible scenarios
and what needs to be
done
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What

ROSA method
[165]

Type

Risk and
vulnerability
analysis.

Comment
Focused on emergency management
preparedness
A risk management group is a specially
constructed group that works with the risk
management process. It is composed of
representatives from different parts of the
organisation. The method also stresses that
other work within the area should be
included, that a continuous crisis
management process is created, and that
the work must be an integrated part of the
actor’s normal activities. The purpose of the
method is above all to assess the actor’s
ability to manage an undesirable incident, as
well as to provide a stimulus for work on
crisis management issues.

Usability in SmartResilience





Useful to assess actors
capabilities
Useful as input how to
assess users’ needs for
T1.3
Can be adapted to specific
circumstances, easy to use

Three values for the vulnerabilities of a
scenario: very good, good and poor


IBERO method
[165] [170]

Instrument for
preparedness
evaluation of
area
responsibility

A simplified
GDP (Good
Disinfection
Praxis) [16]

Method to
assess the
hygienic
safety of the
drinking
water.

The tool is scenario‐based and supports the
actors with area responsibilities in their work
on analysing the ability to withstand and
manage undesirable incidents, as well as
review the consequences of the incidents.
The tool is also IT‐based and can store a
large amount of information from various
actors. It also supports communication
between actors.

A simplified method that makes it easy for
water and wastewater operators to evaluate
their drinking water safety level
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Quantitative
Microbial Risk
Assessment
(QMRA) [170]

Tool used to
assess
microbiologic
al risks

Microbiologic
al Barrier
Analysis
(MBA) [170]

Tool used to
assess
microbiologic
al risks

Water Safety
Plans (WSP)
[34] [170]

Work
plan/Manage
ment system

HACCP
(Hazard
Analysis and
Critical
Control Point)
[168]

Management
system

A.4.2



Allows for evaluation of
individual organizations as
well as for several actors
regarding
the
same
incident – thus relevant for
analyzing shared capacity
or the effects of resilience
to cascading effects
Visualize effects of an
incident to actors and to
society

A good example of how to make
user‐friendly
indication
techniques

Used by Swedish water treatment
facilities
Is advocated by WHO
In Sweden, normally, a combination of
local data, data from literature and a
calculation tool developed for Swedish
water facilities (QMRA‐tool) is used.

Useful – used, advocated by
WHO, using combined data,
including scientific data



Used by Swedish water treatment
facilities

Useful




Developed by WHO
Managing drinking‐water quality from
catchment to consumer








Originally developed by NASA
Well accepted within the Food Industry
Included in SLVFS 2001:30 (Swedish
drinking Water Regulations)

Useful
–
developed
international experts

by

Written for practitioners

Useful to look at because of its
inclusion into regulations

VASS Drinking water

VASS Drinking water is an extension of the VASS database, where data on waterworks level is collected. VASS
Drinking water includes the raw water source and the waterworks, but not the distribution network.
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Bondelind et al. has developed a set of KPIs based on the input data to VASS Drinking water [16]. The
objective is to enable evaluation of the water treatment plants performance with main focus on safe drinking
water, i.e. quality of the drinking water [16].
The KPIs are grouped in the following categories [16]



Supply assurance – shows that the consumer can get water delivered, even if there is a disturbance
either in the water source or within the waterworks. This is measured by KPIs related to security
around the water source and waterworks as well as sufficient backup power.



A health‐wise safe water – shows that the water supplied from the waterworks is health‐wise safe.
This is measured by the number of samples with the remark “unfit for drinking” and that a simplified
GDP (Good Disinfection Praxis) has been performed.



Operational and technical data – annual median of process data and energy consumption at the
plant (Annual median is used as it is considered more just for waterworks that have few
measurements).



Economy – Total cost and reinvestment costs for each waterworks.



Service – Is measured by the water quality from a consumer perspective including smell and taste.



Background information – This includes a description of the water treatment system and is mainly
used to interpret the KPIs.

The authors points out that they hve excluded the categories Personnel, Environment and perimeter security
and IT security. They argue that, although these are important areas, they have been either difficult to
measure or too complex to include in the VASS Drinking water at this stage, or it is not suitable to store such
information due to the security risks.
From the information and key performance indicators presented by Bondelind et al. [16] the ones considered
of most relevance to this project are presented in Table 17.
Table 18: Information and key performance indicators related to drinking water [16]. The ones also used in
the Sustainability Index [170] are indicated.
Category

Detailed description

Production
buffer for raw
water

Total annual outtake from the water source / maximal volume
allowed to be taken out from the water source. Given in %.

Emergency
water planning

Is there an emergency water plan corresponding to the users’
needs (user can be both persons and important stakeholders) in
order to maintain essential operations.

*

Reserve Water

Time and amount of water that the users (incl. Critical
functions) can be supplied with drinking water during a
disturbance.

*

Backup Power

Are there emergency power to the water plant and how long
does it last?

*

Utilization at
the water plant

Produced maximum day with adequate quality (potable water) /
water plant's capacity of adequate quality (potable water)

*

Protection

Is there a water protection area for the water source? Year
when the water protection area was established

*

Supply
assurance
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Included in
Sustainability
Index

Short
description
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Category

Short
description

Self‐Control

GDP (Good
Disinfection
Praxis)
Quality
control

Measures

Detailed description

Included in
Sustainability
Index

Number of routine samples (Self‐Control) with a remark "unfit
for drinking".
Number of samples with a remark/Total number of samples

*

Has there been a follow‐up of all samples with a remark "Unfit
for drinking"?

*

Has a simplified GDP been carried out within the last 5 years?

*

If the barrier effect is too low, has any measures been planned?

*

If the barrier effect is too low, has there been any extra
surveillance?

*

What barrier effect has been reached for bacteria?
What barrier effect is needed for bacteria?
Barrier Effect

What barrier effect has been reached for virus?
What barrier effect is needed for virus?
What barrier effect has been reached for parasites?
What barrier effect is needed for parasites?

Plant status

What are the investment/reinvestment requirements for the
plant for the next few years?

Supervision

Has there been a supervision of the controlling authority within
the last year?
Number of remarks from supervision this year.
How often are there unplanned disturbances that affect the
quality or capacity related to drinking water production caused
by lack in quality of the raw water?

Operational
disturbances
Operational
and technical
data

How often are there unplanned disturbances that affect the
quality or capacity related to drinking water production caused
by disturbance in the barrier efficiency or production process?
How often are there unplanned disturbances that affect the
quality or capacity related to drinking water production caused
by the human factor?
How often are chemical analyses carried out on samples from
the raw water? (per year)
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Raw water,
sampling

How often are microbiological analyses carried out on samples
from the raw water? (per year)
Is an extended chemical analysis carried out each year?

Raw water, risk
cooperation

Is the plant actively working with raising awareness of and
reduction of the risks in raw water quality, e.g. by cooperation
with other municipalities?
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Category

Short
description

Detailed description

Not show in
study, but
collected on
municipal
level

Complaints

Number of complaints about the water quality.

Evaluation
and
assessment

Method

What method is used: MRA, HACCP, GDP or WSP.

A.4.3

Included in
Sustainability
Index

VASS Sustainability Index

The Swedish Water & Wastewater Association has developed the Sustainability Index for the Swedish
municipal water and wastewater services. The work started in 2011 and the Sustainability Index was
launched in 2014 (The Swedish Water & Wastewater Association, 2016:a). Two reports are available in which
the results from Sustainability Index surveys are compiled, one from 2014 when 97 municipalities
participated and one from 2015 with 127 participating municipalities (The Swedish Water & Wastewater
Association, 2015; The Swedish Water & Wastewater Association, 2016:b).
The Sustainability Index is based on 14 parameters which in turn are assessed based on the answers to a
number of questions related to that parameter. The parameters and questions considered most relevant to
this project are presented in Table 19. Note that many of the questions are similar to the ones presented in
Table 18.
Table 19: Selection of parameters and corresponding questions from the Sustainability Index survey by The
Swedish Water & Wastewater Association [172] [173]
Parameter

Health‐wise safe
water

Water Quality

Questions relevant for SmartResilience project
Number of routine samples (Self‐Control) with a remark "unfit for drinking".
Number of samples with a remark/Total number of samples
Percentage of samples with a remark "Unfit for drinking" which have been investigated.
Has a MBA/GDP been carried out within the last 5 years for each of the waterworks within
the municipality?
Number of routine samples (Self‐Control) “fit for drinking with a remark".
Number of samples “fit for drinking with a remark"/Total number of samples
Percentage follow‐up and measures planned for samples with a remark "fit for drinking with
a remark".

Supply assurance

Utilization at the water plant during maximum day (with safe water) for the waterworks that
has the highest utilization rate while supplying at least 20% of the users.

Energy management

Specific energy consumption for water treatment and distribution [kWh/customer, year]
Are there water protection areas for the water sources within the municipality? [%]

Water availability
Is the water supply satisfactory both now and in the future (20‐30 years)?
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Plant status

Personnel and
competence

Environmental
requirements

What are the investment/reinvestment requirements for the plant (waterworks and
pumping stations) for the next few years?
To you have access to competence in automation and control (internal or external), even
during vacation periods/contingency?
To you have access to competence in process engineering for water (internal or external),
even during vacation periods/contingency?
How often do you have sewage overflow/bypass that affect your own or any other drinking
water source?
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A.4.4

WSP – Water Safety Plan

Water Safety Plans is a work plan/management system developed by the World Health Organization (WHO)
in order to have a systematical way to work with drinking water. WSP is covering how to manage drinking
water quality from catchment to consumer [34]
The organization VA SYD is currently working in a project regarding how to make the Swedish city of Malmö
more robust. Johan Holmberg from VA SYD presented the work at Vattenstämman (the annual meeting of
the Swedish Water and Wastewater Association), including three steps for a more robust City: Inventory of
commitments, Risk management and Continuity management. Risk management is controlled by regulations
and ISO 22301 is recommended by MSB (the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency) for continuity management
[74].
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Tornevi et al. have carried out a study where the telephone calls to the Swedish Health Care Guidance
regarding stomach illness were analyzed together with the type of water treatment in the area. The results
were pointing at a “reduced prevalence of gastroenteritis with a more advanced treatment of drinking water,
especially in periods when the virus is often assumed to be the dominant cause of stomach flu”. This is an
example of how collection of information from the Health Care Sector could be of interest in developing
indicators for the drinking water quality [174].
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Annex 5

Examples of resilience indicators: Law enforcement (Hungary,
public)

Here, in order to exemplarily measure resilience, 5 indicator sets in the fields of regulatory frameworks,
communication practices, and cooperation between actors, modus operandi training and coherence of task
distribution are described.

A.5.1

Indicator: LAW

The first indicator is LAW (see Table 20). It aims at measuring the impact of the regulatory framework on
resilience of SCI security and resilience including harmonization with international law, standards and
recommendations. The regulatory framework for SCI resilience is including laws, bylaws and soft laws in
effect of the country of location. Internal regulations of the SCI operator(s) has to comply with this
framework. Therefore, it is very important to assess the legal tools (e.g. restriction of movement) applicable
by the operator for the purpose of resilience. This indicator measures the coverage of standards and known
best practices in regulatory framework. It is issued by the European Commission [47] and covers diverse
business areas ranging from construction to power industry or health sector. The indicator is of qualitative
nature. Nevertheless it allows for computing a value based on the following formula (see Table 21): (Number
of regulatory framework items harmonized with international standards/total number of related
international standards + number of regulatory framework items implementing recommendations and best
practices/total number of recommendations and best practices)/2. The values range from 100 (maximal
value) to 0 (minimal value), with 50 being the best realizable value.
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Table 20: General information about indicator LAW
Short name

Unique name of
the KPI

LAW

Long name

Detailed name of
the KPI

Regulatory framework of SCI security and
resilience including harmonization with
international law, standards and
recommendations.

Description and Purpose

Whatever is the
quality of a KPI, it
captures only
one aspect of the
reality. What a
KPI does and
what it does not
should thus be
clearly described.

Regulatory framework for SCI resilience
is including laws, bylaws and soft laws in
effect of the country of location. Internal
regulations of the SCI operator(s) has to
comply with this framework. Therefore it
is very important to assess the legal tools
(eg. restriction of movement) applicable
by the operator for the purpose of
resilience. This indicator measures the
coverage of standards and known best
practices in regulatory framework.

Source

Who issued KPI

EC

References

From which
document was
the KPI taken

300/2008/EC
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Unique name of
the KPI
Quantitative

Short name

KPI nature

Qualitative

Business Area Covered

Risk Areas Covered

LAW
0
1

Semi quantitative

0

Aerospace

1

Automation

1

Automotive

1

Construction

1

Electronics

1

Engineering

1

Environmental

1

General Industry

1

Nuclear

1

Oil & Gas

1

Process

1

Power

1

Health

1

Safety

1

Environmental

1

Business

0.67

Corporate and
social
responsibility

0.33

Quality

0.67

Table 21: Technical features of indicator LAW
Technical Features
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Unit(s)

No further explanation needed

per cent

Formula

Formula to calculate KPI

(number of regulatory
framework items
harmonized with
international
standards/total number of
related international
standards + number of
regulatory framework
items implementing
recommendations and best
practices/total number of
recommendations and best
practices)/2

Target value (optimal value)

Best realisable value for the KPI.

50

Minimal value
Maximal value

Minimal Acceptable value for
the KPI
Maximal Acceptable value for
the KPI
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Technical Features
Frequency of measure (time interval)

How often KPI should be
refreshed with new set of data

Every 4 years

Known related indicators

Which known indicators are
related to this specific one

Legal compliance

Table 22: Relevance of indicator LAW according to major risk management frameworks
Relevance according to Major Risk
management frameworks

IRGC relevance

Area perspective

Life cycle

A.5.2

Pre‐assessment

1

Management

1

Appraisal

0

Characterization and evaluation

0.67

Communication

0

Technology, technical [T]

0

Human, management [H]

1

Governance, communication[C]

1

Policies, regulation,
standardization [R]

1

Design

0.67

Manufacturing

0.67

Use/Operation

1

End of Life/Decomposing

0.33

Indicator: COMM

The second indicator proposed here COMM (see Table 23). It aims at measuring communication efficiency
between actors and stakeholders. The efficient frontier in communication networks in crisis scenarios as
measured by network‐based centrality (e.g. Katz‐prestige, page rank, betweenness centrality etc.) (see Table
24). This indicator is a new proposition and could potentially be further developed in the course of the
SmartResilience project. It is envisaged as quantitative indicator, which is particularly suitable for well‐
established industries such as the automotive or power industry. It is proposed that the indicator is
calculated based on the following formula: Let KP_i be the Katz Prestige of node i in a communication
network and BC_i its betweenness centrality. Furthermore, let Z(x) denote a standardization transformation,
i.e. x ‐> Z(x) = (x‐min(x))/ (max(x)‐min(x)) with max and min denoting the maximum and minimum value of x,
respectively. The Indicator is then given by COMM=50 × (Z (KP_i) + Z (‐BC_i)). The values range from 100
(maximal value) to 0 (minimal value), with 50 being the best realizable value.
Table 23: General information about indicator COMM
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General Information

Short name

Unique name of the KPI

COMM

Long name

Detailed name of the KPI

Communication efficiency
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General Information

Description and Purpose

Whatever is the quality of a
KPI, it captures only one aspect
of the reality. What a KPI does
and what it does not should
thus be clearly described.

Efficient frontier in communication
networks in crisis scenarios as
measured by network‐based
centrality (eg. Katz‐prestige, page
rank, betweenness centrality etc.)

Source

Who issued KPI

new

References

From which document was the
KPI taken

n.a

Quantitative

1

Qualitative

0

KPI nature

Business Area Covered

Semi quantitative

0

Aerospace

1

Automation

0.33

Automotive

1

Construction

0.33

Electronics

0.67

Engineering

0.33

Environmental

0.67

General Industry

0.33

Nuclear

1

Oil & Gas

0.67

Process

0.33

Power

1

Health

0.33

Safety
Risk Areas Covered

1

Environmental

0.33

Business

0.67

Corporate and social
responsibility

1

Quality

0

Table 24: Technical features of indicator COMM
Technical Features
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Unit(s)

No further explanation needed
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Formula

Target value (optimal value)
Minimal value
Maximal value

Formula to calculate KPI

Best realizable value for the
KPI.
Minimal Acceptable value for
the KPI
Maximal Acceptable value for
the KPI

Let KP_i be the Katz Prestige of node i
in an communication network and
BC_i its betweenness centrality.
Furthermore, let Z(x) denote a
standardization transformation, i.e. x
‐> Z(x)=(x‐min(x))/(max(x)‐min(x))
with max and min denoting the
maximum and minimum value of x,
respectively. The Indicator is then
given by COMM=50×(Z(KP_i)+Z(‐
BC_i))
50
0
100

Frequency of measure (time interval)

How often KPI should be
refreshed with new set of data

Every five years

Known related indicators

Which known indicators are
related to this specific one

no

Table 25: Relevance of COMM according to risk management frameworks
Relevance according to Major Risk
management frameworks
Pre‐assessment
IRGC relevance

Area perspective

Management

1

Appraisal

0.33

Characterization and
evaluation

0.67

Communication

0.67

Technology, technical [T]

0.33

Human, management [H]

1

Governance,
communication[C]
Policies, regulation,
standardization [R]
Design
Life cycle
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A.5.3

0.33

1
0.33
0

Manufacturing

0

Use/Operation

1

End of Life/Decomposing

0

Indicator: COOP

The third indicator proposed is COOP (see Table 26). It aims at measuring effectiveness and extent of
cooperation between different actors, which is taken as an indicator to determine resilience. Cooperation on
different levels, from intra‐agency (company) to international networks is seen as a key factor of resilience.
This indicator will build up a score according to working cooperation functions. It is issued by the European
Commission [47] and covers diverse business areas ranging from construction to power industry or health
sector. The indicator is of qualitative nature. Nevertheless it allows for computing a value based on the
following formula: (Number of regulatory framework items harmonized with international standards/total
number of related international standards + number of regulatory framework items implementing
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recommendations and best practices/total number of recommendations and best practices)/2. The values
range from 100 (maximal value) to 0 (minimal value), with 50 being the best realizable value.
Table 26: General information about indicator COOP
General Information

Short name

Unique name of the KPI

COOP

Long name

Detailed name of the KPI

Effectiveness and extent of
cooperation.

Description and Purpose

Whatever is the quality of a KPI, it
captures only one aspect of the
reality. What a KPI does and what
it does not should thus be clearly
described.

Captures the level of cooperation to
determine resilience. Cooperation on
different levels, from intra‐agency
(company) to international networks
is a key factor of resilience. This
indicator will build up score according
to working cooperation functions.

Source

Who issued KPI

EC

References

From which document was the
KPI taken

300/2008/EC

Quantitative

0

Qualitative

1

Semi quantitative

0

KPI nature

Business Area Covered
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Risk Areas Covered

Aerospace

1

Automation

1

Automotive

1

Construction

1

Electronics

1

Engineering

1

Environmental

1

General Industry

1

Nuclear

1

Oil & Gas

1

Process

1

Power

1

Health

1

Safety

1

Environmental

1

Business

1

Corporate and social
responsibility

1

Quality

1

Table 27: Relevance of indicator COOP according to risk management frameworks
Relevance according to Major Risk
management frameworks
Pre‐assessment

1

Management

1
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Relevance according to Major Risk
management frameworks
IRGC relevance

Area perspective

Appraisal

1

Characterization and
evaluation

0.33

Communication

0.67

Technology, technical [T]

0

Human, management [H]

1

Governance,
communication[C]
Policies, regulation,
standardization [R]

Life cycle

A.5.4

1
1

Design

0.33

Manufacturing

0.33

Use/Operation

1

End of Life/Decomposing

0.67

Indicator: MOT

The fourth indicator is MOT. It aims at measuring the implementation of Modus Operandi Training. The goal
of MOT is that methods used during previous attacks on SCIs shall be investigated and the lessons learned
shall be included into countermeasures (see Table 28). This indicator shows the ratio of the attack modus
operandi investigated and included into countermeasures. The indicator is of quantitative nature and does
not exist yet. It is proposed to develop it further in the course of the SmartResilience project. The values
range from 100 (maximal value) to 0 (minimal value), with 20 being the best realizable value.
Table 28: General information about indicator MOT
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General Information
Short name

Unique name of the KPI

MOT

Long name

Detailed name of the KPI

Modus Operandi Training

Description and Purpose

Whatever is the quality of a KPI, it
captures only one aspect of the
reality. What a KPI does and what
it does not should thus be clearly
described.

Methods used during previous
attacks on SCIs shall be investigated
and the lessons learned shall be
included into countermeasures. This
indicator shows the ratio of the
attack modus operandi investigated
and included into countermeasures.

Source

Who issued KPI

new

References

From which document was the
KPI taken

new

Quantitative

1

Qualitative

0

Semi quantitative

0

KPI nature

Aerospace

1

Automation

0.33

Automotive

0.67
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General Information
Construction
Business Area Covered

Risk Areas Covered

0.33

Electronics

0

Engineering

0.33

Environmental

0.67

General Industry

0.33

Nuclear

1

Oil & Gas

1

Process

0.67

Power

1

Health

1

Safety

1

Environmental

1

Business

0.67

Corporate and social
responsibility

0

Quality

0

Table 29: Relevance of indicator MOT according to risk management frameworks
Relevance according to Major Risk
management frameworks
Pre‐assessment
IRGC relevance

Area perspective

Life cycle
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A.5.5

1
Management

1

Appraisal

0.33

Characterization and evaluation

1

Communication

0

Technology, technical [T]

1

Human, management [H]

1

Governance, communication[C]

1

Policies, regulation,
standardization [R]

1

Design

0.67

Manufacturing

0.67

Use/Operation

1

End of Life/Decomposing

0.33

Indicator: TASK

The last example for indicators of resilience is TASK. This indicator aims at measuring the pertinence of task,
responsibilities and stakeholders within an organization. More specifically, it measures how clearly the tasks
and responsibilities are defined, for example if there are responsible persons nominated or there are only
responsible units or responsible organizations (see Table 30). The indicator stems from the European
Commission [47]. The indicator is of qualitative nature. Nevertheless it allows for computing a value based on
the following formula: (Number of regulatory framework items harmonized with international
standards/total number of related international standards + number of regulatory framework items
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implementing recommendations and best practices/total number of recommendations and best practices)/2.
The values range from 100 (maximal value) to 0 (minimal value), with 50 being the best realizable value.
Table 30: General information about indicator TASK
General Information
Short name

Unique name of the KPI

Tasks

Long name

Detailed name of the KPI

Pertinence of task, responsibilities and
stakeholders.

Description and Purpose

Whatever is the quality of a KPI, it
captures only one aspect of the reality.
What a KPI does and what it does not
should thus be clearly described.

Measures how clearly are the tasks and
responsibilities defined, for example
are there responsible persons
nominated or there are only
responsible units or responsible
organizations.

Source

Who issued KPI

EC

References

From which document was the KPI taken

300/2008/EC

Quantitative

0

KPI nature

Business Area Covered

Risk Areas Covered

Qualitative

1

Semi quantitative

0

Aerospace

1

Automation

1

Automotive

1

Construction

1

Electronics

1

Engineering

1

Environmental

1

General Industry

1

Nuclear

1

Oil & Gas

1

Process

1

Power

1

Health

1

Safety

1

Environmental

1

Business

1

Corporate and social responsibility

1

Quality

1

Table 31: Relevance of TASK according to risk management frameworks
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Relevance according to Major Risk
management frameworks

IRGC relevance

Pre‐assessment

1

Management

1

Appraisal

1

Characterization and evaluation

1

Communication

1
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Relevance according to Major Risk
management frameworks
Area perspective
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Life cycle

Technology, technical [T]

0.67

Human, management [H]

1

Governance, communication[C]

1

Policies, regulation, standardization [R]

1

Design

1

Manufacturing

1

Use/Operation

1

End of Life/Decomposing

0
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Annex 6

Examples of resilience‐relevant indicators: Resilient cities and
community resilience (EU)

Proposed indicators for measuring resilience aspects of a city‐community in SMR project [153].
The compact of Mayors (www.compactofmayors.com):



Emission level of CO2, CH4 and N2O;



Emission from stationary energy,



In boundary travel and from waste

Guide and Workbook for Municipal Climate
Adaptation



Temperature



Rainfalls



Other climate indicators

UKCIP 2015



Global surface temperature



CO2 concentration



Rainfalls



Arctic sea ice, land ice



Sea level

Rotterdam climate change adaptation strategy (2013)



Sea Level



Rainfalls



Droughts



Floods
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Mayor’s climate change adaptation strategy (2012)



Effects of droughts



Effects of floods



Effects of overheating City resilience framework (2014)



Minimal human vulnerability



Diverse livelihoods and employment



Adequate safeguards to human life and health



Collective identity and mutual support



Social stability and security



Availability of financial resources and contingency funds



Reduced physical exposure and vulnerability



Continuity of critical services



Reliable communications and mobility
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A guide to measure urban resilience risk (2015)



Effective leadership and management



Empowered stakeholders



Integrated development planning



Effectiveness of legislative framework



Effectiveness of institutional arrangements



Capacity building



Advocacy, Communication, Education and Public Awareness



Resiliency of Critical Services



Resiliency of Infrastructure



Emergency management



Resource Management, Logistics and Contingency planning



Hazard, Vulnerability and Risk assessment



Risk‐Sensitive Urban development

Copenhagen climate adaptation plan (2011)



Impacts of floods



Impacts of high sea levels



Impacts of high temperatures

Also, the USAID Framework on community resilience proposed the 4 sets of benchmarks with rating systems
for various indicators to assess resilience of community. See Table 32
Table 32: List of indicators developed by USAID [186]
Type of
asset

Sub‐type of
asset

Indicator

Quantitative

Capital

Social capital

% population participating in traditional self‐help groups
(e.g. informal insurance groups, funeral associations,
others as defined locally)

X
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Human capital

Financial
capital

Qualitative

Attitudes toward sharing food and other resources within
community; spirit of reciprocity

X

Presence of formal and informal conflict resolution
mechanisms

X

Knowledge sharing by different stakeholder groups

X

Satisfaction with the way decision‐making is assigned

X

Subjective levels of trust and support

X

% of land use for cultivation within community boundaries

X

School enrollment, school completion (primary,
secondary)

X

Literacy rate

X

Health status and trends (presence of infectious disease,
chronic disease)

X

Immunization coverage

X

Nutrition status

X

% population with convenient (defined locally) access to
health care

X

Skills diversity

X

Opportunities for new business to be developed; business
support networks and services
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Type of
asset

Sub‐type of
asset

Natural capital

Indicator

Quantitative

% of population covered by formal and informal
banking/credit groups

X

Saving groups

X

% of population covered by hazard insurance (e.g. crop
insurance, weather‐based index insurance)

X

Wetlands acreage and loss

X

Erosion rates

X

% impervious surface

X

Biodiversity

X

Presence/coverage of communal resource management
structure

X

Water quality

X

Quality of terraces, berms, drainage channels, etc.
Physical capital

X

Main type of land tenure (own, rent, sharecrop)

X

% of population with access to cell phones, radio, Internet

X

Community productive assets (e.g. roads, markets, grain
banks, irrigation, water storrage tanks)
# coastal defence structures

Political capital

Social
dimension

Preparedness

X
X

Quality of public transport

X

Electricity infrastructure

X

Schools, water, community centers, clinics

X

Perceptions about access to political processes

X

Presence of community‐based organisations representing
diverse constituencies

X

Participation in community meetings

X

% of population covered by hazard mitigation plan

X

% of population covered by emergency response plan

X

Perception of hazard risk
% op population with contingency/emergency funds

Responsiveness
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Self‐
Organisation

X
X

Disaster preparedness exercises/drills

X

Emergency management planning and response
procedures

X

% of population that can be accommodated in designed
shelter structures
Learning and
Innovation

Qualitative

X

Attitudes toward change

X

Attitudes toward the value of education

X

% of population age XX and older (age determined locally;
indicator speaks to potential for passing down community
history/memory)

X

% of disasters experienced in the community in the past
XX years (number determined locally) (could be
customized by the type of disaster)

X

Adoption of new technologies (e.g., farming practices)

X

Valuation of knowledge from older generation

X

# self‐help groups in the community

X

% of population participating in traditional self‐help
groups

X
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Type of
asset

Sub‐type of
asset

Indicator

Quantitative

Presence of community projects
Diversity

Livelihood diversity

X
X

Supply chain options
Diversity of asset ownership (e.g., communal
cooperatives)

X

Critical infrastructure redundancies

Aspirations

Collective
action

Disaster Risk
Reduktion

Conflict
management

Social
protection
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Natural
Resource
Management

Management
of Public Goods

X
X
X
X

Access to a range of social relationships
Inclusion

Qualitative

X

% voter participation in the last election

X

% of membership in community organisations
(organisation type(s) can be specified locally, e.g., youth
group, women group, farmer cooperative, etc)

X

% of women in decision‐making structures (village
councils, tribal councils)

X

% of minority groups in decision‐making structures (village
councils, tribal councils)

X

Land user rights

X

Perception of inclusiveness in decision‐making processes

X

Exposure to media (e.g., frequency of listening to the
radio, accessing Internet)

X

Number of contacts across eco‐system boundaries/ geo‐
political borders (e.g., contacts with people from outside
the community)

X

Community‐based early warning and contingency
planning

X

X

Disaster resistant structure

X

X

Traditional mechanisms for coping with disaster

X

X

Conflict management structures

X

X

Conflict management plans

X

X

Regulatory accountability system

X

X

% change in number and duration of community‐level
conflicts

X

X

Grain banks, seed banks

X

X

Community‐based assessment of needy households

X

X

Reciprocal arrangements for provision of food, water,
shelter

X

X

Community‐based approaches to coping with climate
change

X

X

Regulatory mechanisms for use of pasture, water,
agricultural lands and forest resources

X

X

# natural resource management improvements (e.g.,
adoption of Farmer Managed Natural Regeneration
(FMNR), establishment of rainwater harvesting structures,
afforestation, pasture regeneration)

X

X

Building and maintenance of public goods structures (e.g.,
health clinics, schools, feeder roades, irrigation channels)

X

X

Cooperation and advocacy of community and local
government around providing goods and services

X

X

Community support for maintenance of services (e.g.,
communal gardens)

X

X
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Annex 7

Examples of resilience‐relevant indicators: Process plants (Serbia)

The example here was procvided by the partner NIS. They have provided complete list of HSE indicators,
following discussion list is reduced to 6 indicators. NIS proposes indicators on the basis of their approach to
industrial safety and health measures and good industry practice.

A.7.1

Indicators

NIS uses various types of HSE indicators: indicators covering the following aspects:



People (injuries etc.)



Environmental protection (spills, waste etc.)



Industrial safety (equipment failure, fires etc.)



Road traffic (accidents etc.)



Training (training hours/employees)



Reporting of the event, cooperation with state authorities

There are certain indicators proposed for this project that could contribute to resilience of this critical
infrastructure. Proposal for this project based on good industry practice:



Process Safety Total Incident Rate (PSTIR) ‐ related to Lost of primary containment (LOPC) of
hazardous materials (lagging indicators)



Emergency planning and response (leading indicators)



Incident investigation (leading indicators)

Selected from current list of indicators in NIS:



LTIF (lost time injury frequency) (lagging indicators)



FAR (Fatal injury/hours worked) (lagging indicators)

Other related indicators are compiled in the table below:
Table 33: Sample indicators in petrochemical industry
Category
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People

Environmental
Protection

Indicator

Formula

FAR*

Fatal injury * 100.000.000)/Total number of hours
worked

LTIF

LTI * 1.000.000/ Total number of hours worked

LTIS*

Number of days lost due to work related injuries *
1.000.000/ Total number of hours worked

Cspills

Number of spills / t of oil produced

PPC

Number of perforations / Length of pipelines (km
)

Cw

Total waste amount /t of oil produced

CSOx

SOx Emission (t) / Amount of oil processed (t)

CNOx

NOx Emission (t) / /Amount of oil processed (t)
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Category

Indicator

Formula

CCO2

CO2 Emission (t) / 1 million tons of processed
crude oil

Tier 1

Number of Tier 1 Events/Total number of hours
worked * 1.000.000

Tier 2

Number of Tier 2 Events/ Total number of hours
worked * 1.000.000

NoF

Total number of fires of all categories

Road Traffic

RAR

Number of accidents (Large)+ Number of
accidents (Medium) * 1.000.000)/ Total number
of kilometers travelled

Training

TCR

Total number of completed training hours/Total
number of Company employees

Reporting

Transparency
pyramid

Large/Medium/Small/Potential Events

Event
Investigation

CEI

Total number of investigated Events/Total
number of Events requiring Investigation* 100 (%)
*

Cooperation with
state authorities

IC

Total number of measures ordered in inspection
visits / Total number of inspection visits

Industrial Safety

NOTE – In addition to this, the action close out rate is also followed ‐ coming from Event
investigations, Observations (HSE visits/Observations/Quick reports) and State inspections.
Beside all there is also HSE statistical data that the following is/can be tracked:
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Number of all recordable injuries
Number of lost day injuries/fatalities
Number of health‐related cases
Number of environmental accidents (spills and pipeline perforations)
Number of equipment damage cases
Number of fires
Number of traffic accidents
Number of employees who attended HSE training
Number of hours spent in HSE training
Number of potential Events
Number of observations
Number of inspection authorities visits
Number of measures ordered by inspection authorities.
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Annex 8

Other relevant sources for indicators

The sources mentioned in this chapter are relevant for the SmartResilience projects and would be further
taken into account in WP4.

A.8.1

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) [63] is a framework of internationally accepted guidelines and principles
aiming to drive transparent sustainability reporting by all companies and organizations. The GRI Framework
sets out the Principles and indicators that organizations can use to measure and report their economic,
environmental, and social performance.

A.8.2

World Association of Nuclear Operators

The World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) uses 9 performance indicators [196] to assess the
safety performance of the plant.

A.8.3

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

In the early mid‐nineties, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) together with external experts and
four nuclear power plants (NPP) began investigating the feasibility of using performance indicators to
monitor operational safety at NPPs [79]. This work led to establishing a framework for building operational
Safety Performance Indicators (SPIs). The framework is outlined in the IAEA Technical Document ‘Operation
Safety Performance Indicators for nuclear power plants.

A.8.4

Oil and Gas Industry Guidance

The American Petroleum Institute (API) together with the International Petroleum Industry Environmental
Conservation Association (IPIECA) has prepared a Oil and Gas Industry Guidance on voluntary sustainability
reporting [4]. Its purpose is to assist oil and gas companies that are interested in reporting on their
environmental, health and safety, social, and economic performance.
The performance indicators contained in this guidance document are organized under the core and
additional categories. This is done to differentiate between indicators that are commonly adopted across
companies in the oil and gas industry versus indicators that may not have general applicability to all oil and
gas industry companies and/or may not be sufficiently well‐defined for common adoption.

A.8.5

Guidance on Process Safety Performance Indicators
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The European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC) published a Guidance on Process Safety Performance
Indicators to facilitate the development of broadly applicable process safety metrics. This guide focuses on
measuring PSI as a lagging indicator for process safety performance.
Process and Plant Safety performance can be evaluated through the use of key performance indicators that
measure and analyze Process Safety Incidents (PSI). Whilst the use of key performance indicators is common
at individual company level, their application across industry is restricted because they are not harmonized
into a universally shared management model for Process Safety [77].
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A.8.6

Guidelines for Process Safety Metrics

The Center for Chemical Process Safety published a set of Guidelines for Process Safety Metrics [21] wherein
the development and use of Leading and Lagging process safety metrics are recommended. Process safety
metrics are discussed in more detail in "Guidelines for Process Safety Metrics" which contains additional
information and guidance for companies on how to better use metrics to improve their process safety
performance, and suggests leading and other metrics for consideration.
The guideline addresses primarily major hazard organization and focuses mainly on health and safety and to
certain extent addresses process safety. It also introduces the dual assurance concept which stands for
having a leading and lagging indicator in place for each key risk control system. This enables to verify whether
the risk control system is operating as intended or providing a warning that problems are developing.

A.8.7

Guidance document on Safety Performance Indicators to assist industry,
Public Authorities and Communities

The Organization for Economic Co‐operation and Development (OECD) has published a (non‐prescriptive)
guidance document [117] on Safety Performance Indicators to assist industry, Public Authorities and
Communities in developing and using specific Safety Performance Indicator as well as in setting up and
implementing Safety Performance Indicator Programs. This guidance is based upon the OECD Guiding
Principles for Chemical Accident Prevention, Preparedness and Response.

A.8.8

ERRAs (iNTeg‐Risk project)

Building KPIs (and SPI) for emerging risks management are one of the relevant outcomes from the iNTeg‐Risk
project. These are both obtained from the 17 ERRAs and literature surveys (e.g. best practice, standards).
However in order to generalize their use, the KPIs are structured according to the ERMF reference model and
IRGC risk governance model [89].

A.8.9

IRGC Risk Governance Framework

The IRGC framework [85] offers guidelines for identifying, understanding and addressing the essential
elements of risk governance. It is structured according to the following phases: Pre‐Assessment, Appraisal,
Characterization and Evaluation and Management. One central part of the process is communication
between affected stakeholders.

A.8.10

Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator Guideline (Nuclear Energy
Institute, United States

This guideline describes the data and calculations for each performance indicator in the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) power reactor licensee assessment process [135]. The guideline also
describes the licensee quarterly indicator reports that are to be submitted to the NRC for use in its licensee
assessment process.

A.8.11

World Development Indicators 2016 (World Bank)

World Development Indicators [202] report on progress toward the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. For
each of the goals, key indicators have been selected to identify important trends and challenges and elicit
discussion on measurement issues.
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A.8.12

ISO standard 37100

Based on the first international standard on city data — ISO 37120 — the WCCD Open City Data Portal [197]
allows to EXPLORE, TRACK, MONITOR, and COMPARE member cities on up to 100 service performance and
quality of life indicators, as shown in examples in Figure 51 and Figure 52.
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Figure 51: Comparison of cities according to emergency response time

Figure 52: Comparison of Amsterdam, London and Toronto according to safety criteria

A.8.13

Other possible inputs for the Smart Resilience project

D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

The following approaches of different organizations and institutions can be useful for the projects due to
their use of indicators which allow to assess resilience in a quantitative way


World Association of Nuclear Operators: 9 performance indicators to assess safety performance of a
plant



World development indicators: Various macro indicators on country level



CWA Emerging Risks



ISO 31000 and ISO 31010
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Annex 9

Overall list of indicators collected in T1.2

The list is stored as a preliminary database and will be used as a starting point for the work in WP4.
Table 34: Indicators collected
No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

1

Alert System

CONV

2

Population

CONV

3

Surface area

CONV

4

Population density

CONV

5

Gross national income,
Atlas method
Gross national income
per capita, Atlas method
Purchasing power parity
gross national income ($
billions)
Purchasing power parity
gross national income
(Per capita)
Gross domestic product
(% growth)
Percentage share of
income or consumption
(lowest 20%)
Prevalence of stunting,
height for age (% of
children under 5)
Maternal mortality ratio
(modeled estimate, per
100,000 live births)
Mortality rate, under‐5
(per 1,000 live births)
Prevalence of HIV, total
(% of population ages
15‐49)
Incidence of tuberculosis
(per 100,000 people)
Mortality caused by road
traffic injury (per
100,000 people)
GDP per person
employed
Unemployment, male (%
of male labor force)
(modeled ILO estimate)
Unemployment, female
(% of female labor force)
(modeled ILO estimate)

CONV

6
7

8

9
10

11

12

13
14

15
16

17
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18

19

CONV
CONV

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Understand
Informa‐
risk
tion/data
Understand
Informa‐
risk
tion/data
Understand
Informa‐
risk
tion/data
Understand
Societal/
risk
political
Understand
Societal/
risk
political
Understand
Societal/
risk
political

Sector/area

Links

All Infra‐
structures
Demo‐
graphy
Demo‐
graphy

http://www.met.ie/nationalwarnings/w
arnings‐explained.asp
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

CONV

Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political
Societal/
political

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

CONV

Understand
risk
Understand
risk

Societal/
political
Societal/
political

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

Understand
risk
Understand
risk

Societal/
political
Societal/
political

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

Understand
risk
Understand
risk

Societal/
political
Societal/
political

Economy,
policies
Economy,
policies

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators
http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

Economy,
policies

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

CONV

CONV

CONV
CONV

CONV
CONV

CONV
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

20

Unemployment, youth
male (% of male labor
force ages 15‐24)
(modeled ILO estimate)
Unemployment, youth
female (% of female
labor force ages 15‐24)
(modeled ILO estimate)
Unemployment with
secondary education (%
of total unemployment)
Resilience due to N+M
redundancy
Mean time between
failure (MTBF)

CONV

25

Mean time to repair
[MTBR]

26
27

21

22

23
24

28

29

Sector/area

Links

Economy,
policies

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

Economy,
policies

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

Economy,
policies

http://data.worldbank.org/data‐
catalog/world‐development‐indicators

Absorb/
withstand
Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical

IT security

BIG

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

IT security

Availability

BIG
CONV

System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
System/p
hysical
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Societal/
political
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Societal/
political
Organizat
ional/busi
ness

IT security

FAR (Fatal injury/hours
worked)
Communication
efficiency

Anticipate/
prepare
Understand
risk
Understand
risk

https://buildsecurityin.us‐
cert.gov/swa/topics/resilient‐software
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/login.jsp?
tp=&arnumber=5221134&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fxpls%2F
abs_all.jsp%3Farnumber%3D5221134
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/login.jsp?
tp=&arnumber=5221134&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fxpls%2F
abs_all.jsp%3Farnumber%3D5221134
Not available

BIG
BIG

BIG

30

Educational attainment
equity
Pre‐retirement age

CONV

31

Transportation

CONV

32

Communication capacity

CONV

33

CONV

34

English language
competency
Non‐special needs

CONV

35

Health insurance

CONV

36

Mental health support

CONV

37

Food provisioning
capacity

CONV

38

Physician access

CONV

39

Homeownership

CONV

40

Employment rate

CONV

41

CONV
CONV

43

Race‐ethnicity income
equality
Non dependence on
primary/tourism sectors
Gender income equality

44

Business size

CONV

45

Large retail‐
regional/national
geographic distribution

CONV

42
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Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Understand
Societal/
risk
political

CONV

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare
Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare
Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare
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Power
Industry
Communica
tion

Not available
Not available

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Social
resilience
Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

46

Federal Employment

CONV

47

CONV

48

Flood insurance
coverage
Jurisdiction coordination

49

Mitigation spending

CONV

50

Disaster aid experience

CONV

51

Local disaster training

CONV

52

CONV

54

Performance regimes‐
state capital
Performance regimes‐
nearest metro area
Medical capacity

CONV

55

Population stability

CONV

56

Nuclear plant accident
planning

CONV

57

Crop Insurance policy

CONV

58

Place attachement ‐ non
recent immigrants

CONV

59

Place attachment ‐
native born residents
Political engagement

CONV

Social capital‐religious
organizations
Social capital civic‐
organizations
Social capital‐ disaster
volunteerism
Citizen disaster
preparedness and
response skills
Sturdier housing types

CONV

53

60
61
62
63
64
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65

CONV

CONV

CONV

CONV
CONV
CONV

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Absorb/
Organizat
withstand
ional/busi
ness
Absorb/
Societal/
withstand
political
Absorb/
Societal/
withstand
political
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Adapt/
Societal/
learn
political
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political
Absorb/
System/p
withstand
hysical
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Understand Organizat
risk
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Absorb/
Societal/
withstand
political
Absorb/
Societal/
withstand
political
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political
Absorb/
Societal/
withstand
political
Absorb/
Societal/
withstand
political
Respond/
Societal/
recover
political

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

66

Temporary housing
availability

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

67

Medical care capacity

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical

68

Evacuation routes

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

69

Housing stock
construction quality

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

70

Temporary shelter
availability

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

71

School restauration
potential

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical

72

Industrial re‐supply
potential

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical
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Sector/area

Links

Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Economic

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Institutional

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Institutional

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Institutional

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Institutional

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Institutional

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Infrastructu
re
Infrastructu
re
Infrastructu
re
Infrastructu
re

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

Infrastructu
re
Community
capital
Community
capital
Community
capital
Community
capital
Community
capital
Community
capital
Community
capital
Housing &
Infrastructu
ral
Housing &
Infrastructu
ral
Housing &
Infrastructu
ral
Housing &
Infrastructu
ral
Housing &
Infrastructu
ral
Housing &
Infrastructu
ral
Housing &
Infrastructu
ral
Housing &
Infrastructu
ral

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

73

High speed internet
infrastructure

CONV

74

Local food suppliers

CONV

75

Natural flood buffers

CONV

76

Efficient energy use

CONV

77

Pervious surfaces

CONV

78

Efficient water use

CONV

79

CONV

83

Information about the
Public Health
Preparedness
Average number of
minutes for state public
health staff with
incident management
lead roles to report for
immediate duty
Average number of
minutes for locality and
insular area public health
staff with incident
management lead roles
to report for immediate
duty
Percentage of states,
localities, and insular
areas that prepared an
after‐action report
and improvement plan
following a real or
simulated response
Risk communication

84

Sector/area

Links

Housing &
Infrastructu
ral
Environme
nt
Environme
nt
Environme
nt
Environme
nt
Environme
nt
Health

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005

doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2014.08.005
www.cdc.gov/phpr/pubs‐
links/2016/index.html

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Informa‐
tion/data

Health

www.cdc.gov/phpr/pubs‐
links/2016/documents/2016_Preparedn
ess_Report.pdf

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

Health

www.cdc.gov/phpr/pubs‐
links/2016/documents/2016_Preparedn
ess_Report.pdf

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

Health

www.cdc.gov/phpr/pubs‐
links/2016/documents/2016_Preparedn
ess_Report.pdf

CONV

Adapt/
learn

Informa‐
tion/data

Health

Coastal Resilience Index

CONV

Adapt/
learn

Informa‐
tion/data

Multiple
Critical
infrastructu
res. &
Critical
facilities

85

Social Vulnerability Index

CONV

86

Critical Response
facilities and support
systems

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare
Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data

87

Emergency housing and
support systems

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

Housing
and
transport

88

Housing and
neighborhood
infrastructure

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

schools,
business,
transport

http://www.cdc.gov/phpr/pubs‐
links/2016/documents/2016_Preparedn
ess_Report.pdf and
http://www.cdc.gov/phpr/pubs‐
links/2012/documents/2012‐state‐by‐
state_preparedness_report.pdf
http://resilience.abag.ca.gov/wp‐
content/documents/resilience/toolkit/Di
saster%20Resilience_A%20National%20I
mperative.pdf and
http://research.fit.edu/sealevelriselibrar
y/documents/doc_mgr/434/Gulf_Coast
_Coastal_Resilience_Index_‐
_SeaGrant.pdf
http://webra.cas.sc.edu/hvri/products/s
ovi.aspx
http://www.spur.org/featured‐
project/resilient‐city and
http://resilience.abag.ca.gov/wp‐
content/documents/resilience/toolkit/Di
saster%20Resilience_A%20National%20I
mperative.pdf
http://resilience.abag.ca.gov/wp‐
content/documents/resilience/toolkit/Di
saster%20Resilience_A%20National%20I
mperative.pdf
http://resilience.abag.ca.gov/wp‐
content/documents/resilience/toolkit/Di
saster%20Resilience_A%20National%20I
mperative.pdf

80

81

82
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Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Respond/
Organizat
recover
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Absorb/
System/p
withstand
hysical
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

89

Community recovery

CONV

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97
98

99

100
101

102

103
104

105
106
107

D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

108

109

110

Percentage share of
income or consumption
(lowest 20%)
Primary completion rate,
total (% of relevant age
group)
Contributing family
workers, male (% of
males employed)
Contributing family
workers, female (% of
females employed)
GDP per person
employed (constant
2011 PPP $)
Improved water source
(% of population with
access)
Improved sanitation
facilities (% of population
with access)
Access to electricity (%
of population)
Renewable energy
consumption (% of total
final energy
consumption)
Research and
development
expenditure (% of GDP)
Population living in slums
(% of urban population)
PM2.5 air pollution,
mean annual exposure
Adjusted net savings,
including particulate
emission damage (% of
GNI)
CO2 emissions (metric
tons per capita)
Terrestrial and marine
protected areas (% of
total territorial area)
Intentional homicides
(per 100,000 people)
Internet users (per 100
people)
Average annual
population growth %
2000‐2014
Average annual
population growth %
2014 ‐ 2025
Population age
composition (Ages 0‐14
in % of total population)
Population age
composition (Ages 15 ‐
64 in % of total
population)

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Respond/
System/p
recover
hysical

Sector/area

Links

Retail,
businesses

http://resilience.abag.ca.gov/wp‐
content/documents/resilience/toolkit/Di
saster%20Resilience_A%20National%20I
mperative.pdf
World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Adapt/
learn
Adapt/
learn

System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

CONV

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

CONV

Understand
risk
Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical
Societal/
political

Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk

System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Societal/
political

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

CONV
CONV
CONV
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World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators
World Bank Development Indicators
World Bank Development Indicators
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

111

CONV

114

Population age
composition (Ages 65+ in
% of total population)
Age dependency ratio,
young (% of working‐age
population)
Age dependency ratio,
old (% of working‐age
population)
Crude death rate

115

Crude birth rate

CONV

116

Life expectancy at birth,
male (years)
Life expectancy at birth
(Female)
Women who were first
married by age 18 (% of
women ages 20‐24)
Account at a financial
institution, male (% age
15+)
Account at a financial
institution, female (%
age 15+)
Wage and salary
workers, male (% of
males employed)
Wage and salaried
workers, female (% of
females employed)
Part time employment,
female (% of total part
time employment)
Firms with female
participation in
ownership (% of firms)
Female legislators,
senior officials and
managers (% of total)
Proportion of seats held
by women in national
parliaments (%)
Nondiscrimination clause
mentions gender in the
constitution (1=yes;
0=no)
Labor force participation
rate, male (% of male
population ages 15+)
Labor force participation
rate, female (% of female
population ages 15+)
Labor force, total

CONV

131

132

112

113

117
118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129
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130

133

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political

Sector/area

Links

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Understand
risk

Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Informa‐
tion/data

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

World Bank Development Indicators

Labor force, female (% of
total labor force)

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Employment in
agriculture, male (% of
male employment)
Employment in
agriculture, female (% of
female employment)

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

CONV
CONV
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World Bank Development Indicators
World Bank Development Indicators
World Bank Development Indicators
World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

SmartResilience: Indicators for Smart Critical Infrastructures
No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

134

CONV

153

Employment in industry,
male (% of male
employment)
Employment in industry,
female (% of female
employment)
Employment in services,
male (% of male
employment)
Employment in services,
female (% of female
employment)
Employment to
population ratio, 15+,
total (%) (modeled ILO
estimate)
Employment to
population ratio, ages
15‐24, total (%)
(modeled ILO estimate)
Vulnerable employment,
male (% of male
employment)
Vulnerable employment,
female (% of female
employment)
GDP per person
employed (constant
2011 PPP $)
Unemployment, male (%
of male labor force)
(modeled ILO estimate)
Unemployment, female
(% of female labor force)
(modeled ILO estimate)
Unemployment, youth
male (% of male labor
force ages 15‐24)
(modeled ILO estimate)
Unemployment, youth
female (% of female
labor force ages 15‐24)
(modeled ILO estimate)
Long‐term
unemployment (% of
total unemployment)
Unemployment with
primary education (% of
total unemployment)
Unemployment with
secondary education (%
of total unemployment)
Unemployment with
tertiary education (% of
total unemployment)
Children in employment,
total (% of children ages
7‐14)
Sustainability Index (for
water and wastewater
services)
Health‐wise safe water

154

Water quality

CONV

155

Supply assurance

CONV

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151
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152

CONV

CONV

CONV

CONV

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness

Sector/area

Links

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Understand
risk

World Bank Development Indicators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Informa‐
tion/data

Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare

Informa‐
tion/data
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical

Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water

http://www.svensktvatten.se/
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World Bank Development Indicators

World Bank Development Indicators
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

156

CONV

158

Water and wastewater
planning
Climate adaption and
flooding security
User satisfaction

159

Communication

CONV

160

Energy efficiency

CONV

161

CONV

162

Environmental
requirements
Water supply

163

Plant status

CONV

164

Stable operation

CONV

165

Personnel and skills

CONV

166

European transport
network indicator

CONV

167

All types of hazards
Intensity of the hazard

CONV

168

All types of hazards:
Number and type of
elements at risk in the
affected area

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

City
planning

169

Electrical black‐out:
Duration of power black‐
out

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

Energy

170

Electrical black‐out:
Duration of district
heating/cooling
disturbance during
electrical black‐out (over
12 hours)
Electrical black‐out:
Duration and extent of
water supply distribution
disturbance (over 12
hours)
Electrical black‐out:
Duration of ICT and
telecommunications
disturbance (over 12
hours)
Costal submersion,
Flood:
Sum of the flooded land
surfaces behind sea
protections
coastal submersion,
flood:
Number of people into
flooded area ‐ Number
of working people into
the flooded area

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

Housing
Health

CONV

Respond/
recover

Informa‐
tion/data

Housing
Water

CONV

Respond/
recover

Informa‐
tion/data

Housing

CONV

Respond/
recover

Informa‐
tion/data

City
planning

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

City
planning

157

171

172
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173

174

CONV
CONV

CONV

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Anticipate/
Cognitive
prepare
/decision
‐ making
Anticipate/
Informa‐
prepare
tion/data
Anticipate/
Societal/
prepare
political
Understand Organizat
risk
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
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Sector/area

Links

Water
sector
Water
sector
Water
sector
Water
sector
Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Water
sector
Drinking
Water
Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

http://www.svensktvatten.se/
http://www.svensktvatten.se/
http://www.svensktvatten.se/
http://www.svensktvatten.se/

http://www.svensktvatten.se/
http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Water
sector
Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Transport

http://www.vtt.fi/inf/pdf/technology/20
12/T43.pdf

City
planning

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

SmartResilience: Indicators for Smart Critical Infrastructures
No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

175

Coastal submersion,
flood:
Number of isolated
people ‐ Number of
injured people and
deaths
Costal submersion.
Flood:
Number of flooded
patrimonial buildings
and protected sites
Coastal submersion,
flood:
Surface or number of
flooded firms and
housing ‐ Surface of
flooded agricultural area
‐ Surface or number of
flooded sites related to
energy and telecomm. ‐
Percentage of firms
related to publics works
which would be flooded
Costal Submersion:
Costs to dwellings ‐ Costs
to firms ‐ Costs to
agriculture ‐ Duration of
inactivity
Costal Submersion:
Number of flooded IPPC
or Seveso installations ‐
Surface of flooded
protected natural areas ‐
Quality of flooded areas
(ecological status) based
on spatialized
classification (CLC) ‐
Mean daily volume
treated by the flooded
water treatment plants ‐
Capacity of stock and
treatment of waste of
the flooded plants ‐
Quantity/quality of
propagated materials
(trees, waste, broken
works,...) based on flood
intensity
Costal Submersion:
Number or surface of
flooded roads ‐ Number
or surface of flooded
public services (water
networks, electric
networks, etc.)
Costal Submersion:
Duration of services
shutdown ‐ Duration of
recovery to return to
normal situation
Earthquake:
Cost of the measure ‐
Number of homeless ‐
Number of dead ‐
Number of injuries ‐
Economic losses

CONV

176

177

178

179

180
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181

182

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Understand
System/p
risk
hysical

Sector/area

Links

City
planning

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

City
planning

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

City
planning

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

City
planning

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

City
planning

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

City
planning

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

City
planning

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

City
planning

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
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https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Respond/
Informa‐
recover
tion/data

Sector/area

Links

183

Earthquake:
Number and position of
resources available ‐
Response time ‐ Time of
unavailability of
resources
Forest Fire:
Area burnt ‐ Number of
large fires ‐ Number of
fires (ignitions) ‐
Economic losses ‐
Number of dead ‐
Number of injuries
Forest Fire:
Time of first intervention
‐ Time to control the
situation

CONV

Rescue

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

CONV

Respond/
recover

Societal/
political

Rescue

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

Rescue

Forest Fire:
Fire intensity ‐ Type and
number of resources
available ‐ Losses and
degradation of the
equipment/material ‐
Number of dead among
the operational actors ‐
Number of injuries
among the operational
actors
Forest Fire:
Concentration of smoke
in habited areas ‐ Roads
available to the
evacuation ‐ Expected
progression of the fire
fronts Rand smoke
released ‐ Number of
people with necessity of
evacuation (with no own
means and with health
problems)
Northern winter storm:
Snow accumulation
within 24 hours

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

Rescue

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

CONV

Respond/
recover

Societal/
political

Rescue

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

CONV

Respond/
recover

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

Housing,
Transport,
Energy

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

Housing

190

Northern winter storm:
Estimation of the cooling
time of different house
types ‐ Estimation of
time to reach the targets
with available rescue
vehicles
Number of fatalities

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

Rescue

191

Number of injured

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

Rescue

192

Number of evacuated

CONV

Respond/
recover

Societal/
political

Rescue

184

185

186

187

188
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189
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https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Respond/
Societal/
recover
political

Sector/area

Links

193

Survival rate

CONV

Rescue

CONV

Respond/
recover

Societal/
political

Rescue

Transportation time

CONV

Respond/
recover

Societal/
political

Rescue

196

Amount of cash
distributed

CONV

Respond/
recover

Cognitive
/decision
‐ making

Economy

197

Average number of
patients per ambulance
type

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

Rescue

198

Number of telephone
operators

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

Communica
tion

199

Number of free radio
channels

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

Communica
tion

200

Number of existing
supplies by type

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

Rescue

201

Average Number of
patients per rescue
station

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

Rescue

202

Number of vehicles

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

Rescue

203

Response time

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

Rescue

204

Insurance coverage
indicator part 1 – share
of households &
companies
Insurance coverage
indicator part 2 – degree
of damage
compensation
Overall insurance
coverage indicator –
share of capital stock
insured (ICI)

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

Economy

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf

194

Probability of secondary
disasters

195
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Respond/
System/p
recover
hysical

205

Fiscal gap indicator

CONV

206

Macro‐economic impact
multiplier

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

Economy

207

Initial hazard cost
projection for built‐up
area

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

Economy

208

initial hazard cost
projection for human
losses

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

Economy

209

Hazard cost projection
differential for human
losses

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

Economy

210

Initial hazard cost
projection for power
outage

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

Economy

211

Insurance coverage
indicator (ICI)

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

Economy

212

Fiscal vulnerability
indicator (FVI)

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

Economy

213

Macro‐economic
damage multiplier
(MADM)

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

Economy

214

Mean time to repair
(MTTR)

BIG

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

IT security

215

Graceful degradation
technique

BIG

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

IT security

216

Single point of failure

BIG

Intentional failure and
chaos engineering

BIG

System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical

IT security

217

Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand

218

Economic Resilience
Index (ERI)

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

page 140

Sector/area

Links

Economy

https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
https://workspace.vtt.fi/sites/eu_crisma
/Shared%20Documents/Sub‐
Projects/SP2/WP24/03%20Deliverables/
CRISMA_D241_final_250913%20new%2
0incl%20hyperlinks.pdf
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/login.jsp?
tp=&arnumber=5221134&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fxpls%2F
abs_all.jsp%3Farnumber%3D5221134
s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.docu
ments/1192790/50nqets0zkwyh1x.pdf?
AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ56TQJRTWSMTN
PEA&Expires=1471262328&Signature=y
ov6D7GTRqbRt%2B1VfEQ7PAmNDQ8%
3D&response‐content‐
disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3D
Graceful_Degradation_of_User_Interfac
es.pdf

IT security

https://developer.ibm.com/bluemix/201
5/12/10/resilience‐testing‐insights‐
from‐the‐pros/
http://principlesofchaos.org/#sthash.PB
vhrLJt.dpuf

SmartResilience: Indicators for Smart Critical Infrastructures
No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

219

CONV

220

Sustainability Index (for
water and wastewater
services)
Health‐wise safe water

221

Water quality

CONV

222

Supply assurance

CONV

223

Water and wastewater
planning
Climate adaption and
flooding security

CONV

D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

Sector/area

Links

Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare

Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Water
sector
Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Water
sector
Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

225

User satisfaction

CONV

Adapt/
learn

226

Communication

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

227

Energy efficiency

CONV

228

Environmental
requirements

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare

229

Water supply

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

230

Plant status

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

231

Stable operation

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

232

Personnel and skills

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

233

CONV

234

CML (Customer minutes
lost)
Operational disturbances

235

Total water footprint

CONV

Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand
Understand
risk

System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Cognitive
/decision
‐ making
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Informa‐
tion/data
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data

236

Water scarcity (1)

CONV

237

Water scarcity (2)

CONV

238

Water self‐sufficiency

CONV

239

Water quality

CONV

240

Sufficient to drink

CONV

241

Water system leakages

CONV

242

Water efficiency

CONV

243

Water Consumption

CONV

244

Drinking water quality

CONV

245

Infrastructure
Maintenance

CONV

Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare
Absorb/
withstand
Anticipate/
prepare
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare

Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data
System/p
hysical

224

CONV

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Understand
System/p
risk
hysical

CONV

CONV
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http://www.svensktvatten.se/
http://www.svensktvatten.se/
http://www.svensktvatten.se/
http://www.svensktvatten.se/

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Drinking
Water

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Water
sector

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

http://www.svensktvatten.se/

Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
All
infrastructu
res/Water
sector
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Water
sector

SmartResilience: Indicators for Smart Critical Infrastructures
No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

246

Separation of
wastewater and
storm water
Climate change
adaptation
measures
Management and action
plans

CONV

247

Sector/area

Adapt/
learn

System/p
hysical

Water
sector

CONV

Respond/
recover

Water
sector

CONV

250

Microbiological water
quality
Chemical water quality

251

Supply assurance

CONV

Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare

252

Customer complaints

CONV

253

Pipe network leakage

CONV

254

Electricity distribution
interruptions
Electricity distribution
interruptions caused by
certain type of extreme
weather
Average duration (h) of
interruption
Cabling rates of
electricity lines
Process Safety Total
Incident Rate (PSTIR) ‐
related to loss of primary
containment (LOPC) of
hazardous materials
(lagging indicators)
Emergency planning and
response (leading
indicators)
Incident investigation
(leading indicators)

CONV

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Informa‐
tion/data
Informa‐
tion/data
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political
Informa‐
tion/data
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical

LTIF (lost time injury
frequency) (lagging
indicators)
FAR (Fatal injury/hours
worked) (lagging
indicators)
Extent of employees
trained to actual
mitigation competence
Number of “table‐top”
exercises of the on‐site
plan per year.
Actual performance of
plan and personnel in
major test or in real
emergency.
Number of on‐site
emergency response
exercises per year.
Extent to which
employees receive
adequate safety‐related
information, and
understand this
information.

249

255

256
257
258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266

267

CONV

CONV

CONV

Adapt/
learn
Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand
Absorb/
withstand

Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Energy
Energy

Absorb/
withstand
Understand
risk
Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Organizat
ional/busi
ness

Energy

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Oil Industry
Security

CONV

Adapt/
learn

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

CONV

Respond/
recover

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

CONV

Understand
risk

CONV
CONV

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
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Links

Water
sector

CONV

248
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Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical

Energy
Oil Industry
Security

Oil Industry
Security
Oil Industry
Security
Oil Industry
Security
Chemical
industry

http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf

http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

268

Number of incidents due
to lack of training

CONV

269

Number of incidents
analysis used during risk
analyses
% of incidents that were
not
identified in risk analyses
Internal hazard
identification is carried
out for
each stage of installation
(design, building,
operation, shut‐downs)
Number of new events
identified in risk analyse

CONV

270

271

272

273

274

275

276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283

284

285

D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

286

287

288

% of the installations
that have completed an
appropriate risks
assessment
Number of risk reduction
actions achieved
% of major risks
identified as non‐
acceptable
and not tackled yet.
Total City Population
(Profile)
City Land Area (Profile)
(in km² )
Population Density
(Profile) (in per km² )
Country Gross Domestic
Product (Profile)
City Gross Operating
Budget (Profile) (in USD)
City Gross Capital Budget
(Profile) (in USD)
Country GDP Per Capita
(USD) (Profile) (in USD)
City's Unemployment
Rate (Core) (in
Percentage)
Assessed Value Of
Commercial And
Industrial Properties As A
Percentage Of Total
Assessed Value Of All
Properties (Core) (in
Percentage)
Percentage Of City
Population Living In
Poverty (Core)
Percentage Of Persons In
Fulltime Employment
(Supporting) (in
Percentage)
Youth Unemployment
Rate (Supporting) (in
Percentage)
Number Of Businesses
Per 100 000 Population
(Supporting)

CONV

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Absorb/
Organizat
withstand
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Anticipate/
Informa‐
prepare
tion/data

Sector/area

Links

http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
System/p
hysical

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness

CONV

Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk

Societal/
political
Informa‐
tion/data
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV
CONV
CONV
CONV
CONV
CONV
CONV
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http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf

http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemical
‐accidents/48356891.pdf

http://open.dataforcities.org/
http://open.dataforcities.org/
http://open.dataforcities.org/
http://open.dataforcities.org/
http://open.dataforcities.org/
http://open.dataforcities.org/
http://open.dataforcities.org/
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

289

Percentage of female
school‐aged population
enrolled in schools
(Core) (in Percentage)
Percentage of students
completing primary
education: survival rate
(Core) (in Percentage)
Percentage of students
completing secondary
education: survival rate
(Core) (in Percentage)
Primary Education
Student/Teacher Ratio
(Core)
Percentage of male
school‐aged population
enrolled in schools
(Supporting) (in
Percentage)
Percentage of school‐
aged population enrolled
in schools (Supporting)
(in Percentage)
Number of higher
education degrees per
100 000 population
(Supporting)
Total residential
electrical use per capita
(kWh/year/capita) (Core)
total energy
consumption
Percentage of city
population with
authorized electrical
service (Core) (in
Percentage)
Energy consumption of
public buildings as a
percentage of total
consumption in the city
(Core) (kWh/m²)
Percentage of total
energy derived from
renewable sources, as a
share of the city's(Core)
(in Percentage)
Total electrical use per
capita (kWh/year)
(Supporting)
(kWh/yr/capita )
Average number of
electrical interruptions
per customer per year
(Supporting)
Average length of
electrical interruptions
(in hours) (Supporting)
Fine Particulate Matter
(PM 2.5) Concentration
(Core) (in μg/m³)
Particulate Matter
(PM10) Concentration
(Core) (in μg/m³)

CONV

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297
298

299

300

301

302

D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

303

304

305

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Understand
Societal/
risk
political

Sector/area

Links

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk
Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data
System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Respond/
recover

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

306

Greenhouse gas
emissions measured in
tonnes per capita (Core)
(t/capita )
NO2 (nitrogen dioxide)
concentration
(Supporting) (in μg/m³)
SO2 (sulphur dioxide)
concentration
(Supporting) (in μg/m³)
O3 (Ozone)
concentration
(Supporting) (in μg/m³)
Noise Pollution
(Supporting) (in
Percentage)
Percentage change in
number of native species
(Supporting) (in
Percentage)
Debt Service Ratio (Debt
Service Expenditure As A
Percentage Of A
Municipality's Own‐
Source Revenue) (Core)
(in Percentage)
2 Capital Spending As A
Percentage Of Total
Expenditures
(Supporting) (in
Percentage)
Own‐Source Revenue As
A Percentage Of Total
Revenues (Supporting)
(in Percentage)
Tax Collected As
Percentage Of Tax Billed
(Supporting) (in
Percentage)
Number of Fire fighters
per 100 000 population
(Core)
Number of fire related
deaths per 100 000
population (Core) (in Per
100 000/yr)
Number of Natural
disasters –related deaths
per 100 000 population
(Core) (in Per 100
000/yr)
Number of volunteers
and part‐time
firefighters per 100 000
population (Supporting)
Response time for
emergency response
services from initial call
(Supporting) (in min)
Response time for fire
department from initial
call (Supporting) (in min)
Voter participation in
last municipal election
(as a percentage of
eligible voters) (Core) (in
Percentage)

CONV

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

320

321

322

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Understand
Informa‐
risk
tion/data

Sector/area

Links

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Respond/
recover

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Respond/
recover

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Respond/
recover

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

323

Women as a percentage
of total elected to city‐
level office (Core) (in
Percentage)
Percentage of women
employed in the city
government workforce
(Supporting) (in
Percentage)
Number of convictions
for corruption/bribery by
city officials per 100 000
population (Supporting)
Citizens’ representation:
number of local officials
elected to office per 100
000 population
(Supporting)
Number of registered
voters as a percentage of
the voting age
population (Supporting)
(in Percentage)
Average Life expectancy
(Core) (in years)
Number Of In‐Patient
Hospital Beds Per 100
000 Population (Core)
Number of physicians
per 100 000 population
(Core)
Under age five mortality
per 1000 live berths
(Core)
Number of nursing and
midwifery personnel per
100 000 population
(Supporting)
Number Of Mental
Health Practitioners Per
100 000 Population
(Supporting)
Suicide rate per 100 000
population (Supporting)
Square Meters Of Public
Indoor Recreation Space
Per Capita (Supporting)
(in m²/capita)
Square Meters Of Public
Outdoor Recreation
Space Per
Capita(Supporting) (in
m²/capita)
Number Of Police
Oﬃcers Per 100 000
Population (Core) (per
100 000/yr)
Number Of Homicides
Per 100 000 Population
(Core) (per 100 000/yr)
Crimes Against Property
Per 100 000
Population(Supporting)
(per 100 000/yr)
Response Time For
Police Department From
Initial Call (Supporting)

CONV

324

325

326

327

328
329

330

331

332

333

334
335

336

337

D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

338

339

340

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Understand
Societal/
risk
political

Sector/area

Links

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Informa‐
tion/data

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand
Understand
risk

Societal/
political
Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Respond/
recover

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

CONV
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

341

Violent Crime Rate Per
100 000 Population
(Supporting) (per 100
000/yr)
Percentage Of City
Population Living In
Slums (Core) (in
percentage)
Number Of Homeless
Per 100 000 Population
(Supporting)
Percentage Of
Households That Exist
Without Registered Legal
Titles(Supporting) (in
percentage)
Percentage Of City
Population With Regular
Solid Waste
Collection(Residential)(C
ore) (in percentage)
Total Collected
Municipal Solid Waste
Per Capita (Core)
(t/capita)
Percentage Of The City's
Solid Waste That Is
Recycled (Core) (in
percentage)
Percentage Of The City's
Solid Waste That Is
Disposed Of In A Sanitary
Landfill (Supporting)
Percentage Of The City's
Solid Waste That Is
Disposed Of In An
Incinerator(Supporting)
Percentage Of The City's
Solid Waste That Is
Burned Openly
(Supporting) (in
percentage) (in
percentage)
Percentage Of The City's
Solid Waste That Is
Disposed Of In An Open
Dump (Supporting) (in
percentage)
Percentage Of The City's
Solid Waste That Is
Disposed Of By Other
Means (Supporting) (in
percentage)
Hazardous Waste
Generation Per Capita
(Supporting) (t/capita)
Percentage Of City's
Hazardous Waste That Is
Recycled (Supporting) (in
percentage)
Number Of Internet
Connections Per 100 000
Population (Core)
Number of Cell Phone
Connections Per 100 000
Population (Core)

CONV

342

343

344

345

346

347

348

349

350

351

352

353
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354

355

356

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Absorb/
Societal/
withstand
political

Sector/area

Links

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

357

Number Of Landline
Phone Connections Per
100 000
Population(Supporting)
Kilometers Of High
Capacity Public
Transport System Per
100 000 (km/100 000)
Population (Core) (in
Kms)
Kilometers Of Light
Passenger Public
Transport System Per
100 000 (km/100 000)
Population (Core) (in
Kms)
Annual Number Of Public
Transport Trips Per
Capita (Core) (Capita/yr)
Number Of Personal
Automobiles Per Capita
(Core) (Per Capita)
Number Of Two‐Wheel
Motorized Vehicles Per
Capita (Core)
Percentage Of
Commuters Using A
Travel Mode To Work
Other Than A Personal
Vehicle (Supporting) (in
percentage)
Kilometers Of Bicycle
Paths And Lanes Per 100
000 Population
(Supporting) (in km/100
000)
Transportation Fatalities
Per 100 000 Population
(Supporting)(in per 100
000/yr)
Commercial Air
Connectivity
(Supporting) (in per year)
Green Area (Hectares)
Per 100 000 Population
(Core) (in Ha/100 000)
Annual Number Of Trees
Planted Per 100 000
Population (Supporting)
(per 100 000/year)
Areal Size Of Informal
Settlements As A
Percentage Of City
Area(Supporting) (in 100
000/yr)
Jobs/Housing Ratio
(Supporting)
Percentage Of City
Population Served By
Wastewater Collection
(Core) (in Percentage)
Percentage Of The City's
Wastewater That Has
Received No
Treatment(Core) (in
Percentage)

CONV

358

359

360

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370
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371

372

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Understand Organizat
risk
ional/busi
ness

Sector/area

Links

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Informa‐
tion/data

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

CONV
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

373

Percentage Of The City's
Wastewater Receiving
Primary Treatment
(Core) (in Percentage)
Percentage Of The City's
Wastewater Receiving
Secondary
Treatment(Core) (in
Percentage)
Percentage Of The City's
Wastewater Receiving
Tertiary Treatment
(Core) (in Percentage)
Percentage Of City
Population With Potable
Water Supply Service
(Core) (in Percentage)
Percentage Of City
Population With
Sustainable Access To An
Improved Water Source
(Core) (in Percentage)
Percentage Of
Population With Access
To Improved Sanitation
(Core) (in Percentage)
Total Domestic Water
Consumption Per Capita
(Core) Litres/Day/Capita)
Total Water
Consumption Per Capita
(Supporting)
(Litres/Day/Capita)
Average Annual Hours Of
Water Service
Interruptions Per
Household
(Supporting)(Hrs/yr/hous
ehold)
Percentage of water loss
(unaccounted for water)
(in percentage)
Minimal human
vulnerability

CONV

374

375

376

377

378

379

380

381

382

383

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Understand
risk

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical

http://open.dataforcities.org/

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical

Health &
Wellbeing
Health &
Wellbeing

Anticipate/
prepare

385

Safeguards to human life
and guards

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

386

Collective identity and
mutual support
Social stability and
security
Availability of financial
resources and
contingency funds
Reduced Physical
exposure and
vulnerabilities

CONV

Absorb/
withstand
Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
System/p
hysical

Continuity of critical
services

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical

390

http://open.dataforcities.org/

System/p
hysical

CONV

389

Links

Anticipate/
prepare

Diverse livelihood and
employment

388

Sector/area

CONV

384

387
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Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Anticipate/
System/p
prepare
hysical

CONV
CONV
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https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/
app/uploads/City‐Resilience‐
Framework1.pdf
Same as above

Health &
Wellbeing

Same as above

Economy &
society
Economy &
society
Economy &
society

Same as above

Infrastructu
re &
environme
nt
Infrastructu
re &
environme
nt

Same as above
Same as above

Same as above

Same as above
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

391

Reliable communications
and mobility

CONV

392

Effective leadership and
management

CONV

Respond/
recover

393

Empowered
stakeholders

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

394

Integrated developing
planning

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

395

Endowments and
entitlements

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

396

Buffer capacity

CONV

397

Self‐organization

CONV

398

Capacity of learning

CONV

399

CONV

Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political
Societal/
political

CONV

Respond/
recover

CONV

403

Connectivity of the
member of community
Level of risk and
vulnerability in the
community
Procedures that support
community disaster
planning, response and
recovery
Emergency planning,
response and recovery
resources available in
the community
Recovery times

Absorb/
withstand
Respond/
recover
Adapt/
learn
Absorb/
withstand
Understand
risk

404

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness

Sector/area

Links

Infrastructu
re &
environme
nt
Leadership
& Strategy

Same as above

Same as above

Leadership
& Strategy

Same as above

Leadership
& Strategy

Same as above

Livelihood

Livelihood

http://ac.els‐
cdn.com/S0959378014001101/1‐s2.0‐
S0959378014001101‐
main.pdf?_tid=ea368510‐53ef‐11e6‐
b068‐
00000aacb360&acdnat=1469620237_1c
8803afafd3ea24633761c4fc32615d
Same as above

Livelihood

Same as above

Livelihood

Same as above

Community
resilience
Community
resilience

https://www.flinders.edu.au/centres‐
files/TRI/pdfs/tritoolkit.pdf
same as avove

Cognitive
/decision
‐ making

Community
resilience

same as avove

Anticipate/
prepare

Cognitive
/decision
‐ making

Community
resilience

same as avove

CONV

Respond/
recover

Informa‐
tion/data

Disaster
Resilience

Economic validity

CONV

Understand
risk

Disaster
Resilience

405

Social well‐being

CONV

406

Types of asset: Social
Capital

CONV

Understand
risk
Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political
Societal/
political

http://www.nist.gov/el/resilience/uploa
d/Framework_LineNumbered_75‐
25_11Feb2015.pdf
same as above

407

Types of asset: Human
capital
Types of asset: Financial
capital

CONV

400

401

402

408

409
410
D121Report_v94aj10092016.docx

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Respond/
Informa‐
recover
tion/data

411
412

Types of asset: Natural
capital
Types of asset: Physical
capital
Types of asset: Political
capital
Social dimension:
Preparedness

CONV

CONV

CONV
CONV
CONV
CONV

Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Understand
risk
Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Societal/
political
Societal/
political

page 150

Disaster
Resilience
Social
capital

Human
capital
Financial
capital
Natural
capital
Physical
capital
Political
capital
Social
dimension:
Preparedne
ss

same as above
https://agrilinks.org/sites/default/files/r
esource/files/FTF%20Learning_Agenda_
Community_Resilience_Oct%202013.pd
f
same as above
same as above

same as above
same as above
same as above
same as above
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

413

Social dimension:
Responsiveness

CONV

414

Social dimension:
Learning and Innovation

CONV

Adapt/
learn

Societal/
political

415

Social dimension: self‐
organization

CONV

Respond/
recover

Societal/
political

416

Social dimension:
diversity

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

417

Social dimension:
inclusion

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

Societal/
political

418

Social dimension:
aspiration

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

419

Area of collective action:
Disaster Risk Reduction
(DRR)

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

420

Area of collective action:
Conflict management

CONV

Respond/
recover

421

Area of collective action:
social protection

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

422

Area of collective action:
Natural resource
management

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Cognitive
/decision
‐ making
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
System/p
hysical

423

Area of collective action:
Management of Public
Goods and Services

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

424

Climate Change
adaptation Strategy

CONV

Adapt/
learn

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

425

City Resilience

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

426

Urban Resilience

CONV

Absorb/
withstand

427

Climate Adaptation

CONV

428

Modus Operandi
Training

CONV

Absorb/
withstand
Adapt/
learn

429

Regulatory framework of
SCI security and
resilience including
harmonization with
international law,
standards and
recommendations.
Effectiveness and extent
of cooperation.

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
System/p
hysical
Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Cognitive
/decision
‐ making

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

430

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Respond/
Societal/
recover
political

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
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Sector/area

Links

Social
dimension:
Responsive
ness
Social
dimension:
Learning
and
Innovation
Social
dimension:
self
organizatio
n
Social
dimension:
diversity
Social
dimension:
inclusion
Social
dimension:
aspiration
Disaster
Risk
Reduction
(DRR)
Conflict
manageme
nt
Social
protection

same as above

same as above

same as above

same as above

same as above

same as above

same as above

same as above

same as above

Natural
resource
manageme
nt
Manageme
nt of Public
Goods and
Services
Climate
Change
adaptation
Strategy
City
Resilience

same as above

Urban
Resilience

same as above

Climate
Adaptation
Transport

same as above

Transport

http://eur‐lex.europa.eu/legal‐
content/EN/TXT/?qid=1464957024803&
uri=CELEX:32008R0300

Transport

http://eur‐lex.europa.eu/legal‐
content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32010R007
2

same as above

1. SMR (Smart Mature Resilience) (D1.1,
p. 54ff; http://smr‐
project.eu/resources/)
same as above
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

431

Pertinence of task,
responsibilities and
stakeholders.
Sea‐level rise (hydro‐
geological exposure
indicator)
Storm surge (hydro‐
geological exposure
indicator)
# of cyclones in the last 5
years (hydro‐geological
exposure indicator)
River discharge (hydro‐
geological exposure
indicator)
Cultural heritage (socio‐
economic exposure
indicator)
Growing coastal
population (socio‐
economic exposure
indicator)
Shelters (socio‐economic
resilience indicator)

CONV

432

433

434

435

436

437

438

439

440

441

442

443
444
445

446

447

448
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449

% of disabled persons
(<14 and >65) (socio‐
economic susceptibility
indicator)
Recovery time (socio‐
economic resilience
indicator)
km of drainage (socio‐
economic resilience
indicator)
Flood hazard maps
(politico‐administrative
susceptibility indicator)
Water supply

BIG

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Anticipate/
Organizat
prepare
ional/busi
ness
Understand
Informa‐
risk
tion/data

Sector/area

Links

Transport

http://eur‐lex.europa.eu/legal‐
content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32010R007
2
DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐1

BIG

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐2

BIG

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐3

BIG

Understand
risk

Informa‐
tion/data

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐4

BIG

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐9

BIG

Anticipate/
prepare

Societal/
political

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐10

BIG

Anticipate/
prepare

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐11

BIG

Absorb/
withstand

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Societal/
political

BIG

Respond/
recover

Informa‐
tion/data

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐14

BIG

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐15

BIG

Anticipate/
prepare

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐16

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare
Anticipate/
prepare
Understand
risk

Cognitive
/decision
‐ making
System/p
hysical
System/p
hysical
Societal/
political

BIG

Understand
risk

Societal/
political

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐18

BIG

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐19

Organizat
ional/busi
ness
Organizat
ional/busi
ness

DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐4

Transportation
infrastructure
Institutional
organizations (politico‐
administrative resilience
indicator)
Uncontrolled planning
zone (politico‐
administrative exposure
indicator)
Flood protection
(politico‐administrative
resilience indicator)
Early warning

CONV

CONV

Anticipate/
prepare

Services (e.g., recovery
relief, social networks,
water management
system, electricity,
transportation, social
capital index (‐),
medical services, access
to market)

BIG

Respond/
recover

BIG
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DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐12

DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐4
DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐5
DOI 10.1007/s11069‐012‐0234‐17

DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐5
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No.

Indicator short name

Data
Type

450

Services (e.g., recovery
relief, social networks,
water management
system, electricity,
transportation, social
capital index (‐),
medical services, access
to market)
Services (e.g., recovery
relief, social networks,
water management
system, electricity,
transportation, social
capital index (‐),
medical services, access
to market)
Services (e.g., recovery
relief, social networks,
water management
system, electricity,
transportation, social
capital index (‐),
medical services, access
to market)
Services (e.g., recovery
relief, social networks,
water management
system, electricity,
transportation, social
capital index (‐),
medical services, access
to market)
Services (e.g., recovery
relief, social networks,
water management
system, electricity,
transportation, social
capital index (‐),
medical services, access
to market)

BIG

451

452

453
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454

Resilience
phase
dimen‐
sion
Absorb/
System/p
withstand
hysical

Sector/area

Links

DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐6

BIG

Absorb/
withstand

System/p
hysical

DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐7

BIG

Anticipate/
prepare

System/p
hysical

DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐8

BIG

Anticipate/
prepare

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐9

BIG

Understand
risk

Organizat
ional/busi
ness

DOI 10.1007/s11625‐016‐0366‐10
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Annex 10 Review process
Table 35: Points raised by reviewers and author’s response
Review

Response

Reviewer 1
It could be useful to refer to the right parts of the document or to
introduce briefly the SmartResilience concept since the beginning to
set the scene.

SmartResilience project and
understanding of resilience are
mentioned in the introduction

It might be useful to mention the Resilience Assessment Grid
(Hollnagel)‐ qualitative ‐ that in some way is going to be applied in
RESOLUTE.

Hollnagel’s approach has been
included in the analysis of
literature in chapter 2

It might be useful to maintain the same organization for all the items Structure of chapter 2 was
in section 2.
simplified and made coherent by
removing subchapters
The section 3 seems to be an indicator review assessment; probably
you can revise the title.

Title was changed
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It might be valuable to mention the political impact of indicators and The political impact of indicators
the need to reconciliate the semantic ambiguity of the concepts
and different interpretations of
used in the formulas with the stakeholders
stakeholders are covered in T1.3,
as well as in work package 4
Page 29. In RESOLUTE we started with Resilience Assessment Grid
and FRAM approach…could be something useful to mention for the
indicators.

Resilience Assessment Grid was
mentioned in the RESOLUTE part
2.6

Page 29. Are you also going to consider H2020 DRS7 DARWIN?

The project deliverables of
DARWIN were reviewed. The
project does not yet provide an
indicator‐based methodology to
measure resilience at this stage.
Future deliverables will be taken
into consideration in Work package
4 and 5, depending on the
applicability.

Page 39. Relevance of Improver project

Done in Chapter 2.20.

Here you need a reference to the SmartResilience layer concept
(chapter 5‐6?) or could be useful to provide a very short summary of
the approach at the beginning of the doc to frame the "Relevant for
SmartResilience"
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Page 47‐ Swedish water & waste water association

Done

Internal Structure: Approach, indicator and matrices, relevance to
smart resilience
Page 47
Not clear what it means here..

Deleted, as the paragraph was not
relevant in the text.

Page 51

Done

National: Health care system
Explain why is it relevant for SmartResilience as done for the other
sections
Action: included
Page 53,54, 71

The overall structure of chapter 2
changed

Selected literature overview papers
Probably you could continue with the structure also in this section
instead of grouping all the articles in a unique sub‐chapter: e.g. 2.21
Selected literature overview papers ‐ “Assets for Health: linking
vulnerability, resilience, and adaptation to climate change” (Nunes
2016)
Reviewer 2

The originality of the document is good, especially because it reviews In the beginning of chapter 2, it
some publications, which are said to be relevant to resilience
was announced that the review is
although they have not been developed purposely for resilience. This very broad.
is an interesting perspective, but it should be said clearly that the
review is broader than other reviews of the resilience literature,
which already exist.
I would appreciate if there would be more depth in some analysis,
but this is perhaps outside the scope of this work.

More in depth analysis of
indicators, as well as assessment
approaches and case studies will
be implemented in work package
2, 3, 4 and 5.

I suggest that you consider the following important contributions:

Hollnagel’s approach was included
in 2.18.6

1) Hollnagel: http://erikhollnagel.com /onewebmedia
/RAG%20Outline%20V2.pdf http://www.functionalresonance.com/
For example: Hollnagel, E., Woods, D. D., & Leveson, N (Eds.) (2006).
Resilience Engineering: Concepts and Precepts. Aldershot, UK:
Ashgate Publishing Limited.
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Jackson (2016) article has been
reviewed. As part of the IRGC
resilience guide it was published
early September, hence it could
2) Jackson: http://www.incose.org /ChaptersGroups/WorkingGroups not have been taken into
consideration for D1.2, but will be
/analytic/resilient‐systems https://www.irgc.org/wp‐content
included in work package 4.
/uploads/2016/04/Jackson‐Principlefor‐Resilient‐Design.pdf
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The document could be improved by:

The general approach of the
project is to align the
considerations of resilience with
those of risk, safety and
sustainability. This will be
‐ saying upfront more clearly that the field is crowded with hundreds
elaborated in WP3.
of views, approaches, methods and indicators, but that there is a
need to sort out these many contributions, to filter (out) those that In the beginning of chapter 2, it
was clarified that the analysis of
are not specifically relevant to SCI.
approaches and indicators was not
comprehensive and done for
selected approaches.
‐ defining, characterizing or comparing and contrasting the concept
of resilience to the concepts of safety, risk, sustainability, etc., or
adding a reference to where it was defined, if in other deliverables

In my view, the "need for new indicators" could be more
substantiated if the report includes an analysis of the weaknesses,
gaps or deficiencies in the current indicators. This must be done in a
sectoral analysis. It cannot be made "in general".

Indicators were assessed according
to their relevance to the
SmartResilience approach (5x5
matrix). This was done in both a
quantitative and a semantic
analysis. The indicators were not
specifically analyzed according to
their weaknesses, but further in‐
depth analysis of indicators will be
done in work package 4.

On page 17, last paragraph, it would be useful to remind the
definition.

Done

On page 18, I suggest rewriting: the Argonne approach has a level
structure similar to the one proposed in SmartResilience

Done

On page 1, about the OECD publication. This report is produced by
the OECD cooperation and development directorate. Maybe you
should mention that at first sight, it is not written for managers of
SCI.

Done

page 22 section 2.4

The collection of indicators in this
document is only a preliminary
analysis of what exists. Not every
indicator collected in this
document will be taken into
account for the SmartResilience
project. Further analysis of
indicators will follow in work
package 4, for which this
document serves as preparation.
Relevance of the approaches and
indicators for the SmartResilience
project is indicated in Table 6, as
well as analyzed according to the
resilience phases and dimensions
developed in Figure 39.
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Many of them are not designed to address resilience issues. You may
add that a few words to explain what you mean by "relevant" to the
SmartResilience project. In particular, it may be confusing, to suggest
that publications about: ‐ safety sustainability ‐ corporate social
responsibility are considered as relevant to resilience. Although I
agree that it can be pertinent, I strongly advise that you explain why
you have looked at these publications. Second, if the indicators
suggested in these publication are counted in the "450" indicators,
this may be very misleading. As you understand, I suggest reducing
the number of 450 indicators.
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I think that the document would benefit from 3 main areas of
improvement:

The characterization of resilience
for SmartResilience was discussed
1) reminding the characterization of resilience applied in the project, in the introductory chapter. The
collection of indicators was put
in contrast to others and in contrast to safety, risk, or sustainability
into the context of D1.2, which is
(and perhaps other concepts)
only a preliminary analysis.
2) Clearly mentioning that (as I suspect) some indicators identified
Recommendations of literature
(some of the "450") are not precisely for resilience, but that it is
were included (Hollnagel). Graceful
relevant to consider them, for the purpose of multi‐disciplinary work.
degradation is mentioned as
3) Considering some other sources of relevant work about resilience important indicator in A.3.5.
of critical infrastructure, some of which are suggested in the detailed
comments. In particular, I suggest that it could be worth to give
more consideration to the concept and approaches to "graceful
degradation".
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Reviewer 3
It would probably help to condense/abridge the text, and make
allusions and internal project references (sometimes indicated just
by the number of a chapter, without any content indication) more
explicit.

The concept of the report is to
“collect” and provide an overview
of what should/could be useful for
the work in WP3 and WP4,
primarily. Hence, “condensing and
abridging” should take place in this
phase.

In addition, it would improve readability, if the reader were better
guided with regard to why what is displayed when in the text.

The introduction as well as
introductory parts of every chapter
were refined in order to better
guide the reader.‐

Finally, who is imagined as a preferred reader/addressee? Is it a
safety/security official of a city? From a (re‐)insurance perspective,
the gap analysis for resilience indicators and the suggested fillings by
ever more indicators is not entirely convincing. The analysis is much
focused on indicators for prevention and foresight, and too little on
means of recovery. Insurance provides financial means for recovery,
and thus insurance penetration, in its quantity and quality, would be
an indicator for resilience. While the project seems to allude, that
more indicators are better, a (re‐)insurance perspective would prefer
the smallest possible number of most significant and reliable indices.
One extremely simple indicator could be availability of singly named
high‐ranking responsible person in the (city) administration for the
respective SCI (concentrated accumulation of responsible decision
power).

Suitable indicators will have to be
identified in work package 4, as
this deliverable was only a
preliminary identification of
existing indicators.

The parameters to pick should be evident and transparent to both
the insurance provider and the insurance client, they should be solid,
consented, easily understood and undebated. For insurance
relevance, any smart indicator derived from big data must obey
these criteria; otherwise, it will not be useful. Sophisticated
algorithms will only be useful, if convincingly explainable. Smart black
boxes are not smart.

The methods of assessment and
use of indicators will be developed
according to transparency and
efficiency criteria in the work
packages 3 and 4.
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However, the question raised in a
question common to virtually all
EU projects, in particular in the
area of DRS calls. The “preferred
reader” is not necessarily defined
by the text of the EU call.

